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4  LEADER GUIDE TeamKID: Follow Through

DOES TEAMKID USE THE LEVELS OF  
BIBLICAL LEARNING?®

Absolutely! On the first page of each meeting, you will see both the Concept 
Area and the specific Level of Biblical Learning that meeting will cover for 
Younger Kids, Middle Kids, and Preteens. 

What are the Levels of Biblical Learning? Levels of Biblical Learning covers 10 
biblical concept areas that children can learn as they study God’s Word. The 
concept areas are presented through eight different age ranges, from infancy 
through the high school years, and reflect levels of understanding that follow 
how God designed children and students to learn. Learn more by visiting  
lifeway.com/levelsofbiblicallearning. 

••8  Levels of Biblical Learning Poster (Pkg of 10) (9781535966092) — This handy 
Levels of Biblical Learning Poster is dual-sided, providing both a chart and info-
graphic version of Lifeway Kids’ Levels of Biblical Learning. The Levels of Biblical 
Learning concepts were developed by Lifeway Kids to provide teachers, parents, 
and ministers of preschoolers and children with milestones related to biblical 
knowledge from birth through high school. 

••8  Growing in God’s Word: Levels of Biblical Learning (Pkg of 10) (9781535966122) 
As kids grow, their understanding of foundational truths grow with them. 
The Growing in God’s Word: Levels of Biblical Learning booklet illustrates ten 
concepts that are the foundation of spiritual growth: God, Jesus, Holy Spirit, 
Bible, Salvation, Creation, Church, People, Family, Community and World. 
Twenty-three pages of content explain these foundations for Younger Preschool, 
Middle Preschool, Older Preschool, Younger Kids, Older Kids, Preteens, Middle 
School, and High School. 

DOES TEAMKID USE BIBLE SKILLS FOR KIDS?
Absolutely! On the first page of each meeting, you will see Bible Skills that 
meeting will cover. 

••8  Bible Skills for Kids (Pkg of 10 posters and booklets) (9781087754277) — The 16-
page Bible Skills for Kids booklet (9.5-x-7) provides information on how to teach 
Bible skills to kids, handy lists of foundational Bible Stories for preschoolers 
and kids, the most important memory verses for kids, and what to look for in a 
Bible for kids. The Bible Skills for Kids dual-sided poster (7-x-19) provides both a 
chart and info-graphic format of Bible skill goals for four age groups: Younger 
Preschool, Older Preschool, Younger Kids, and Older Kids. Bible Skills for Kids 
was developed by Lifeway Kids to provide teachers, parents, and ministers of 
preschoolers and children with Bible Skill milestones. 
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HOW IS TEAMKID: FOLLOW THROUGH 
DIFFERENT?

As followers of Jesus, we are called to Follow Through, to continue pursuing our 
relationship with Jesus and our relationships with others. Through this volume of 
TeamKID, kids will learn foundational elements of the Christian faith that they are 
called both to believe and live out. 

TeamKID: Follow Through leads kids through a biblical study and practical 
application of key answers to questions of the Christian faith such as who is 
my neighbor, how can I be part of a Christian community, and how do I live on 
mission for Jesus. 

MORE BIBLE! 

• Bible Study: Each meeting includes a Bible story and teaching that helps kids grow 
in their foundational understanding of what it means to know and love Jesus. 

• Bible Memory: Each meeting includes a memory verse connecting to that 
meeting’s Bible truth. A bonus verse is also included that corresponds to Bible 
Skills Drills and Thrills for the current publishing year. 

MORE MISSIONS! 

• Missions Videos: Missions videos are included to lead kids through six units  
of TeamKID. 

• REACH OUT: Each meeting has its own missions experience that encourages kids 
to engage with what they are learning. Each meeting includes a mission focus 
with printable items and extras from the DVD-ROM and downloadable content. 

MORE FUN! 

• More Rec Games: TOURNAMENT activities are bigger and better than ever, which 
means more fun! The TeamKID: Follow Through Playbook includes two meeting 
games and six bonus unit games to resource you as you lead games with kids.   

• WARM-UP: Each meeting kicks off with a fun arrival activity to build interest in the 
Bible truth and meeting content for the day.
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6  LEADER GUIDE TeamKID: Follow Through

Follow Through

WHAT IS FOLLOW THROUGH?  

Follow Through means to continue pursuing what you first set out to do. 

Today’s kids are growing up in a culture of competing ideas and worldviews 

that do not match up to Scripture. As kids learn to grow deeper in their faith, 

they are challenged to consider what it looks like to live out their faith while 

standing firm in their convictions. TeamKIDs will learn how to follow through 

in developing their faith—to continue pursuing Jesus while at the same time 

loving and showing respect to those who believe differently than they do. 

WHY FOLLOW THROUGH? 

As kids grow in their faith, they are called to live out what they believe to 

people around them. Even though they are young, kids can begin to connect 

their faith to life action. (1 Timothy 4:12) As they do, they learn that they are 

not called just to hear and believe God’s Word, but that Scripture actually 

transforms their young hearts to live differently in light of their faith in God. 

Throughout this study, TeamKIDs will learn how to follow through on standing 

firm in their faith, live on mission, and engage the kids around them with the 

hope of the gospel. 

HOW DID YOU DEVELOP THE FOLLOW  

THROUGH CONTENT?

TeamKID: Follow Through is designed as the next level of discipleship for 

kids, going deeper into key elements of Christianity and helping kids live out 

their faith. (1 Timothy 4:12) The content was developed to be complementary 

to the Preschool TeamKID: Follow Through for preschoolers ages 3-5. 

The 36 meetings of TeamKID: Follow Through lead kids to know more about 

key elements of knowing and living out the Christian faith.
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Teamkid Ancillary products
 8 Use the following resources to help you keep a record of the accomplishments of 
each TeamKID participant, promote TeamKID, and recognize kids in your group.

 8 TeamKID Point Folders, 10 Pack 
(9781415835357)

 8 TeamKID Pencils (9780767327954) 
Brightly colored pencils with TeamKID 
logo Pkg. of 12

 8 TeamKID Banner (9781415822265) 
Colorful vinyl outside banner with 
the TeamKID logo and the words, 
“TeamKID Meets Here.” Space is 
provided to add your meeting day 
and time and/or your church’s phone 
number.

 8 TeamKID Motto Banner 
(9781415835333) large 17-by-33-inch 
banner with four-color logo and 
motto; made of heavy-duty vinyl with 
metal corner grommets.

 8 TeamKID Ribbons—Award your 
kids with this package of TeamKID 
Ribbons (size 2-inch by 8-inch) in 3 
different colors representing 3 levels 
of achievement. Package contains 
10 ribbons and includes 4 Excellent 
(rainbow), 3 Outstanding (green), and 
3 Superior (purple) (9780767327909)

TeamKID T-shirts 
Promote TEAM spirit with a T-shirt featuring the TeamKID design.
 

 8 Youth S (9781430067474) 

 8 Youth M (9781430067467) 

 8 Youth L (9781430067450) 

 8 Adult M (9781430067429) 

 8 Adult L (9781430067412) 

 8 Adult XL (9781430067436) 

 8 Adult XXL (9781430067443) 

More Administrative helps?
For more Administration helps for Follow Through, check out pages 5-23 of the 
TeamKID: Follow Through Leader Guide books.

For help setting up TeamKID at your church, check out the TeamKID—
Administrative Guide (9781535928151) available at lifeway.com/teamkid.

TeamKID Administrative Guide: A guide for setting up a TeamKID ministry in your 
church makes starting your club easy! It includes details on how to get your club up and 
running, suggestions on how to use the different motivational systems, instructions 
for a coaches’ training class, promotion ideas, enrollment cards, instructions for using 
TeamKID for camp, information about preschool TeamKID, answers to frequently asked 
questions, and more. This one-time purchase will get your preschool and children’s 
TeamKID clubs off to a great start every year! Each church will need only one.

Guide Includes:

• Steps in setting up a TeamKID Ministry

• Tips on administering TeamKID

• Promotion ideas

• Stationery

• Optional motivational systems

• Enrollment cards

• Suggestions on discipline
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Promoting TeamKID
Getting children to participate in TeamKID should be your first goal. But how can you 
attract children and parents who have a busy schedule? Good, effective promotion is 
the key.

Your publicity may include phone calls, personal visits, mail-outs, displays, bulletin 
boards, posters, handouts, announcements, newsletters or newspaper articles, and a 
host of other approaches. See Printable Item 1 for clip art. Use the TeamKID banner to 
tell the community that TeamKID meets at your church (9781415822265).

T-shirts!

What about 
music?

Club Motto

TeamKID verse

Available at lifeway.com/teamkid.

Plan a regular time in each 

meeting to say the TeamKID 

Club Motto.

Purchase the TeamKID Motto 

Banner at lifeway.com/teamkid

(9781415835333)

Use your favorite 

upbeat Christian 

music for your 

gathering and during 

activities. The TeamKID Song 

is available on iTunes. 

Plan a regular time each meeting to  

say the TeamKID Verses: Proverbs 3:5-6  

(in the version your club chooses).

    Connecting with parents
Every meeting contains a Parent Connection to send home and keep parents involved.

Let the community know that TeamKID is 

meeting at your church by displaying the 

TeamKID Banner (9781415822265) 

TeamKID Banner
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TeamKID PRINTABLE Items
ROM MENU
Administration & General Use
Item 1. TeamKID Logo 
Item 2. Sample Leader Application 
Item 3. Parent-Child Letter
Item 4. Enrollment Card
Item 5. Parent Letter
Item 6. Bulletin Insert
Item 7. Allergy Alert
Item 8. Leading Games with Kids
Item 9. Principles of Discipline
Item 10. Referee the Game
Item 11. Review Player Stats
Item 12. Game Cube
Item 13. Spinner
Item 14. Bible Shapes
Item 15. Keychain Cards
Item 16. TeamKID Cards
Item 17. Answer Strips
Item 18. Footprints
Item 19. Game Target
Item 20. Administration Guide

UNIT 1: COMMUNITY AMONG 
BELIEVERS
Item 21. Unit 1 Parent Connections
Item 22. U.S. Map
Item 23. Paul’s Letters Poster 

MEETING 2
Item 24. Ukegbu Family Photo

MEETING 4 
Item 25. Hurricane Relief Photo

MEETING 5
Item 26. Verse Review
Item 27. Helping Jobs
Item 28. Spanish Phrases

MEETING 6
Item 29. Miller Family Photo 
Item 24. Ukegbu Family Photo

 
 

UNIT 2: BOLDNESS IN IDENTITY
Item 30. Unit 2 Parent Connections

MEETING 7
Item 31. The Gospel: God’s Plan for Me
Item 22. U.S. Map 

MEETING 8
Item 32. Seattle Skyline

MEETING 9
Item 33. Would You Rather Questions
Item 34. Bible Story Scroll

MEETING 10
Item 35. Elliff Family Photo

MEETING 11 
Item 36. Meeting 11 Review Questions
Item 37. Flags

MEETING 12 
Item 38. Roots Community Church Photos
Item 39. What Do You Do?

UNIT 3: LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR
Item 40. Unit 3 Parent Connections

MEETING 13 
Item 41. Mystery Clues
Item 42. Paul’s Letters

MEETING 14 
Item 43. Clarkston Ministry Center Photo

MEETING 15
Item 44. What Workers Need
Item 45. Broken Heart
Item 46. Bible Story Cards
Item 47. Sign Language Alphabet

MEETING 16
Item 48. Scenario Cards
Item 49. COVID-19 Testing in  
                 Clarkston Photo
Item 50. Needs/Meeting Needs Statements

MEETING 17
Item 51. True or False?
Item 52. Books of the Bible
Item 53. CIBC Questions

MEETING 18
Item 54. 3-2-1- Lifestyle

8

8 8

8
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10  LEADER GUIDE TeamKID: Follow Through

UNIT 4: GROWING IN FAITH 
Item 55. Unit 4 Parent Connections

MEETING 19 
Item 56. Bible People and  
                 Reference Cards
Item 57. World Map
Item 58. Buenos Aires Facts

MEETING 20
Item 59. Christian Character Cards
Item 60. Buenos Aires Photos

MEETING 22
Item 61. How to Build a House
Item 62. Clue Cards
Item 63. Student Work in  
                 Argentina Photos
Item 64. Vision for Students Diagram

MEETING 23
Item 65. Healthy ABCs
Item 66. New Testament Books of  
                 the Bible
Item 57. World Map

MEETING 24
Item 67. Tic-tac-toe Board 
Item 60. Buenos Aires Photos 
Item 63. Student Work in  
                 Argentina Photos 

MEETING 25 
Item 57. World Map

UNIT 5: LIVING OUT YOUR FAITH
Item 68. Unit 5 Parent Connections

MEETING 26
Item 69. Imitation Drawing
Item 70. Bible Divisions Chart
Item 71. Korean Mission Photos

MEETING 28

Item 72. YouTube® in South Korea Story

MEETING 30
Item 73. Buddha Statue Photo
Item 74. South Korea Prayer Requests

UNIT 6: FOCUS ON GOD
Item 75. Unit 6 Parent Connections

MEETING 31
Item 76. Graph Paper 
Item 57. World Map

MEETING 32
Item 77. Lesotho Photos

MEETING 33
Item 78. I Love God’s Creation Poster

MEETING 34
Item 79. Number Cube  
Item 77. Lesotho Photos

MEETING 36
Item 80. Mosilisi’s Story
Item 81. Mosilisi Story Questions  
Item 57. World Map

VIDEO MENU
1. All About South Florida
2. A Miami Minute
3. Brook Church
4. All About Seattle
5. Stepping Out in Seattle
6. Why We Go
7. I Am Somebody
8. I Have a Mission
9. An International Church
10. Sights and Sounds of Buenos Aires
11. Groundwork in South America
12. Everybody’s Mission
13. South Korea to the World
14. The Gospel in South Korea
15. South Korea Missions Report
16. The Gospel to Lesotho
17. National Church Planter
18. Still Focused

8

8

8

8
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15 EASY STEPS FOR PROMOTION
1.  Begin now! Begin now displaying 

the TeamKID logo in the halls of your 
church. Place the logo in the church 
newsletter or bulletin. Simply let the logo 
visually communicate what is to come. 
Increase the amount of information you 
share as the weeks progress.

2.  Use variety. Plan to use a variety of 
approaches (mail-outs, bulletin boards, 
and posters, for instance). The more you 
repeat your message, the more people 
will remember it. 

  
3.  Use the logo consistently. Use the 

TeamKID logo on all of your publicity 
pieces. Soon people will associate the 
logo with TeamKID and the good things 
you have planned. TeamKID logos are 
available in the “Printables” folder. 

4.  Choose colors. Choose two or three 
colors to use in all of your publicity 
efforts to make your items easily 
recognizable. You may wish to use the 
colors of TeamKID resources.

5.  Be specific. Tell the children when 
and where your meetings will be held. 
Share the title of the resource and who 
is invited—all boys and girls in grades 
1–6 and their friends! Tell the children 
what they will be doing: playing games, 
having fun, learning about the Bible, 
and so on. When communicating with 
parents, share the meeting titles and 
information about what their children 
will learn. On the back of the Parent 
Letter in the Activity Books is a list of the 
meeting topics.

6.  Do first-quality publicity. A poorly 
made poster or a sloppy bulletin board 
may do more harm than good. Let 
everything you prepare be appealing.

7.  Enlist help. You do not have to do all of 
your publicity work by yourself. Enlist 
the help of your children’s committee, 
church public relations committee, or a 

church member who is a gifted artist. 
Also remember to ask teenagers and 
senior adults for help.

8.  Ask the church to pray. Introduce 
TeamKID to the whole congregation 
and request prayer support for 
discipling children.

9.  Plan an open house. Plan an open 
house for the entire church four or 
five weeks into the club. Invite them 
to be a part of the ministry for which 
they are praying by coming to the 
club meetings during COOL DOWN 
for refreshments.

10.  Use the church newsletter. Include 
information in the church newsletter 
about TeamKID meetings. Use the 
logo in the Printables folder (item 1) 
to call attention to the article.

11.  Promote during worship. Do a 
skit or dialogue during services 
on Sundays and Wednesdays to 
announce TeamKID.

12.  Notify parents. Send letters to the 
parents explaining the details of 
TeamKID. See the “Parent Letter”  
Item 5 or Activity Book, p. 77-78.

13.  Plan a parents’ night. Invite parents 
to an informational meeting. Explain 
how TeamKID works. Plan to 
conduct part of a TeamKID meeting.

14.  Enlist parents. Enlist the help of 
parents. Ask parents to help with 
publicity, snacks, TOURNAMENT, 
STRETCH IT OUT, transportation, 
or to be a special guest during a 
TeamKID meeting.

15.  Display the TeamKID banner. 
Let the community know that 
TeamKID is meeting at your church 
by displaying the TeamKID Banner 
(9781415822265).
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12  LEADER GUIDE TeamKID: Follow Through

How do we live at peace 
with others and  
honor God? 
GOD ENABLES US TO LIVE OUT OUR FAITH SO THAT WE CAN POINT 

OTHERS TO JESUS.

PAUL WROTE A LETTER TO TIMOTHY ENCOURAGING HIM TO 

REMAIN FAITHFUL AND LIVE A LIFE OF GODLINESS.  TIMOTHY 

WAS A YOUNG PASTOR LEADING A CHURCH THAT NEEDED 

TO BE REMINDED OF THE GOSPEL.  FALSE TEACHERS WERE 

INFILTRATING THE CHURCH, AND THE PEOPLE NEEDED TO 

KNOW WHAT IS TRUE. BECAUSE OF CHRIST’S REDEEMING 

WORK ON THE CROSS,  WE ARE BROUGHT BACK TO GOD.  

THIS TRUTH SHOULD IMPACT THE WAY WE LIVE AND 

INTERACT WITH THE WORLD. 

BIBLE VERSE
So that we may lead a tranquil and quiet life in all godliness and dignity.  
1 Timothy 2:2b

BONUS VERSE
Jesus did this, the first of his signs, in Cana of Galilee. He revealed his glory, and his 
disciples believed in him. John 2:11

BIBLE STORY
Belief and Behavior (1 Timothy 2:1-7)

BIBLE TRUTH
God enables us to live out our faith so that we can point others to Jesus.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Jesus’ life and teachings show us what God is like.

• Middle Kids: Jesus taught about faith, trust, and obedience to God. 

• Preteens: Jesus taught that He is the only way to God. 

BIBLE SKILL
Pronounces the names of Bible people, places, and things mentioned in the Bible.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 55).

TK6_Leader Guide2.indd   12TK6_Leader Guide2.indd   12 3/31/21   11:48 AM3/31/21   11:48 AM
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Chairs

TO DO:
   Arrange chairs in a circle.

• Welcome TeamKIDs as they arrive. Instruct kids to sit in a circle. The leader will 
call out a statement. (For example: A great wind blows for anyone with a little 
brother.) Any kids for whom that statement is true will stand up and run to find 
another chair. When the kids stand up, the leader will remove one of the chairs. 
The child who cannot find a chair will be the next caller. Continue for several 
rounds until everyone has had a turn to be the caller. Example statements:

• A great wind blows for anyone with a big sister.

• A great wind blows for anyone who has a pet.

• A great wind blows for anyone who ate cereal for breakfast.

• A great wind blows for anyone who likes country music.

• Say: “You had to listen closely to know when to stand up and run. In our Bible 
story, we’ll find that it’s important to listen carefully to what God says so we know 
how to live in a way that pleases Him.” 

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story.
Say: “Over the next several weeks we are going to learn about what the Bible 
teaches us about growing in our faith. When we grow in our faith, we learn and 
act on what the Bible says and help others to obey also. Our Bible story today is  
a snapshot of part of Paul’s letter to Timothy. When we read 1 Timothy, we see 
how important it is to believe what is true about God so we know how to live! 
In his letter, Paul helps Timothy know how to teach the people in his church to 
follow Jesus.” 

Open your Bible to 1 Timothy 2. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

BELIEF AND BEHAVIOR
BASED ON 1 TIMOTHY 2:1-7

Paul wrote two letters to Timothy that are Bible books. Timothy was 
a Christian young man who had a Jewish mother and a Greek father. 
He became good friends with Paul and later became one of his special 
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14  LEADER GUIDE TeamKID: Follow Through

helpers (partners in ministry). The name Timothy means honoring God. 
That is exactly what Timothy did as he worked with Paul on missionary 
trips to many places. 

In Paul’s first letter to Timothy, Paul wrote to encourage Timothy to live 
out his faith and help others do the same. Paul suggested Timothy offer 
to God petitions, prayers, requests, and thanksgivings for everyone. In 
other words, Timothy was to use all kinds of prayers! Timothy was to use 
all kinds of prayers to pray for others—even leaders who did not trust in 
Jesus. Paul explained that Christians are called to pray all sorts of prayers 
for everyone so that they may live lives of godliness and respect. 

Paul reminded Timothy that there is one God and there is only one 
who brings people and God together. Jesus does that, and He is the 
only One who can! Jesus gave His life at just the right time to buy back 
(redeem) everyone and to set them free from sin and death.

Paul said, “That is the reason I go to the Gentiles (non-Jews) and tell 
them the truth about God.” Two more times, Paul emphasized that he 
was telling Timothy the truth.

Paul helped Timothy learn that growing in faith leads to living in  
godly ways.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “What we believe directly impacts the way we live. When we believe what 

is true about God, our lives will be transformed by Him! So when we believe that 
Jesus has forgiven our sin, we are able to forgive people when they hurt us. When 
we believe that Jesus is kind to us, we can be kind to others. When we believe that 
Jesus hates sin, we can work to avoid sin in our own lives because we love Jesus 
more than our selfish desires. But when we do sin, we should repent. Everything 
we believe about God changes something in our lives about how we live.” 

Review the Bible story.  
• Ask TeamKIDs the following review questions: 

1. Who wrote this letter to Timothy? (Paul)
2. Why did Paul write to Timothy? (so Timothy could grow in his faith)
3. What did Paul suggest Timothy do for others? (pray for them)
4. What are some ways that we can live godly lives? (pray for others, pray for 

leaders, tell others about Jesus)
5. Why might it be hard for you to live in God-honoring ways sometimes? 

(Answers will vary.)

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Explain that the kids will find five differences between the two pictures on the 
activity page. 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead the TeamKIDs in prayer. Thank God for His Word and for reminding us that 

we are saved through faith in Jesus. Ask God to help us live a life that honors Him. 
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Construction paper, 

child-scissors, markers
   Activity 2: Item 56: “Bible People 

and Reference Cards” (1 set per 
group), Bibles

TO DO:
   Activity 2: Cut out the cards.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

CIRCLES OF PRAYER
• Pass out construction paper, scissors, and markers to the kids. Instruct them to 

cut out a large circle. Inside their paper circles, help TeamKIDs draw two more 
concentric circles. In the inner circle, ask the kids to write the name of someone 
in their family who they want to pray for this week. In the middle circle, they 
can write the name of a friend to pray for. In the outer circle, they can write the 
name of a city or community leader they can pray for. Instruct them to write 
the memory verse on the back of their circles. Encourage them to use this 
throughout the week to remember to pray for those around them.

BIBLE PEOPLE RELAY
• Form groups of four or five. Give each group a set of Bible people cards. At the 

other end of the room, place the Bible reference cards. One at a time the kids will 
race to the opposite end of the room, grab a reference card, and run back to their 
groups. The groups will find the verse in a Bible and match it to the correct Bible 
person before the next kid runs to grab another card. The group to make the most 
matches wins. 

• There is a wide assortment of people that we read about in the Bible. You might 
think that everyone in Scripture was a great person, but in reality, most people in 
the Bible made some big mistakes! There is only one exception: Jesus. When we 
compare everyone else in the Bible to Jesus, we see that He alone is perfect and 
able to obey everything that God commands. 

REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 57: “World Map”  

or globe
   Item 58: “Buenos Aires Facts”

TO DO:
   Cue the “Sights and Sounds of Buenos 

Aires” missions video.
   Cut the Buenos Aires facts into strips and 

put them in a basket or bag.

• Introduce the new missions focus—Argentina. Ask a volunteer to find Argentina 
in South America on a map or globe and point it out for the group.
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• Play the missions video, asking kids to look for three things that look similar to 
your community and three things that look different.

• Say: “Many people in Argentina have heard of Jesus but do not have a personal 
relationship with Him. Missionaries have been in Argentina for many years living 
out their faith and pointing people to Jesus. They want people to understand 
what it really means to follow Jesus.”

• Ask for volunteers to choose a fact about Buenos Aires and read it aloud. 

• After the facts, ask: “How do you think missionaries can live out their faith and 
point people to Jesus in Buenos Aires?” Encourage your group to think of three 
ways, based on the facts read about the city. 

• Close in prayer for the people of Buenos Aires to choose to be faithful followers  
of Jesus.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, he or she also becomes a shark and 
begins tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible truth, 
“God enables us to live out our faith so that we can point others to Jesus“ 
before she begins tagging others. The last kid left gets to be the new shark for the 
next round.

• Debrief: “There was a lot of arguing in the Ephesian church—the people Timothy 
was ministering to in Ephesus. People were debating things that didn’t really 
matter, and they were forgetting about what being a Christian is all about—
following Jesus. We don’t need to argue with people even when we think they are 
wrong. God calls us to live in peace with others. Of course that doesn’t mean you 
don’t speak what is true! We are called to be witnesses of the truth of Christ, but 
we can do so in a peaceful way. God enables us to live out our faith so that we 
can point others to Jesus. When our lives are peaceful, others know that Jesus is 
the one who brings peace.”

2. APPLE TREE, BANANA BUNCH, AND GRAPE CLUSTERS (TEAMKID 
PLAYBOOK PAGE 49)
• Play this game similar to Rock, Paper, Scissors, but without elimination. Kids 

who choose apple tree must stand tall with their arms out like tree branches. 
TeamKIDs who choose banana bunch will bend sideways like the shape of a 
banana with their hands folded together above their heads. “Grape clusters” will 
squat low in a ball. Instruct the kids to find a partner. The goal is to match fruit 
motions with their partners. Once the motions match, they can switch partners 
and play again as time allows. The kids with the most matches win. 

• Debrief: “God calls us to live in peace with others. When we are joined to Jesus, 
our lives are transformed. He gives us new hearts and helps our lives reflect 
Jesus. God gave every Christian the fruit of the spirit—love, joy, peace, patience, 
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kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self control. These attitudes 
help us show others that we follow Jesus and can help us point others to Jesus. 
When we are loving, joyful, peaceful, patient, kind, good, faithful, gentle, and self-
controlled, we are showing the world what Jesus is like.”

3. MUSICAL CHAIRS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 50)
• Set up the chairs in a circle. Play music and have the kids walk in circles around 

the chairs. When the music stops, they must find a chair. The kid left standing 
will say one way that he can demonstrate his faith this week. 

• Debrief: “It’s important that our actions match what we say we believe about 
Jesus. We want the world to know what Jesus is like, and we can do that by living 
in a way that honors Him!”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing  

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Paul’s words to Timothy are a reminder to us that God 
wants us to live in a way that honors Him and points others to Jesus. Timothy 
needed to be encouraged to stay faithful to God, and so do we. When we trust in 
Jesus, we recognize our need for Him. Knowing God’s love for us motivates us to 
love those around us by sharing the truth of Jesus with them.”

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for His Word, the Bible, that helps 
us know His will for us. Thank God for today’s meeting and the snack. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Lead TeamKIDs to play “True or Untrue.”  Invite kids to sit in a 
circle. The first kid will say three things, two that are true about him and one that 
is untrue. The rest of the group must decide which statement is false. Go around 
the circle until everyone has a turn.

• Say: “It wasn’t always easy to know what the false statement was! As followers 
of Jesus, we must believe the right things about God so we will know when 
someone is teaching something that isn’t true. We can know what is true by 
reading the Bible and studying Scripture. This helps us love those around us who 
think differently than us by pointing them to truth found in God’s Word.” 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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How do we obey God and love 
our enemies?
GOD CHANGES OUR HEARTS AND HELPS US LIVE DIFFERENTLY BECAUSE 

OF THE HOLY SPIRIT LIVING IN US. 

KIDS TODAY ARE BOMBARDED WITH DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVES 

ABOUT HOW TO LIVE.  WHAT WE HEAR FROM SCRIPTURE 

RIVALS WHAT THE WORLD TEACHES US.  THE CHRISTIAN LIFE 

IS COSTLY AND OFTEN CHALLENGING. WHAT GOD CALLS US 

TO IS NOT AN EASY LIFE BUT ONE OF OBEDIENCE TO HIM. 

WHEN WE ARE JOINED TO JESUS,  WE ARE GIVEN THE GIFT OF 

THE HOLY SPIRIT,  WHO MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO OBEY GOD AND 

LOVE THOSE AROUND US. 

BIBLE VERSE
Do not be conformed to this age, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, so 
that you may discern what is the good, pleasing, and perfect will of God. Romans 12:2

BONUS VERSE
And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favor with God and with people. 
Luke 2:52

BIBLE STORY
Obey God, Love Enemies (Romans 12:1-2,9-21)

BIBLE TRUTH
God changes our hearts and helps us live differently because of the Holy Spirit living 
in us.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God helps us know how to live in ways that honor Him.

• Middle Kids: God wants us to show what Jesus is like by the way we live. 

• Preteens: Our lives are transformed by the Holy Spirit within us when we trust  
in Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILL
Begins to tell others the meaning of the biblical content of a verse or passage.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 55).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Potato or other small object
   Music and music player

• Using a potato or other small object, play a game of Hot Potato. Instruct kids to 
stand in a circle and pass the potato around as the music plays. Whoever is left 
holding the potato when the music stops is out. If time allows, play again. 

• Say: “Great job! No one wanted to get caught with the potato. You wanted to get 
rid of the hot potato as fast as you could. In our Bible story, we’re going to hear 
how God wants us to get rid of sin in our lives. In fact, we will learn that God 
wants us to show what Jesus is like by the way we live. One way we can do that is 
by confessing our sin and turning back to Jesus when we disobey God.” 

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Item 59: “Christian Character Cards”
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Print and cut out Item 59: 

“Christian Character Cards.”

Tell the Bible story. 
Ask: “Have you ever wanted to encourage a friend or a family member to do what is 
good and right?” (Allow TeamKIDs to answer.)

Say: “Paul wanted to tell his friends living in Rome what it means to live as a 
Christian. He wanted his friends to know that God changes our hearts and helps 
us live differently because of the Holy Spirit living in us. When we trust in 
Jesus, God sends the Holy Spirit to us. (See Romans 8:9.) Through the Holy Spirit, 
we are able to obey God and love those who are unkind to us. Let’s read today’s 
Bible story to find out more.”
 
Open your Bible to Romans 12. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

OBEY GOD, LOVE ENEMIES
BASED ON ROMANS 12:1-2,9-21

Paul wrote to all the Christians in Rome, teaching them how to grow in 
their faith.

Paul wrote, “Because God is merciful, you should give yourself to Him 
as a sacrifice.” Paul meant a person should dedicate his or her whole life 
to honoring God. Offering your life to God means trying to live as He 
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wants all the time. The good news is that God helps you know what is 
good, pleasing, and perfect in His will. Paul challenged his readers not to 
be like people who are not Christians.

Paul wanted the Roman Christians to know how they could live 
differently than unbelievers. If they truly were a believer then their life 
would bear the fruit of one who begins to reflect Jesus to the world. He 
gave them many examples:

A Christian should…truly love others, hate evil, hold on to good.
A Christian should…love other believers, show respect for one another, 

and work hard.
A Christian should…serve God, be joyful in hope, be patient.
A Christian should…continue in prayer, share with those in need, try to 

be friendly.
A Christian should…bless those who persecute him or her, be happy 

with those who are happy, share tears with those who are sad.
A Christian should…get along with others, be humble, think more of 

others than himself.
A Christian should…not want revenge, be honorable to everyone, live 

peacefully with others.
After all these things, Paul explained that believers do not need to seek 

revenge on those who have done them wrong. Instead, believers are 
called to feed their enemies if they are hungry and give them water if 
they are thirsty. Your enemies will be surprised at your actions. Don’t let 
evil control you, but overcome evil with good.

Apply Bible learning.
• Say: “One way we worship God is by offering our lives to Him in thanks for what 

He has done for us. This means that whatever we do, whether it’s brushing our 
teeth or serving people in need, we do it with God in mind. It’s even possible for 
something as mundane as taking out the trash to be glorifying to God! As you 
take out the kitchen trash, you can thank Him that you have good food to eat. 
God helps us know how to live in ways that honor Him.”

• Ask: “What are some other things you do that you can give thanks to God while 
doing?” (Allow TeamKIDs to responds and discuss.) 

Review the Bible story.
• Distribute Item 59: “Christian Character Cards.” Direct kids to notice what number 

is on their cards. They will need to find two other TeamKIDs who have the same 
number. Once they have found their groups, they will come to the front of the 
room. When all the groups have been formed, ask the kids to stand up together to 
say what is on their cards.

• Explain that these are characteristics of what the Christian life is like. Say: “This 
doesn’t mean that Christians are always perfect and sinless, but we want our lives 
to reflect Christ in all that we do. God changes our hearts and helps us live 
differently because of the Holy Spirit living in us.”

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Invite kids to use the clues to find the answers to the crossword puzzle. 
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• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in prayer asking God to help them live in a way that honors Him 

and points others to Jesus. Ask for God’s help to love others and hate what is evil, 
to be patient and prayerful in all things. 

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE
   Activity 1: Craft sticks with words of 

the memory verse written on each, 
dry erase board, dry erase markers

   Activity 2: Index cards, bowl

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write one or two 

words of the Bible verse 
(Romans 12:2) on each craft 
stick. Hide the craft sticks 
around the room.

   Activity 2: Write down different 
people, places, or objects in the 
Bible on different index cards. 
(Ex: Abraham, the Garden of 
Gethsemane, or Noah’s Ark)

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

CRAFT STICK MEMORY VERSE
• Hide the craft sticks around the room for the kids to find. Let them run around 

the room collecting all the sticks and bring them back to the center of the room. 
They must work together to get the words in the correct order. 

• Help kids understand the words in this verse that may be confusing. Write the 
words on the board as you explain what they mean. Explain that to conform 
to something means to start behaving like something else, transformation is 
changing from one thing to another, and to discern means to recognize or 
understand something. 

• Ask the kids to tell you what they think this verse means and how they can apply 
it to their lives this week. Explain that God helps us understand His will for us 
when we read the Bible, pray, and participate in Christian community.

BIBLE FISH BOWL
• Form two teams. Invite one kid from one team to come to the front and choose 

an index card from the bowl. He must then give clues to his teammates to get 
them to guess what is written on the card. Each correct guess earns one point. 
The first team to get to ten points wins. 

• Say: “Great job everyone! Was it easy or difficult to figure out those clues? The 
Bible is the most important book in the life of a Christian. Our faith is built on 
Scripture, so it’s really important that we know what it says. The smaller stories in 
the Bible all help tell the one big story of God’s plan to send Jesus to rescue people 
from sin, and our mission to share His story with others until He returns.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 60: “Buenos 

Aires Photos”

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “Sights and Sounds of 

Buenos Aires” missions video to remind TeamKIDs 
that you are learning about missions in Argentina.

   Display the photos around the room or down  
a hallway.

• Explain to kids that you will learn more about missions in Buenos Aires and that 
you will pray as you learn. Lead kids on the prayer walk, from photo to photo. 
Stop at each photo to ask a volunteer to read the caption and another to pray. 

• Say: “Missionaries need our prayers to help them in their work. It’s not always 
easy to live in a different country with people who might not want to hear about 
Jesus. We can pray that missionaries will respond to people with grace and truth 
while they share about eternal life with Jesus.”

• Lead the group in prayer for missionaries in Argentina that they would be 
encouraged and bold in their faith and how they live their lives to point others  
to Jesus.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed. 

1. MOVEMENT RELAY (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 51)
• Form two teams. The teams will line up and run relay style to the other side of the 

room and back. For each round, the players will have to use a different movement 
to get to the other side. (For example: crab walk, walk sideways, hop on one foot, 
and so forth.) Consider writing the movements on the board so the kids will know 
what movement to do next. The first team with all its players to complete each 
round wins. 

• Debrief: “Good work everyone! Some of those movements were tricky to do 
quickly, but you did great, especially with the help and encouragement of your 
teammates! Sometimes we need encouragement in our lives as we try to live 
in a way that honors God. God sends the Holy Spirit to live within us when we 
become followers of Christ, and the Spirit encourages us and leads us to become 
more like Jesus.”

 
2. BLANKET TENNIS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 52)
• Form two teams and give each team a blanket or bedsheet. Space the teams about 

10 feet apart and give the first team a beach ball. The object of the game is to use 
the blanket to toss the ball to the other team, attempting to get it to roll off their 
blankets. Teams earn one point each time the opposing team lets the ball hit the 
floor. The first team to get 10 points wins. 
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• Debrief: “You worked hard to defeat the other team. Paul tells us not to be 
overcome by evil but to overcome evil with good. What do you think this means? 
To overcome means to defeat, or succeed, against something. The Bible tells us 
that we can defeat evil with goodness. Our lives are transformed by the Holy Spirit 
within us when we trust in Jesus. God wants us to honor Him with the way we 
live, and the Holy Spirit is the One who helps us do this!”

3. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, he or she also becomes a shark and 
begins tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible truth, 
“God changes our hearts and helps us live differently because of the Holy 
Spirit living in us” before she begins tagging others. The last kid left gets to be 
the new shark for the next round.

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! Remember that God changes our hearts and helps 
us live differently because of the Holy Spirit living in us. When we begin to 
follow Jesus, we are transformed into a new creation and are empowered to do 
God’s will!”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Paper
   Markers

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Today Paul helped us see that God changes our 
hearts and helps us live differently because of the Holy Spirit living in us. 
Our lives as Christians should look different from the rest of the world because of 
the work God is doing in our hearts.” 

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in prayer thanking God for our Bible story today and for the 
snack as well. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Instruct kids to find a partner. Give each partner paper and a 
marker and invite the first partner to create a simple drawing. The second partner 
should not be able to see the drawing. The first partner will give instructions for 
how to recreate the drawing. When finished, the partners should switch roles.

• Explain that it was hard to know exactly what to do since the instructions from 
your partner may have been hard to follow. As Christians, we have instructions 
on how to live that come from Scripture. We can know exactly what we need to 
do because we have God’s Word! 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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How do faith and actions 
work together?
GOD CALLS US AND ENABLES US TO LIVE OUT OUR FAITH BY 

FOLLOWING HIS COMMANDS.

THE CHRISTIAN FAITH IS ONE OF ACTION. THE BOOK OF 

JAMES POINTS US TO THE TRUTH THAT FAITH APART FROM 

WORKS IS MEANINGLESS.  WHILE WE ARE SAVED THROUGH 

FAITH ALONE, OUR FAITH IS LIVED OUT IN PRACTICAL 

AND TANGIBLE WAYS.  GOD CALLS US AND ENABLES US TO 

LIVE OUT OUR FAITH BY FOLLOWING HIS COMMANDS. AS 

BELIEVERS GROW IN FAITH, THEIR ACTIONS AND BELIEF 

WORK TOGETHER TO SHOW OTHERS AROUND THEM WHERE 

THEIR TRUE HOPE AND POWER LIES. 

BIBLE VERSE
For just as the body without the spirit is dead, so also faith without works is dead. 
James 2:26

BONUS VERSE
God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in Spirit and in truth.  
John 4:24

BIBLE STORY
Faith and Works (James 2 )

BIBLE TRUTH
God calls us and enables us to live out our faith by following His commands.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: People who love God want to obey Him. 

• Middle Kids: People can obey God as a response to His love for them. 

• Preteens: God deserves respect, obedience, and honor. God wants us to live for 
His glory.

BIBLE SKILL
Memorizes Bible passages and quotes individual verses when given the reference.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 55).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Adult-sized clothing including accessories like neckties, jewelry, watches, 

and so forth.

• Instruct two teams to line up on one side of the room opposite their teams’ pile of 
clothes. Kids will run relay style to the other side, put on all the clothes, run back, 
take them off, and tag the next runner. 

• Say: “Great job everyone! Has someone ever treated you differently based on the 
clothes you were wearing? In our Bible story, we’re going to hear that rich people 
with fancy clothes were being treated well in the church and given good seats 
while the poorer people were made to sit on the floor. Today we are learning 
about how our faith and actions go together. God calls us and enables us to live 
out our faith by following His commands. God calls us to love everyone and 
treat them with respect. Our actions tell others what we really believe in  
our hearts. 

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Large paper or poster with Faith written in 

large letters
   Sticky notes for each child
   Markers
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Hang the Faith poster at 

the front of the room.

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “Our Bible story comes from another New Testament letter. The author of this 
letter, James, knew that there was a problem in the churches around the world, and 
he wanted to help them solve it. People who love God want to obey Him. James 
loved his friends in the churches. He wrote to them because he wanted them to 
obey God.”
 
Open your Bible to James 2. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible story 
in your own words.

FAITH AND WORKS
BASED ON JAMES 2

James wrote a letter to believers who were scattered all over the world in 
ancient times. He had many things he wanted to teach the believers. 

One of the things James wanted to teach was that people should not 
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show favoritism. He asked his readers to think about someone coming 
into their meeting wearing gold jewelry and nice clothes and another 
person coming in wearing dirty clothes. James explained that if they paid 
special attention to the rich person, giving him a special seat, but told 
the poor person to stand by the wall, they were showing favoritism. He 
explained that God loves poor people just as much as rich people and 
they should treat all people the same.

James pointed out that loving others as you love yourself is good, but 
treating people according to what they are wearing or how much money 
they have is wrong.

Another problem new believers argued over was which was better—
having faith or doing good actions. James asked his readers to think 
about meeting another believer who needed clothes and food. If the only 
help given was saying, “Stay warm! Be well fed!” how would the needy 
person really be helped? In other words, James said that faith by itself 
without doing anything that honors God is as good as dead.

Then James turned things around. This time he said that he could 
show his faith in God by his actions. The good things he did for others 
he did because of his faith in God. James explained that faith and works 
go together. He reminded the believers that Abraham and Rahab, two 
people written about in the Old Testament, had both faith and actions 
that demonstrated their faith.

“Just as a body is dead without its spirit, faith without good works is 
dead,” James warned the believers. 

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “People can obey God as a response to His love for them. One way we show 

our love for God is to love others. God saves us when we have faith in Jesus, 
and we can demonstrate our faith by doing good things. We should not treat 
some people better than others just because they have more money or can do 
something for us. We can love and show respect to everyone.”

Review the Bible story.  
• Ask TeamKIDs the following review questions:

1. Who wrote the letter we learned from today? (James)
2. Where were the believers James wrote to? (scattered all over the world)
3. James said they should not show ______. (favoritism)
4. James said that faith without _____ is dead. (works)
5. What does it mean to do good works? (to obey God and follow His commands)
6. What does this story show us about God? (He loves everyone; He doesn’t show 

favoritism; He wants us to live out our faith.)
• Show kids the poster with the word Faith written in big letters. Hand out sticky 

notes and markers to each child. Instruct them to write one way they can 
demonstrate their faith in a practical way this week. If they need help with ideas, 
suggest things like being kind to a new kid at school or helping their parents with 
chores. When they are finished, invite kids to put their sticky notes on the poster.

• Say: “God deserves respect, obedience, and honor, and He wants us to live for His 
glory. One way we do that is by treating others with respect and loving them the 
way we love ourselves.”
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Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Help kids follow the maze in their activity books to complete the Bible verse.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in prayer. Thank God for our Bible story and ask Him to help the 

kids live out their faith this week. 

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Index cards, markers
   Activity 2: Bibles (1 per child)

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity. 

MEMORY ART SCRAMBLE
• Distribute the index cards and art supplies. Assign each TeamKID a word from 

James 2:26. Encourage TeamKIDs to write the word on their cards and decorate 
the card with vibrant colors and patterns. Gather the cards, scramble them, then 
challenge the group to work together to put the words in verse order. Repeat 
several times, challenging kids to work quicker with each round. At the end of 
each round, orchestrate the entire group to repeat the verse together in unison 

• Say: “It may have seemed odd to us that the Bible cards we used to learn our 
verse were decorated with such life and vibrancy. This verse seems sad and 
difficult, but it is important to remember that every part of God’s Word is good 
and profitable for us—giving life. In this verse, James explained that true faith 
and right action go hand in hand. Faith is expressed through good works as an 
overflow of godly motivations. If we say we have faith but don’t ever demonstrate 
our faith, it is meaningless. Faith is not just what we know about God. Faith is 
what we believe and how we respond. God calls us and enables us to live out 
our faith by following His commands.”

RACE THE CLOCK
• Pass out a Bible to each child. Explain that you are going to call out a Scripture 

reference for a previous memory verse, and the first person to find it will stand 
up and read it aloud. Kids will get one point for being the first to read the verse. 
They get five bonus points if they can say the verse from memory. (Verses to 
call: 1 Timothy 2:2b, John 2:11, Romans 12:2, Luke 2:52, James 2:26, John 4:24)

• Say: “It’s awesome to memorize our Bible verses together each week, but 
let’s remember to keep working on them after meetings! We want to have 
God’s Word hidden in our hearts, so practicing a little each day is how we’ll 
accomplish that.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Paper
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Cue the “Groundwork in South America” video.

• Say: “Today we’re going to learn how one missionary couple’s creativity opened 
doors to the gospel all over South America.”

• Play the missions video. After the video, encourage kids to form small groups or 
pairs. Remind kids that “Uncle Billy” and “Aunt Crystal” used movies, stories, chalk 
talks, illusion, and a ventriloquist’s doll to build relationships that led to sharing 
the gospel. Tell kids that it’s time for them to be creative. 

• Encourage kids in their pairs or small groups to think of one creative way they 
might share the gospel with friends. Ask them to think about things their friends 
enjoy: sports, video games, social media, cell phones. How might one of those 
things be used to tell someone about Jesus? Ask groups to brainstorm a few ideas 
and write them on the paper or draw a picture that represents their ideas. Leave 
time for groups to share with each other. 

• Listen for an idea that might be worth following up on with your group. Perhaps 
together your kids can make a gospel presentation video or plan for social media 
posts about Jesus. 

• Say: “Thinking of creative ways to share the gospel is one way that we can live out 
our faith. God wants us to live on mission for Him every day and look for ways to 
obey Him.”

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. BALLOON RELAY (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 53)
• Guide kids form teams of four. Two kids from each team will stand on opposite 

ends of the room. Give one pair a balloon. They will stand back-to-back and hold 
the balloon between them. Teams will line up on one side of the room. They must 
work together to get from one side of the room to the other. When pairs reach the 
other end, they will hand off the balloon to the other partners on their teams. The 
first team to get its partners down and back wins.

• Debrief: “Great job! You all had to work hard not to let the balloon fall. As 
Christians we should also work hard to demonstrate our faith by doing good 
things. We are not saved because of the good things we do. Instead, our good 
works demonstrate to others the change in our hearts, which is evidence we have 
been saved.” 

2. BOB THE WEASEL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 54)
• Kids will stand in a circle. Give the small ball or “Bob” to one of the kids. Choose 

one kid to be in the middle. While the kid in the middle has his eyes closed, the 
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rest of the kids will discreetly pass the ball around the circle with their hands 
behind their backs while bobbing and chanting, “Bob the Weasel keep it going, 
keep it going.” At any point the kid in the middle can call out, “Stop,” open his or 
her eyes, and point to the person he thinks has the weasel. If he is correct, the 
person who had “Bob” is now in the middle. 

• Debrief: “Great job! It was fun trying to challenge the people in the middle. They 
had to work hard to figure out who had the weasel. People shouldn’t have to work 
hard to figure out whether or not we are Christians. Our lives should tell the story 
of our faith! When we turn to Jesus, God changes our hearts and our lives to 
reflect Him in everything we do.” 

3. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, he or she also becomes a shark and 
begins tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible 
truth, “God calls us and enables us to live out our faith by following His 
commands“ before she begins tagging others. The last kid left gets to be the new 
shark for the next round.

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! God calls us and enables us to live out our faith 
by following His commands. He wants our lives to reflect our love for Him 
through our love for others around us.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Dry erase board
   Dry erase markers

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “James wrote a letter to the churches encouraging 
them to love one another and not to show favoritism. James also challenged 
them to live out their faith by doing good works. God calls us to do the same! We 
can demonstrate our faith by doing good things for those around us because of 
the love we have been shown by Jesus.” 

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in prayer asking God to help them live out their faith this 
week with their words and actions. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Write the letters of the alphabet on the board vertically. Use 
multiple columns. Form two teams and give each team several Bibles. Help the 
kids turn to the Book of James. Give each team a different color dry erase marker 
and challenge the teams to find words in their Bibles that start with each letter of 
the alphabet. The team with the most words by the end wins. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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How does our faith grow?
GOD CONTINUES TO WORK IN US AND THROUGH US AS WE GROW TO 

BECOME MORE LIKE JESUS.

BECOMING A CHRISTIAN IS THE FIRST STEP IN THE PROCESS 

OF SANCTIFICATION (GOD’S CONTINUAL WORK IN AND 

THROUGH US AS WE GROW TOWARD HOLINESS.)  THE HOLY 

SPIRIT DOES AN INCREDIBLE WORK IN US,  BUT FOR THAT TO 

HAPPEN, WE MUST FIRST PUT OUR FAITH IN JESUS.  ONLY 

THROUGH TRUSTING IN CHRIST ARE WE ABLE TO GROW IN 

FAITH, HOLINESS,  AND OBEDIENCE. GOD WORKS IN AND 

THROUGH US TO HELP US BECOME MORE LIKE CHRIST. 

BIBLE VERSE
His divine power has given us everything required for life and godliness through 
the knowledge of him who called us by his own glory and goodness. 2 Peter 1:3

BONUS VERSE
Then I heard the voice of the Lord asking: Who will I send? Who will go for us? I 
said: Here I am. Send me. Isaiah 6:8

BIBLE STORY
Growing in Faith (2 Peter 1:1-15)

BIBLE TRUTH
God continues to work in us and through us as we grow to become more like Jesus.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: The Bible teaches how God wants people to live. 

• Middle Kids: The Bible teaches how to live a Christian life. 

• Preteens: The Bible teaches how to live a Christian life by following Jesus. 

BIBLE SKILL
Identifies prominent Bible people by the books in which their stories are recorded.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 55).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 61: “How to Build  

a House”

TO DO:
   Cut out Item 61: “How to Build a House” 

and hide the pictures around the room.

• Welcome TeamKIDs as they arrive. Invite kids to find the pictures hidden around 
the room. Then instruct them to work together to order the pictures in the correct 
steps of how to build a house. 

• Explain that sometimes we have to do things in a certain order for something to 
work. It’s important for the builders to pour the foundation before they move on 
to the next step of building the house. In a similar way, our faith is the foundation 
for our life that we will build on as we grow to be more like Jesus. The Bible 
teaches how God wants people to live, so let’s learn from God’s Word what that 
looks like. 

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Index cards
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Write the following words on the index 

cards and hide them around the room: 
faith, goodness, knowledge, self-control, 
perseverance, godliness, brotherly 
affection, love

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “Have you ever wanted to write a letter to encourage a friend or family 
member? Maybe she was going through a hard time and needed to be reminded 
of something that was true that she had forgotten. That’s just what Peter did in 
his letter to his friends. They were going through hard times and needed to be 
reminded of the promises of God!”

Open your Bible to 2 Peter 1. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible story 
in your own words.

GROWING IN FAITH
BASED ON 2 PETER 1:1-15

Jesus’ disciple, Simon Peter, wrote two different letters that appear in 
the Bible. This Bible story is from the second letter. Peter wrote to other 
Christians, those who had been changed by Jesus, too.

Peter wrote that God’s divine, amazing power gives believers 
everything they need to live rightly before God. They get what they need 
through Jesus, the One who calls them to share in His glory and His 
goodness. God has given believers the wonderful gifts He promised. He 
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wants believers to get away from the temptation of sin and remember 
that God helps them by His Spirit.

Peter gave his readers a list of qualities believers should demonstrate 
in their lives. Just like a builder lays a foundation and lays bricks one 
after the other, the qualities Peter listed build on the one before it. Peter 
wanted the believers to begin with faith, which is belief and trust in Jesus. 
Then Peter said, “Add goodness to your faith. To your goodness, add 
knowledge which is understanding.” Peter wasn’t through. He said, “To 
knowledge, add self-control. To self-control, add endurance.” Endurance 
is one way of saying, “Don’t quit.”

“To endurance, add godliness,” Peter continued. Godliness is a way 
of living in obedience to God. “To godliness, add brotherly kindness. To 
brotherly kindness, add love. If you have these qualities, they will keep 
you from being useless and help you be useful to God.”

Peter reminded the believers of things before, and he would do so 
again and again as long as he could. He said, “I will do all I can to help 
you remember what I have taught you.”

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “When a new fruit tree begins to grow, it might be hard to know exactly 

what kind of tree it is before it bears fruit. But once the fruit shows up, it’s clear 
whether it’s an apple, banana, pear, or peach tree. The same is true of Christians. 
People will know us by our fruit. Peter encouraged us to live with faith, goodness, 
knowledge, self-control, perseverance, godliness, brotherly affection, and love. 
These things are fruit, or evidence of our life with Christ. When we are joined to 
Jesus, our lives will naturally reflect these good things!”

Review the Bible story.
• Invite kids to look around the room for the word cards. As they find them, instruct 

TeamKIDs to come back to the center of the room. One at a time let the kids read 
the cards and ask what they think that word means. Spend time explaining each 
word that may be confusing for the kids. 

• Say: ”God continues to work in us and through us as we grow to become 
more like Jesus. But how do we know how to live? The Bible teaches how to live 
a Christian life by following Jesus. In our Bible story, Peter helps us understand 
the kind of people God helps us become. But this doesn’t happen without any 
work on our part. What are some ways that we can grow in our faith? We can read 
God’s Word, spend time in prayer, and be part of a healthy church community.”

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Help the kids unscramble the words we learned in our Bible story today. 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in prayer thanking God for our Bible story. Ask Him to help them 

this week grow in their relationship with Jesus and demonstrate their faith by the 
attributes we have learned about today. 
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Item 62: “Clue Cards”
   Activity 2: Building blocks, 

transparent tape  
(1 set per team)

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Cut out the clue cards and 

separate the clues from the people 
they describe. Hide the answer cards 
around the room. 

   Activity 2: Apply tape to the building 
block sets and write words or 
phrases from the memory verse 
on the taped section of the blocks. 
Make two sets.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

PEOPLE CLUES
• Invite kids to find the answer cards hidden around the room. Explain that you will 

then read the clue cards. The kid who has the person that matches the clues will 
stand up. Challenge the kids to share other details from that person’s life or other 
Bible people that were part of his story.

• Say: “The Bible is made up of many stories that are all part of one larger story that 
God is telling. It begins with creation and runs through the entrance of sin into 
the world when Adam and Eve disobeyed God. But thankfully the story doesn’t 
end there. God had a plan to redeem His people by sending His Son Jesus into 
the world. Jesus’ death, life, and resurrection were all part of this incredible plan. 
But even now the story isn’t over. The Bible promises that Jesus will return and 
renew all of creation. Sin, sickness, and death will be defeated once and for all. 
Remember that every person we’ve talked about today helps tell a portion of this 
larger story.”

BUILDING BLOCKS FOR MEMORY
• Practice saying the memory verse together as a group several times. Then form 

two teams. Give each team a set of blocks with the memory verse on them. 
Challenge kids to stack up the blocks in verse order. The first team to finish wins. 
As a bonus, encourage each child to try to say the verse from memory. 

• Help kids understand that God is the one who calls us to Himself. He is the one 
who enables us to have faith. It is that saving faith and knowledge of who Jesus 
really is that becomes the foundation upon which our lives are built. 

• Say: “When we first believe that Jesus is truly the Son of God, our lives go in a 
new direction onto a path that leads to righteousness. We don’t become like 
Jesus overnight though. It is a long process that we call sanctification. The Bible 
promises us that God is at work in our hearts making us more like Jesus all the 
time! We are called to faith but God also gives us everything we need to believe 
and live out a godly life.
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 63: “Student Work in 

Argentina Photos”
   Item 64: “Vision for  

Students Diagram”
   Yarn
   Scissors
   Glue
   Crayons 

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “Groundwork 

in South America” missions video to 
remind TeamKIDs about missions in 
South America.

   Print copies of Item 64: “Vision for 
Students Diagram” (1 per child).

• Ask for volunteers to hold the photos and read the descriptions about John and 
Lois Wang and the student work in Argentina.

• Say: “Missionaries John and Lois Wang want young leaders to grow in their faith 
and learn what the Bible teaches about how to live a Christian life. They also want 
churches to be involved in helping students grow into godly leaders.”

• Distribute the diagrams, yarn, scissors, and glue. Ask kids to cut short pieces of 
yarn and connect the churches around the students.

• Say: “When many churches come together to reach the students, then more 
people will hear the gospel. Our church can be part of this work as we learn about 
them and pray.”

• Encourage kids to use their diagram as a prayer reminder. 

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. TABLE TENNIS TOSS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 55)
• Form two teams and instruct the kids to find a partner within their teams. The 

partners will run, relay style, to the other side of the room while tossing a table 
tennis ball back and forth with their plastic cups. The pairs will move down and 
back to their teams before the next pair can go. If a pair drops the ball, they must 
start again. The first team with all their players back wins. For an added challenge, 
you can instruct the kids to say the Bible truth as they move down the room. 

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! That was a challenging game! Sometimes it’s also 
challenging to wait for God to change our hearts. God continues to work in us 
and through us as we grow to become more like Jesus but sometimes it takes 
longer than we want. The Bible teaches how to live a Christian life. Sometimes we 
get frustrated when our lives don’t look like they should, but take heart! God loves 
you and wants what is best for you. The Holy Spirit is constantly at work in you.” 

2. SHEEP PEN (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 56)
• The object of the game is for the team to get as many of its sheep (inflated 

balloons) into the pen as they can in a given amount of time. They may only use 
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their flyswatters, and they cannot pick up the sheep. The opposing team will also 
be trying to take sheep away from the other team’s sheep pen. 

• Debrief: “A shepherd always knows what is best for the sheep he cares for. The 
Bible says that God is like a shepherd to us. He knows what we need, and He will 
provide for us. This even applies to our journey of growing to be more like Jesus. 
God helps us grow and live a godly life.” 

3. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, he or she also becomes a shark and 
begins tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible truth, 
“God continues to work in us and through us as we grow to become more 
like Jesus“ before she begins tagging others. The last kid left gets to be the new 
shark for the next round.

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! God calls us and enables us to live out our faith 
by following His commands. He wants our lives to reflect our love for Him 
through our love for others around us.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Soft ball
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster 

listing the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Remind TeamKIDs how Peter helped us see some of 
the things that describe Christians who are growing in their faith. Say: “God 
continues to work in us and through us as we grow to become more like 
Jesus. The Holy Spirit is always at work in the hearts and lives of believers, and 
the Bible teaches us how to live a Christian life. Whenever we are unsure about 
the kind of person God wants us to be, we can read His Word and know for sure!”

• Pray. Lead the kids in prayer asking God to help them grow in their faith and 
show fruit from knowing Jesus. Pray that God would help them become more 
like Jesus and help them live out their faith. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Guide TeamKIDs to sit in a circle. Remind them that God continues to work in 
us to help us grow to become more like Jesus. Pass the ball around the circle and 
play upbeat music. When a coach stops the music, the TeamKID holding the ball 
will share one way people grow in their faith. Lead TeamKIDs to continue passing 
the ball until everyone has had a chance to answer or as time allows. Allow for 
repeated answers. Read 2 Peter 1:5-8 and encourage TeamKIDs to continue 
growing in their faith this week. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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How do we grow strong in  
our faith?
GOD ENABLES BELIEVERS TO PRACTICE HEALTHY HABITS OF GROWING 

IN THEIR FAITH.

WHEN WE BEGIN FOLLOWING JESUS,  WE START A JOURNEY 

OF SANCTIFICATION—A PROCESS THAT HELPS US GROW IN 

HOLINESS AND OBEDIENCE TO JESUS.  WE WILL NEVER FULLY 

REACH THE END OF THIS JOURNEY THIS SIDE OF HEAVEN, 

BUT THROUGHOUT OUR LIVES WE WILL SEE SIGNIFICANT 

CHANGE. THE HOLY SPIRIT MOVES IN AND THROUGH US TO 

DEVELOP A STRONG FAITH. JUST LIKE WE WOULD EXERCISE 

OUR MUSCLES TO HELP THEM GROW, WE MUST EXERCISE 

OUR FAITH MUSCLES TO HELP US GROW. 

BIBLE VERSE
Be diligent to present yourself to God as one approved, a worker who doesn’t need 
to be ashamed, correctly teaching the word of truth. 2 Timothy 2:15 

BONUS VERSE
Don’t you yourselves know that you are God’s temple and that the Spirit of God lives 
in you? 1 Corinthians 3:16

BIBLE STORY
Strong in Faith (2 Timothy 2)

BIBLE TRUTH
God enables believers to practice healthy habits of growing in their faith.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Bible truths never change.

• Middle Kids: Everything in the Bible is true and will last forever. 

• Preteens: The Bible is true, without error, and will last forever. 

BIBLE SKILL
Names some the books of the Old Testament and all the books of the  
New Testament.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 55).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 65: “Healthy ABCs” 
   Markers

TO DO:
   Print a copy of Item 65: “Healthy ABCs”  

(1 per group).

• Form groups of four or five kids. Give each group a copy of Item 65: “Healthy 
ABCs” and a marker. Explain that you will give the groups three minutes to come 
up with as many healthy habits as they can and write or draw them under the 
appropriate letter. At the end of the three minutes, the groups will share. Teams 
will get one point for each unique activity they came up with. Any activities that 
were listed by another team do not count. 

• Ask: “What are some things you do to keep your body healthy?” (Allow TeamKIDs 
to respond.) 

• Say: “We need to eat healthy foods, drink plenty of water, exercise, and rest when 
we need to. It’s important to take care of our physical health, but have you ever 
thought about how you need to take care of yourself spiritually? As people, we 
want to grow strong physically. As God’s people, we also want to grow strong in 
our faith. We’ll learn more in our Bible story.“

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “If you want your body to be strong, you exercise and eat healthy foods. You 
take care of your body. If we want our faith to grow strong, what should we do? Let’s 
find out in our Bible story.” 

Open your Bible to 2 Timothy 2. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

STRONG IN FAITH
BASED ON 2 TIMOTHY 2

In Paul’s second letter to Timothy, he called Timothy his son. Paul was 
not Timothy’s biological father. When Paul and Timothy met, Paul 
became like a father to Timothy. He taught him about Jesus and how to 
live as a believer. In this second letter to Timothy, Paul urged Timothy to 
stick with what he knew about Jesus and to keep helping people learn 
about Jesus.  
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Paul was in prison again when he wrote this letter to Timothy. He 
wrote urging Timothy to stay strong in his faith in God.

Paul wrote, “My son, be strong through Christ Jesus. With the teachings 
you heard from me, teach trustworthy men so they may be able to teach 
others too.”

Paul used three kinds of jobs to help Timothy know he must keep on 
telling others about Jesus. First Paul told Timothy to endure difficulties 
like a good soldier who wants to please his commander. The other two 
jobs were that of an athlete and a farmer. All three must endure hardships 
with patience in their lives to get what they truly want.

Paul repeated a true saying to Timothy: “Those who die with him 
(meaning Jesus) will also live with him. If we endure, we will rule with 
him. If we disown Him, he will disown us; but if we are faithless, he will 
still remain faithful.”

Paul reminded Timothy of many things and wanted Timothy to remind 
those around him of the same things. Paul wanted Timothy to stand 
strong in his faith, to be a worker who wasn’t ashamed of his faith, and to 
teach others the truth about God and Jesus. Paul encouraged Timothy 
not to quarrel with others, but to be kind to all. Timothy was to be a good, 
patient teacher even when he had to correct people. Timothy could trust 
that God would help people obey Him.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “If you wanted to read the latest news, where would you look? A newspaper 

or news website would be the place to go. What about if you want to find a cool 
recipe to cook with your family? You might find a website online or look in a fun 
cookbook. What if you want to find out what is true about God? You would read 
the Bible. Everything in the Bible is true and will last forever. We can always trust 
what it says because it comes from God. We can read God’s Word every day as a 
way of growing in our faith and staying spiritually healthy. God enables believers 
to practice healthy habits of growing in their faith. These include reading the 
Bible, praying, and going to church! 

Review the Bible story.
• Ask the following review questions:

1. Who wrote this letter to Timothy? (Paul)
2. Why did Paul write this letter? (to encourage Timothy to stay strong in his faith)
3. What three jobs did Paul write about to compare to being a Christian? (soldier, 

athlete, and farmer)
4. How do we become strong in our faith? (We spend time reading the Bible, 

praying, and being part of a Christian community [the church].)
5. How does this story show us that God wants us to live? (He wants us to follow 

the truth, not to be ashamed of our faith, and to be kind to others.)

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Assist kids in cracking the code to reveal some ways they can grow in their faith.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.
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Pray.
• Lead the kids in prayer. Thank God for the gifts of prayer, His Word, and the 

church. Ask Him to help the kids grow strong in their faith throughout their lives. 

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: clothespins, 

permanent marker
   Activity 2: Item 66: “New 

Testament Books of the Bible”

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write one word of the 

Bible verse (2 Timothy 2:15) on each 
clothespin.

   Activity 2: Print Item 66: “New Testament 
Books of the Bible” (1 per child) 

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.”

CLOTHESPIN TAG
• Form two teams. On one team place the clothespins. Then play a game of tag 

where the other team tries to tag the team with the clothespins. As they are 
tagged, the kids will hand over the clothespins to the other team who will then 
try to put the words in order. Once all the clothespins have been put in order, play 
again, switching teams. 

• In today’s verse, Paul encouraged Timothy to keep teaching the truth about God. 
Where do we find truth? In God’s Word—the Bible! We are so blessed to have a 
book in our language where we can read about God. He has revealed Himself 
(shown us what He is like) in a way that we can see, hear, and understand! Bible 
truths never change and neither does God. He loves us and wants us to know 
Him better.

NAME THAT BOOK!
• Invite kids to find a partner. Give one kid in each pair a copy of Item 66: “New 

Testament Books of the Bible.” Explain that when you shout, “Go!” one partner 
will try to name as many books in the New Testament as she can in two minutes 
while her partner with the list will check them off as she goes. At the end of two 
minutes, ask the partners to switch roles. 

• Say: “As believers, the Bible is the most important book there is, so it’s necessary 
that we know what it says! The Bible is true, without error, and will last forever. We 
can trust what it says. Your study of Scripture will last your whole life. No matter 
how old you get, there are always new things to discover in your Bible. We will 
keep learning together about the books of the Bible, people in the Bible, and what 
the Bible has to teach us about who God is and what He is like.  
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Index cards
   Pencils
   Item 57: “World map” or globe

TO DO:
   Cue the “Everybody’s Mission” video.

• Ask kids to raise their hands if they think they should be on mission. Hopefully 
they will all raise their hands!

• Say: “Even while you are young, you have a special place in God’s mission to 
reach people all over the world with the gospel. When you learn, pray, or give, you 
are helping missionaries in their work. You can be a witness right where you are 
today. One day, God may ask you to go to another country as a missionary.”

• Play the video that will emphasize everyone’s role in sharing the gospel.

• After the video, encourage each TeamKID to think of a country or another state 
where God might ask him or her to go. Let TeamKIDs come to the map or globe 
to look at the various places to go in the world. Explain that no matter where 
kids choose, people will need to hear about Jesus. Ask them to write down that 
country or state and draw a picture on their index cards. Encourage them to 
take their cards home and look up this place at home on the Internet with their 
parents’ approval. Ask them to write or draw three things they learn about the 
place on their index cards and bring them back next week to report to the group.

• If time allows, research one country as a group in your class time.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. KNEE BALL RELAY (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 57)
• Form two teams and give each team a ball. Kids will put the ball between their 

knees and run down and back before passing it to the next player. The first team 
to complete the relay wins. Play again and see if the kids can improve their time.

• Debrief: “Were you able to get better at the game when we played a second time? 
What if we played again? Do you think you would continue to improve? Anytime 
we practice a new skill we get better and better. The same is true with practicing 
our faith. Reading Scripture, sharing our faith with others, and obeying God are 
all ways that we can grow in our faith.”

2. STEPS OF FAITH (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 58)
• Form small groups of three to five kids. Create an obstacle course around the 

room using tables, chairs, and other available items. One player from each team 
will be blindfolded. Their teammates will guide them through the obstacle course 
using only their verbal directions. Time each group to see who can get their 
blindfolded player through the fastest.  
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• Debrief: “It took trust in your teammates to listen to their instructions. In fact, 
it required a bit of faith that they wouldn’t make you crash into something. 
Sometimes God asks us to do hard things, and we can’t always understand why. 
Maybe trusting God is hard, but every time you step out in faith and obedience, 
God helps your faith grow stronger.”

3. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, he or she also becomes a shark and begins 
tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible truth, “God 
enables believers to practice healthy habits of growing in their faith“ before 
she can begin tagging others. The last kid left gets to be the new shark for the  
next round.

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! God calls us and enables us to live out our faith by 
following His commands. He wants our lives to reflect our love for Him through 
our love for others around us.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   White paper
   Colorful construction paper
   Scissors
   Glue

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing  

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Paul wrote to Timothy to remind him to stand strong in 
his faith. Paul encouraged Timothy to continue teaching what is true about God, to 
be kind to others, not to be ashamed of his faith, and to obey God.” 

• Pray. Lead the TeamKIDs in prayer thanking God for helping us grow in our faith.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Pass out a piece of white paper, construction paper, glue, and 
scissors to each child. Assist the kids in cutting out flower pieces and gluing them 
onto the white paper. Instruct them to write, “I can grow in my faith” at the top. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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What can we do when life  
is difficult?
THROUGH GOD’S POWER OUR FAITH CAN GROW WHEN WE FACE OBSTACLES.

THESE DAYS KIDS ARE EXPERIENCING HARDSHIPS AT YOUNGER 

AGES THAN EVER BEFORE. AS THEY WRESTLE THROUGH DIFFICULT 

CIRCUMSTANCES,  KIDS NEED TO KNOW THAT GOD IS THEIR 

STRENGTH AND ANCHOR IN THIS LIFE.  THE TRIALS BELIEVERS 

EXPERIENCE IN THIS LIFE ARE NOT MERELY OBSTACLES TO BE 

DELIVERED FROM BUT OPPORTUNITIES TO BE DEVELOPED. AS  

WE GROW IN OUR FAITH THROUGH THE WORK OF GOD IN 

OUR LIVES,  WE LEARN TO FIND OUR CONFIDENCE IN THE 

UNCHANGING CHARACTER OF GOD AND RELY ON HIS POWER 

DURING DIFFICULT CIRCUMSTANCES. 

BIBLE VERSE
And let endurance have its full effect, so that you may be mature and complete, lacking 
nothing. James 1:4

BONUS VERSE
Even when I go through the darkest valley, I fear no danger, for you are with me; your rod 
and your staff —they comfort me. Psalm 23:4 

BIBLE STORY
Difficult Times (James 1:2-18)

BIBLE TRUTH
Through God’s power our faith can grow when we face obstacles.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: The Holy Spirit helps people in times of trouble. 

• Middle Kids: The Holy Spirit is the Comforter. 

• Preteens: God sent the Holy Spirit to be our Comforter. 

BIBLE SKILL
Establishes the discipline of daily Bible reading

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 55).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   A small object

TO DO:
   Place the small object on a table.

• Form two teams and instruct the teams to line up, all facing the same direction 
and clasping wrists. The coach will explain that kids will close their eyes before 
the game begins. The coach will lightly tap the first two players on each team at 
the same time. This begins the current. Silently, the first players will squeeze the 
wrist of the kid next to them, and they will squeeze the next person’s hand, and so 
on. The last kid in line to have his hand squeezed will run to grab the item off the 
table. The first team to do so gets a point. Play several rounds. The first team to 
get six points wins. 

• Say: “You all did a great job of passing the current down the line! In our Bible 
story, we’re going to learn that James wanted to pass along some really important 
truths to his brothers and sisters in Christ. The believers needed to be reminded 
of the joy that they have in Christ even during hard times and that God sent the 
Holy Spirit to be our Comforter when we are sad. We’ll hear more in our Bible 
story today!”

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “Did you know that God is with you wherever you go? Not only is God with 
you, but He also gives you strength to get through hard times. No matter what 
trouble you are facing, God is bigger and stronger. He will help you! Let’s listen to 
our Bible story to hear more.” 

Open your Bible to James 1. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible story 
in your own words.

DIFFICULT TIMES
BASED ON JAMES 1:2-18

What would you think if someone told you to be happy if everything was 
going wrong for you? That is just what James did in his letter! Believers 
reading James’ words may have started thinking about all the troubles 
they had. After all, believers in some places were often imprisoned and 
sometimes killed. 
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Why did James say what he did? He wanted believers to know that 
when they face hard times, they can increase their ability to endure, to 
keep on trying in spite of difficulties. A person who endures in this way 
becomes more grown-up in the Spirit. James encouraged anyone who 
needed wisdom to ask God for it since He is the One who gives true 
wisdom. God uses His power to help believers grow during times when 
they face troubles.

Christians, both poor and rich, can trust in God to do what is right and 
honor God. Someone who has stuck with Jesus during hardships will 
receive the reward of the life God has promised to those who love Him.

People should not say, “God tempted me.” God doesn’t tempt anyone 
and no one can tempt God. However, people are tempted when they 
spend time thinking about how other things can make them happy 
instead of God. They begin to want those things more and more. Those 
thoughts and desires lead to sin. Only through God’s power can people 
grow their faith instead of giving in to temptations.

James said, “Remember that every good thing and every perfect thing 
comes from God who is the Creator of everything. God does not change 
like a shadow. He chose people to be the best of everything He created.”

Apply Bible learning.
• Ask: “Have you ever gone through something hard? What was it?” Do you think it 

was easy or hard to find joy in that hard time? (Allow TeamKIDs to respond.) 

• Say: “When we try to do things in our own strength, we can get frustrated, angry, 
or even sad. But when ask God to help us, we can find strength that we didn’t 
have in ourselves! Through God’s power our faith can grow when we face 
obstacles.” 

Review the Bible story.
• Ask TeamKIDs the following review questions.

1. Who wrote this letter? (James)
2. What surprising thing did James say in his letter? (He told the believers to have 

joy when they suffered.)
3. What kind of suffering were the people enduring? (hardship, being in prison 

for their faith, and being killed)
4. What are some hard things we go through now? (Answers will vary.)
5. Can we count on God to help us? Why? (Yes, God loves us and cares about us. 

He promised to always be with us and help us.)
6. What does this story teach us about what God is like? (God cares for us. He is 

powerful and wants to help us in times of trouble.)

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Instruct TeamKIDS to color the boxes to reveal the hidden word. 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in prayer thanking God for always being with us and helping us 

in times of trouble. Thank God for helping us even when we are tempted to sin. 
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: White paper, colored 

construction paper, stapler, markers
   Activity 2: Item 67: “Tic-tac-toe Board”  

(1 per pair)

TO DO:
   Activity 2: Cut out the Xs and 

Os for each team.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

PRAYER JOURNALS
• Pass out white paper, colored construction paper, and markers to the kids. 

Help them create a book by folding several white pages within one piece of 
construction paper. Staple the book along the spine and instruct them to write My 
Prayer Journal on the front cover. Invite them to decorate their books however 
they want. 

• Ask kids about some habits they have or things they do every day. Ask: “What 
makes something a habit?” (Allow TeamKIDs to respond.) 

• Say: “Habits are things we do so regularly that we often do it without thinking 
about it. You might not even have to think about brushing your teeth before 
you go to bed because it’s something you do every night. Brushing your teeth is 
important, and so is spending time reading the Bible each day. We can make it a 
habit to read a little bit each day and talk to God through prayer. Use your prayer 
journal to write down the things you pray for and what you are learning as you 
read your Bible.“

TIC-TAC-TOE VERSE
• Instruct TeamKIDs to find a partner. Give each pair a copy of Item 67: “Tic-tac-

toe Board” with the Xs and Os. The first child will say the verse and then cover 
one of the squares with an X card. The other player will then say the verse. If he 
is able to say it without having to check, he can play his first O card. Continue 
this way until one person has three of his cards in a row. Play as time allows. 

• Say: “Great job! Our verse tells us to let endurance have its full effect. Endurance 
means to suffer patiently through something difficult without giving up. How 
many of you play a sport? Sometimes practices and games are really tough, 
but when you keep going and don’t give up, you are showing endurance. At 
times, following Jesus requires endurance. Life gets hard and we all go through 
difficult times, but Jesus is with us and the Holy Spirit helps people in times of 
trouble. Let’s remember our Bible truth together, “Through God’s power our 
faith can grow when we face obstacles.”
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 60: “Buenos Aires Photos” 
   Item 63: “Student Work in Argentina 

Photos” 
   Passport (if you have one) or a picture of 

a passport

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the 

“Everybody’s Mission” video 
to remind TeamKIDs about 
their role in missions.

• Display the “Buenos Aires Photos” and “Student Work in Argentina Photos” 
around the room. Ask kids to choose one photo to stand near. Invite a volunteer 
near each photo to remind the group what is happening in the photo.

• Say: “Life can be hard for missionaries, but our support through praying, giving, 
going, and sending makes a big difference. We can help missionaries like John 
and Lois Wang, other missionaries in Argentina, and missionaries all over the 
world. One day you might be a missionary to another place.”

• Show the passport and explain that anyone who wants to travel to another 
country has to have a passport. Explain that getting a passport costs about $130. 
Ask if any kids already have a passport or have traveled outside the U.S.

• Plan a missions offering together to raise $130—the cost of providing one 
missionary with a passport. Ask kids to brainstorm ways they can help contribute 
to the offering and give to missions. Collect the offering over the next few weeks 
and celebrate when you reach your goal.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. BEANBAG TOSS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 59)
• Form two teams. Have each team stand on opposite ends of the room next to 

their bucket. Give each team three beanbags. The first players on each team will 
toss the beanbags, attempting to get them in the other team’s bucket. They will 
each have three tries. For each beanbag tossed into the bucket, the team will get 
one point. Coaches may choose to move the buckets further away from players 
throughout the game. The first team to get 25 points wins. 

• Debrief: “Great job everyone! It was really hard to get those beanbags into the 
buckets, especially when we moved them farther away! Today we learned that 
through God’s power our faith can grow when we face obstacles. Even when 
life gets hard and we go through sad or scary times, we can remember that the 
Holy Spirit is our Comforter. God is good and wants what is best for us. We can 
trust in His goodness even through difficult times.”  
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2. GONE FISHIN’ (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 60)
• Guide the kids to stand all together in a taped-off square or circle. Choose four 

kids to be fishers, and the rest of the class will be the fish. Play the music and 
the fish will clap their hands along with the beat. Using the stick and string, the 
fishers will try to catch the fish by getting the paper clip in between their hands 
as they are clapping. When a fish is caught, she must shout the Bible truth, 
“through God’s power our faith can grow when we face obstacles.” Then, she 
will join the fisher who caught her. The fisher with the most fish wins the round. 
When all the fish are caught, play again choosing new fishers. 

• Debrief: “Great job! That game was tricky! Facing obstacles or difficult times can 
be frustrating, or even sad. Whether you have to say goodbye to someone you 
love, you are dealing with a bully at school, or aren’t getting along with your 
brothers and sisters, God is there with you. It’s His power that gets us through 
hard things. That’s good news for us because when we try to do things on our 
own strength, we fail. We are weak, but God is strong!” 

3. UNIT 4 GAME: SHARKS AND MINNOWS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 48)
• Choose one kid to be the shark. The rest of the kids are the minnows. Play tag 

except that when someone gets tagged, she also becomes a shark and begins 
tagging other kids. When someone is tagged, she must say the Bible truth, 
“through God’s power our faith can grow when we face obstacles“ before she 
begins tagging others. The last kid left gets to be the new shark for the next round.

• Debrief: “Way to go everyone! Today we learned that through God’s power our 
faith can grow when we face obstacles. No matter what we are going through, 
God is with us. He has a plan for our lives so we can trust that everything that 
happens is for our good and His glory.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 55: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Say: “James wrote to his friends reminding them to have 
joy even in their suffering because God is the one who gives them strength.” 

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in prayer thanking God for being with us through difficult 
times and giving us strength to get through them. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Invite the kids to a workout challenge. The leader will call out 
some movements or exercises. (Do 10 jumping jacks, 5 push-ups, and so forth.) 
After a few rounds, the leader can choose one of the kids to be the caller. Explain 
that God is the one who gives us strength in our bodies and strength to get 
through hard times. We can trust Him in everything we do! 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHO HELPS us LIVE THE 
WAY we SHOULD?
GOD’S HOLY SPIRIT LEADS US TO LIVE LIKE GOD WANTS US TO.

GALATIANS DESCRIBES THE MIRACULOUS FREEDOM 

THAT BELIEVERS EXPERIENCE IN RELATIONSHIP WITH 

CHRIST.  THERE IS A CONSISTENT CONFLICT WITHIN EACH 

BELIEVER—A SILENT STRUGGLE BETWEEN THE HOLY SPIRIT 

AND A NATURE THAT IS SINFUL. THROUGH HUMAN EFFORT, 

FAILURE IS IMMINENT; BUT FREEDOM IN CHRIST IS POSSIBLE 

THROUGH THE UNMATCHED POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT. 

THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IS EVIDENCE OF THE DIRECT WORK 

OF THE HOLY SPIRIT WORKING TO PRODUCE CHARACTER 

TRAITS THAT ALIGN WITH THE NATURE OF CHRIST.

BIBLE VERSE
I say, then, walk by the Spirit and you will certainly not carry out the desire of the 
flesh. Galatians 5:16

BONUS VERSE
When the Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all the truth. For he will not 
speak on his own, but he will speak whatever he hears. He will also declare to you 
what is to come. John 16:13

BIBLE STORY
The Fruit of the Spirit (Galatians 5:16-26)

BIBLE TRUTH
God’s Holy Spirit leads us to live like God wants us to.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God sent the Holy Spirit to help us know when we sin. 

• Middle Kids: The Holy Spirit convicts people of sin. 

• Preteens: The Holy Spirit pursues and convicts people of sin. 

BIBLE SKILL
Locates from memory often-used Bible passages and memory verses. 
Is able to locate Bible passages in a limited time frame.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 68).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: Allergy Alert
   Fruit-flavored cereal loops
   Chenille stems

TO DO:
   Post the Allergy Alert listing the snack.
   Place bowls of fruit cereal and chenille 

stems (1 per child) on the tables.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, instruct them to string fruit cereal on chenille stems to make 
a multi-colored bracelet. Encourage them to create a pattern as they work.

• When most are finished, explain that when Christians live as God intends them to 
live, they produce what is known as the “fruit of the Spirit.” But it’s not fruit like the 
kind that flavors the cereal used for your bracelets!

• Say: “When you made your bracelet, you chose the colors to use in your pattern. It 
is also a choice to allow the Holy Spirit to work through you and display the fruits 
(results) of His spirit in your life.” As TeamKIDs notice their bracelets throughout 
the meeting, encourage them to think of ways they can display the fruit of the 
Spirit in their lives.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Mark Galatians 5 in your Bible.

Tell the Bible story.
Ask: “Who helps you live in the way that you should?” (Allow TeamKIDs to respond.) 
Explain that today, TeamKIDs will learn how the Holy Spirit helps us be fruitful, or 
active, in the way we live our lives. Instruct children that when they hear the word 
“fruit” or “Holy Spirit” to raise their braceleted hand.

Open your Bible to Galatians 5. Tell TeamKIDs that today, your group will be 
discussing the very first gift God gave us. Hold the Bible open on your lap, and tell 
the Bible story in your own words.

THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT
BASED ON GALATIANS 5:16-26

In the Book of Galatians, Paul explained to the believers that there are 
two ways of doing things. One way is the Spirit’s way. The other is the 
world’s way. Paul was not talking about the physical earth but about the 
way humans act. The world’s way is sometimes called human nature, 
rebellion against God, or opposing God. 

Paul wanted believers to know that God’s Spirit should direct them 
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rather than the world’s way of thinking. They needed to learn that God’s 
way and the world’s way are opposites of each other. Paul listed some 
examples of the world’s way: idol worship, hatred, jealousy, anger, 
selfishness, and drunkenness.

After the examples of the world’s way, Paul listed nine examples of the 
Christian life. He called these attitudes and actions the fruit of the Spirit. 
He didn’t mean fruit as in apples and oranges. Rather Paul meant that 
when a Christian is following God’s way, God produces these gifts in 
him or her: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, 
gentleness, and self-control. As you can imagine, there are no laws 
against any of these gifts.

People who have trusted in Christ Jesus, Christians, no longer live 
for the wrong things of the world. Christians are called to live by God’s 
Spirit as they let Him direct their lives. Living in such a way could cause 
a person to be proud of himself, thinking he achieved good things on 
his own, to irritate or look down on those around him, or to be jealous of 
others. Paul warned Christians to watch out for these sins in their lives 
and to choose God’s way.

Review the Bible story.
• Emphasize the fact that Paul wanted believers to know that God’s Spirit should 

direct them rather than the world’s way of thinking. The people needed to learn 
that God’s way, and our way, are opposites of each other.

• Explain that you are going to call out some character traits. Instruct TeamKIDs 
to listen carefully. If the trait is evidence of the fruit of the Spirit, children should 
stand. If it is evidence of sin, they should remain seated.

• Patience (stand)

• Rudeness (remain seated)

• Gentleness (stand)

• Peace (stand)

• Selfishness (remain seated)

• Kindness (stand)

• Self-Control (stand)

• Love (stand)

• Anger (remain seated)

• Jealously (remain seated)

• Joy (stand)

• Goodness (stand)

• Faithfulness (stand)

Apply Bible learning. 
• Review with TeamKIDs that the only way for Christians to live appropriately is 

through the power of the Holy Spirit. It’s not something they can accomplish on 
their own. It is a daily choice to follow God and live according to His Spirit. Ask 
for volunteers to give real-world examples of each of the nine fruit of the Spirit. 
Example: “If I demonstrate patience, I might wait quietly until my mom is done 
with her virtual conference to ask her a question.”

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Say: “Jesus helps us live the way we should. Can you find the following words that 
relate to today’s Bible story?” Lead kids to complete the activity and check answers 
with others.
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• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for His Holy Spirit, and asking Him to 

help them be fruitful in their walk with Him.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Chairs  

(1 per child)
   Activity 2: Paper, 

pencils, button or 
other game piece, 
crayons or markers

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Arrange chairs in  

a circle.
   Activity 2: Fold a piece of paper into tenths to 

demonstrate (Fold in half length-wise. Measure 
just over two inches and fold the paper into 
five small rectangles.)

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

FRUIT BASKET TURNOVER
• Assign a fruit name to each TeamKID (use four or five different fruits). One 

child is It, stands in the middle of the circle, and calls out the name of a fruit. If 
a child’s fruit is called, she must quickly change seats. If It calls out, “Fruit Basket 
Turnover!” everyone must change seats. Each time all players are seated, recite 
the Bible verse together.

• Say: “That was fun! Today’s Bible story teaches us that God gives us the fruit of 
the Spirit when we believe and trust in Him. These characteristics are not literal 
fruit. They are actions we live out because God has changed our hearts. As we 
grow in our faith, we also grow to want the things God wants and reflect Him to 
the people around us. God helps us live out the fruit of the Spirit as we depend on 
Him and trust in Him to guide our lives.”  

FOLDING FRUIT 
• Give each child a blank 8 1/2-by-11 inch sheet of paper. Challenge TeamKIDs to see 

if they can fold the paper into 10 equal parts. Assist TeamKIDs as needed. Instruct 
children to write or draw one element of the fruit of the Spirit in each square and 
write the title “Fruit of the Spirit” in one square. Lead TeamKIDs to partner with 
a friend. Kids will take turns tossing the game piece onto the “Fruit of the Spirit” 
board. Then, they will share one way they can demonstrate that characteristic to 
others this week. 

• Say: “The fruit of the Spirit is very important in the life of a believer. God’s Holy 
Spirit leads us to live like God wants us to. Living out these characteristics 
may sound simple, but that doesn’t mean it is always easy. It is helpful for us to 
think of ways we can choose to live out the fruit of the Spirit even before those 
opportunities come. As we follow and trust Jesus, we can know that He will help 
us live out our faith.”
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 57: “World Map” 

or globe

TO DO:
   Cue the “South Korea to the World” video.

• Display the world map or globe. Help a volunteer find South Korea on the map or 
globe and point it out to the other kids. 

• Play the video, “South Korea to the World.”

• Say: “In the video, one of the student missionaries mentioned meeting someone 
on an English corner. An English corner is when someone stands on a street 
corner and lets people know that they will practice English with them. In East 
Asia, many students want to learn English and practice speaking it.”

• Explain that as the Korean missionaries practice English on the street corners, 
they also have a chance to ask them if they know Jesus and to give them a Bible. 

• Invite kids to act out an English corner scene. Ask for a volunteer to be the 
missionary. Ask others to act like people walking by on the street. The missionary 
should ask if anyone would like to practice English. Instruct them to practice 
greetings or the alphabet and then ask who knows Jesus. As time permits, let 
other volunteers take turns being the missionary. Encourage kids to practice 
saying aloud what they believe about Jesus. Encourage kids to tell someone 
about Jesus this week.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”

2. KICK THE CAN (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 63)
• One team is designated as It. The other team runs to hide while It covers their 

eyes and counts to ten slowly. The It team then tries to find players on the other 
team and tag those players. If a player is tagged, he must go into a holding area  
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for captured players. If one of the free players manages to get to the can (or water 
bottle) and kick it, the captured players are released. 

• Debrief: “When players were captured, they were trapped until someone from their 
own team was able to kick the can. How did it feel to be freed? In today’s TeamKID 
meeting, you learned that we have freedom in Christ. The Bible says we should use 
that freedom to serve one another in love.”

3. BANDANA BONANZA (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 64)
• Each player is given a bandana which he must tuck in the back of his shirt collar. 

The bandana must be clearly visible to all players. All players are It. At the coach’s 
signal, players run around the space, simultaneously attempting to take other players’ 
bandanas and avoid having their own taken. A player who loses his bandana must 
run around the perimeter of the play area before joining the next round.

• Debrief: “In this game, players were forced to decide quickly if it was more important 
to grab someone else’s bandana or to protect their own. Every day, believers must 
make decisions whether or not their thoughts and behavior will be pleasing to God.  
A Christian’s attitude and behavior should be evidence of the fruit of the Spirit in his 
or her life.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Sticky notes
   Dry erase board and marker

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing the snack.
   Before the meeting, write opposites 

from the story on sticky notes (faithful/
faithless, joy/sorrow, good/evil, and so 
forth) 

• Give each child a sticky note and invite her to look for the person who has the 
opposite sticky note. Encourage pairs to talk about ways they can demonstrate that 
fruit of the Spirit. Collect sticky notes and repeat the activity as time allows.

• Remind TeamKIDs that only God’s Holy Spirit can lead us to live like God wants us to 
live. We cannot do it alone. God sent the Holy Spirit to help us know when we sin so 
that we can repent of that sin and be forgiven.

• Pray. Thank God for His faithfulness and ask the Holy Spirit to be evident in each 
child’s life.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Write the words of today’s bonus verse on the board. (“When the 
Spirit of truth comes, he will guide you into all truth. For he will not speak on his  
own, but he will speak whatever he hears. He will also declare to you what is  
to come.” John 16:13) Read or say the verse together. Erase one word at a time  
and see if TeamKIDs can continue to say the verse until there are no words left  
on the board. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHY SHOULD we WANT TO 
BE LIKE JESUS?
OUR GOAL IS TO KNOW JESUS AND BE MORE LIKE HIM.

PAUL WROTE THE BOOK OF PHILIPPIANS TO ENCOURAGE 

BELIEVERS TO REJOICE IN THE LORD. HE WARNED 

CHRISTIANS TO BE ON ALERT AND TO RECOGNIZE AND 

AVOID EVIL.  PAUL TESTIFIED THAT HE HIMSELF HAD ONCE 

WRONGLY BELIEVED THAT HE COULD BE GOOD ENOUGH 

TO EARN GOD’S FAVOR ON HIS OWN. BUT AFTER HIS 

CONVERSION, PAUL’S FOCUS BECAME KNOWING JESUS AND 

SHARING IN HIS SUFFERINGS. PAUL CHALLENGED BELIEVERS 

TO LIVE FOR JESUS,  RATHER THAN IMITATING OTHERS.

BIBLE VERSE
I pursue as my goal the prize promised by God’s heavenly call in Christ Jesus.
Philippians 3:14

BONUS VERSE
God is spirit, and those who worship him must worship in Spirit and in truth.  
John 4:24

BIBLE STORY
Pursuing God’s Call (Philippians 3)

BIBLE TRUTH
Our goal is to know Jesus and be more like Him.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Jesus was sent to be my Savior.

• Middle Kids: Jesus is the Messiah and Savior.

• Preteens: God sent Jesus to fulfill His promise of redemption.

BIBLE SKILL
Names the 10 divisions of the Old and New Testaments in a limited time frame and 
identifies examples of books in each division.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 68).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Dry erase board
   Dry erase marker
   Drawing paper
   Pencils, crayons, or markers
   Item 69: “Imitation Drawing”

TO DO:
   Distribute art materials among 

small groups of TeamKIDs
   See Item 69: “Imitation Drawing” 

for a suggested drawing example. 

• As TeamKIDs arrive, draw attention to the dry erase board. Step-by-step, 
complete a guided drawing activity with the children. For the drawing to take on 
the recognizable shape, TeamKIDs must imitate the coach’s drawing.

• After most are finished, say:“Your drawing is very similar to mine because you 
imitated me. Today we will learn how important it is to imitate Christ in all we do.”

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story.
Ask: “Is there someone you want to be like when you grow up?” (Answers will vary.) 
Explain that it’s OK to want to reflect some actions and behaviors of those who are 
successful in various aspects of their lives. But ultimately, all believers should seek 
to be like Jesus. Tell TeamKIDs that today’s Bible story tells us about Paul, an apostle 
of Jesus, and how he encouraged others to focus on Jesus. 
 
Open your Bible to Philippians 3. Hold the Bible open on your lap, and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

PURSUING GOD’S CALL
BASED ON PHILIPPIANS 3

In Philippians, Paul wrote a lot about joy. He told the believers to rejoice 
and be happy in the Lord. He knew he often told them to be happy, but 
he loved to do it.

Then Paul warned Christians to watch out for those people who do 
evil things. He emphasized that Christians are the ones who worship 
God and rejoice in knowing Jesus Christ. Paul explained that he used to 
live thinking he was good enough to earn God’s favor. After all, Paul had 
been born a Jew from parents who were Jews, obeyed the Jewish Law, 
was a special leader among the Jews, blameless in right living, and even 
persecuted Christians thinking they were against God!
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Paul admitted that all that meant nothing to him after he became 
a believer in Jesus. None of it was as wonderful as knowing Jesus 
as his Lord. Paul’s goal became knowing Jesus and the power of his 
resurrection as well as sharing in His sufferings until he could be with 
Jesus forever. Instead of persecuting Christians, Paul was now teaching 
them how to live for God.

“I have not reached my goal,” Paul said. “But I am trying because of 
Jesus. I try to forget what is behind me and do my best to reach what is 
ahead. I go after my goal, the prize God promised. That goal is God’s call 
through Jesus to life with Him.”

Paul challenged the believers to look to the example of himself and 
others who lived according to God’s way. That way they could learn  
how to live for Jesus, rather than watching and imitating those who  
are enemies of God. Paul was eager for Jesus to return and make all 
things new.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Before Paul became a Christian he believed that by doing lots of good things 

he would impress God, and God would be happy with him. But Paul learned that 
it is only by trusting in Jesus that people can be saved. When Jesus died on the 
cross, He exchanged His holiness and perfect life for our sinful life. He took the 
punishment we deserved for our sin and gave us His perfect righteousness (right 
living) instead. We still struggle to sin sometimes, but we want to keep going, 
remembering that our goal is to know Jesus and be more like Him.”

Review the Bible story.
• Explain to TeamKIDs that you are going to read several statements from the 

Bible story. After each statement, on the count of three, TeamKIDs should show a 
thumbs-up if the statement is true or a thumbs-down if the statement is false.

1. As a Christian, you will always feel happy. (thumbs-down)
2. As Christians, our joy comes from God. (thumbs-up)
3. We can be good enough to earn God’s favor. (thumbs-down)
4. We are made holy only because of God’s grace. (thumbs-up)
5. Paul’s goal became knowing Jesus and the power of His resurrection. It should 

be our goal as well. (thumbs-up)
6. Paul’s goal was to be famous and for people to like him. (thumbs-down)

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books. 

• Lead TeamKIDs to mark out all the words except the red words to reveal the words 
of today’s Bible verse.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead children in a prayer thanking God for providing us with His Word that 

teaches us how to live. Ask Him to strengthen TeamKIDs as they seek to be  
like Jesus.
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Item 70: “Bible 

Divisions Chart,” Bibles, 
dry erase board or poster 
board, 10 craft sticks (each 
with one number 1-10 
written on it in permanent 
marker), a cup to collect the 
sticks

   Activity 2: plastic cups  
(2 per child)

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write the 10 divisions of the Old 

and New Testament, numbered, on the 
board.(Old Testament: 1. Law, 2. History, 
3. Poetry and Wisdom, 4. Major Prophets, 
and 5. Minor Prophets; New Testament:  
6. Gospels, 7. History, 8. Paul’s Letters,  
9. General Letters, and 10. Prophecy

   Write the words of the Bible verse on 
the board. “I pursue as my goal the prize 
promised by God’s heavenly call in Christ 
Jesus.” Philippians 3:14

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

BIBLE DIVISION ROLL
• Seat TeamKIDs in a circle. Pass the cup of numbered craft sticks around the 

circle. For whatever number is drawn, name one book of the Bible that fits into 
that division. (For example: 1. Law-Exodus, 2. History-1 Kings; 10. Prophecy-
Revelation, and so forth.) TeamKIDs may use Bibles and help one another answer. 
Use the“Bible Divisions Chart” for reference.

• Say: “We’ve been learning that the Bible is one big book about God. The Bible is 
also broken down into different parts to help us understand God’s story to us. The 
Bible divisions each point us to an important part of God’s story. As we grow in 
our faith, it is important that we read and understand what our Bibles say so that 
we can know more about who God is and how we can follow Him.”

PAPER CUP RHYTHM
• Form groups of two or three players. Distribute two plastic cups to each TeamKID 

and explain that each group should work together to make up a cup rhythm (by 
clapping the cups on the ground and together in a rhythmic way) to learn the 
Bible verse: “I pursue as my goal the prize promised by God’s heavenly call in 
Christ Jesus” (Philippians 3:14). After several minutes, invite small groups to share 
their rhythms with everyone. 

• Say: “Paul understood that as a believer, he wasn’t perfect. And neither are we. 
Until Jesus returns and makes all things new, we will continue to struggle with 
sin. However, we can have hope to keep pursuing the goal. Just like an athlete 
stays focused to push toward the finish line, we can stay focused as we live out 
our faith, remembering that one day we will get to live with God forever.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 71: “Korean 

Mission Photos”
   Note cards or paper
   Crayons

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “South Korea to the 

World” video to remind TeamKIDs about 
missions in South Korea.

• Show the photos and ask volunteers to read the captions.

• Say: “These Korean young adults want to know Jesus and be more like Him. Do 
you want to know Jesus and be more like Him? To be like Jesus, we must care 
about all people all over the world knowing Him.”

• Invite kids to write a note or draw a picture showing that they love Jesus. Ask 
them to think of someone who they can share the love of Jesus with. Encourage 
them to write a note or to draw a picture to give to that person this week.

• Encourage kids to talk with each other about things they can share with their 
friends or family. They can share a favorite Bible story, why they are thankful to 
Jesus or how they are learning about Jesus.

• Pray aloud that your TeamKIDs will be faithful to share the message of Jesus with 
others this week.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. SOCCER SWIPE (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 65)
• Form groups of four. Assign each team a home base (one of the hoops in one of 

the corners). Teams start at their home bases. Give each team a soccer ball. At the 
signal, TeamKID teams dribble the soccer ball with their feet, move to the center 
of the playing area, collect one beanbag, and bring the beanbag back to home 
base. The team with the most beanbags wins. 

• Debrief: “What was the goal in Soccer Swipe? (to collect the most beanbags) Goals 
are important in every aspect of life. As believers, our goal is to know Jesus and be 
more like Him.”

2. GROWTH TAG (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 66)
• Select one TeamKID to be It. All other players are scattered around the room, 

sitting on the floor. When a player is tagged, she “grows” to her hands and knees. 
When tagged a second time, she grows to her knees. When tagged a third time, 
she grows to her feet. When tagged the final time, she is grown and assists the 
tagger in tagging other players.

• Debrief: “As Christians, it is our goal to be more like Jesus. Being like Him does 
not happen overnight. It requires spiritual growth. What are some ways you can 
grow in your faith?” (spending time with God, reading and studying the Bible, 
praying, loving others)
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3. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert” 
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Music player
   Different colors of foam shapes

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing the snack. 
   Write Psalm 51:10 on the board or somewhere 

at the front of the meeting space.

• Review the Bible story. Say: “In Philippians Paul wrote to believers encouraging 
them to be joyful in the Lord. He challenged them to answer God’s call—to follow 
Paul’s own example and that of others who pursue the ultimate goal, living a life 
worthy of Christ.”

• Pray. Thank God for sending Jesus to fulfill His promise. Ask Him to help 
TeamKIDs keep the ultimate goal (of knowing Jesus and being more like Him)  
in mind. 

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack. 

• Close the meeting. Scatter foam shapes around the room. Play music and instruct 
TeamKIDs that whenever the music stops, they should go and stand on a shape. 
When everyone is standing on a shape, call out a color (or shape). Those who are 
standing on that color or shape say the verse together.

• As parents arrive, give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, 
and a Parent Connection.
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HOW DO WE GENUINELY CARE  
FOR OTHERS?
WE CARE FOR PEOPLE BY SHARING THE GOSPEL AND OUR LIVES  

WITH THEM.

SCRIPTURE TEACHES US TO CARE FOR OTHERS GENUINELY—

TO ENGAGE WITH THOSE WHO DON’T FOLLOW JESUS.  THIS 

COMMAND IS OFTEN UNCOMFORTABLE FOR CHRISTIANS 

BECAUSE IT MEANS WE ARE CALLED TO SHARE OUR LIVES WITH 

PEOPLE WHO DON’T SHARE OUR BELIEFS OR VALUES.  BUT GOD 

EQUIPS AND EMPOWERS HIS PEOPLE TO DO HIS WORK. HE HAS 

PLACED EACH OF US EXACTLY WHERE WE ARE TO SHARE HIS 

TRUTH WITH PEOPLE AS WE SHARE OUR LIVES WITH THEM.

BIBLE VERSE
We cared so much for you that we were pleased to share with you not only the gospel of 
God but also our own lives, because you had become dear to us. 1 Thessalonians 2:8

BONUS VERSE
“Bring the full tenth into the storehouse so that there may be food in my house. Test me in 
this way,” says the Lord of Armies. “See if I will not open the floodgates of heaven and pour 
out a blessing for you without measure. Malachi 3:10

BIBLE STORY
The Gospel and Life (1 Thessalonians 2)

BIBLE TRUTH
We care for people by sharing the gospel and our lives with them.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God helps people to do His work in their communities and world.

• Middle Kids: God works through people to do work in their communities and the world.

• Preteens: God allows people to join Him in His work throughout the world.

BIBLE SKILL
Understands the truths in the Bible are without error and will last forever.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 68).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Large spool of yarn

TO DO:
   Instruct TeamKIDs to stand in a circle 

an arm’s length apart.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite them to join a circle. Give one child the spool of yarn 
and instruct the child to say her name and one thing about herself that she’d 
like to share (favorite color, age, and so forth). Then she can toss the spool to 
someone across the circle. Make sure every TeamKID has a chance to share at 
least once.

• After a large “web” is created, thank the participants for sharing facts about 
themselves with the group. Say: “I learned something about all of you.”

• Ask one or two people to drop the web. Ask, ”What happened to the web when 
just one or two people let go?” (It ruined it, the web was incomplete.) It was 
important for every person to continue holding up the web. Explain that today’s 
Bible story will focus on something all Christians, not just some, need to do.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Watch a video clip of the ASL (American 

Sign Language) sign for encourage.

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “Today’s meeting is about an encouraging letter that Paul sent to his friends 
at the church of Thessalonica. Encouragement means to give someone support, 
confidence, or hope. When you hear something encouraging in the story, I want 
you to make the ASL (American Sign Language) sign for encourage.” Demonstrate 
this sign to TeamKIDs (both hands open and face up, both forming continuous 
upward circles).

Open your Bible to 1 Thessalonians 2. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the 
Bible story in your own words.

THE GOSPEL AND LIFE
BASED ON 1 THESSALONIANS 2

From Paul
To the church in Thessalonica

Remember when I visited you after being in Philippi? We had suffered 
terribly there. Yet, when we got to you, God gave us boldness to preach 
the gospel to you even though many people were angry about it. Since 
we don’t speak to please people but to please God, we kept on. We didn’t 
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use lies or flattery in our preaching. We were not preaching out of greed. 
We did not try to get praise from people either.

We might have been a big responsibility to you, but we were as gentle 
as a nurse or mother taking care of children. We loved you so much we 
wanted to share the gospel of God with you. Do you remember our work 
and sufferings? We worked day and night so we wouldn’t be a burden to 
you, but always we preached God’s gospel to you.

You and God are our witnesses that we lived among you in right 
actions and without blame in all we did. We encouraged you. We 
comforted you. We challenged you to live the way God wants His people 
to live.

Another reason I give thanks for you is that when we shared God’s 
message, you listened and received it! You didn’t take it as a message 
from humans but from God—and it is! These same things have happened 
to believers in Judea. You have suffered here like the Jews in Judea. They 
are the very ones who killed Jesus and who persecuted us. They tried to 
keep the Gentiles from becoming believers by keeping us from speaking 
to them.

We miss you when we are not with you. You are our joy, our hope, and 
our reason for boasting about Jesus coming again. You are really our 
pride and joy! 

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Paul wrote an encouraging letter to the church in Thessalonica to tell them 

of how thankful he was for them and their faithfulness to God. The Christians in 
Thessalonica were living out their faith even though it was very difficult. As we 
live out our faith with others, we will encounter people who don’t share our faith 
in who God is or why it is important to follow Him. Some of these people may 
be friends and family members who we love very much. As much as we love the 
people in our lives, God loves them even more. He wants us to be part of sharing 
the truth about who He is with others so they too can trust in Jesus.” 

Review the Bible story.
• Ask the following questions and allow volunteers to fill in the blanks verbally.

1. Paul said he did not speak to please people, but to please _____________. (God)
2. Paul said, “We were as gentle as a _____________________. “(mother or nurse)
3. Why did Paul give thanks to God for the Thessalonians? (They were receptive 

to the gospel and put it into practice.)
4. What did Paul mean when he called the Thessalonians his “pride and joy”? 

(They made Paul feel happy and proud.)  

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Say: “As believers, it’s important to share our lives with others. Interview a friend 
and record or circle your friend’s answers. Then, let your friend ask you the 
questions too!”

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.
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Pray.
• Lead children in a prayer thanking God for the Bible—His Word that teaches us 

how to work together to accomplish His will.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activities 1: Bibles, box, large container 

of packing peanuts, index cards (each 
card with one word of the Bible verse 
including reference)

   Activity 2: honey, small cups, bread

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Fill a large box with 

packing peanuts and “hide” 
the cards in the box.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

UNCOVER THE TRUTH
• Lead TeamKIDs to look up today’s Bible verse.

• Place the box of packing peanuts in the center of the room and ask TeamKIDs to 
work together to find each word of the verse and put them in order.

• Remind children that in this activity, they needed to share the responsibility of 
finding and placing the cards in order. By doing so, together, they shared God’s 
word with each other.

TASTING HONEY
• Ask TeamKIDs if they know what the Bible and honey have in common? Both 

can last a very long time! Did you know that a bee’s honey does not go bad or 
expire, ever! Archaeologists often find unspoiled honey in Egyptian tombs that 
are thousands of years old. God’s Word lasts even longer than that. It lasts forever! 
In fact, God’s Word is the ONLY thing that truly lasts forever.

• Invite children to taste the honey, wash hands, and help clean up the area.

• Suggest to TeamKIDs that every time they eat honey, they can remember that 
God’s Word is perfect and will last forever.

REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Books
   Dolls

TO DO:
   Cue the “The Gospel in South Korea” video.

• Ask kids to take off their shoes and line them up against the wall. Then invite kids 
to sit on the floor. 

• Say: “These are very common customs in South Korea—taking off your shoes 
before entering a home and sitting on the floor. Let’s learn more about how the 
gospel came to Korea.” 
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• Play the video. After the video, ask kids to stand with a friend and practice these 
other customs that are common in South Korea: greet each other by bowing with 
your hands pressed together in front of you; give and receive an object (like a 
book) with two hands; walk balancing a book on your head; walk holding a doll 
on your back. 

• Say: “These are some of the customs or part of daily life in South Korea. When 
missionaries move to a new country, they learn new customs and become part of 
their communities so they can show Jesus’ love. South Korean missionaries also 
learn new customs so that they can take the gospel to other countries.”

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. DISC GOLF (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 67)
• Players try to throw the plastic disc into the hole (hoop). Each team records how 

many tries it takes for each hole. When time is up, teams calculate their scores. 
The team with the lowest score wins.

• Debrief: Remind TeamKIDs that to get a good score, teams had to work together. 
Say: “When one person on the team did well, it was positive for the entire team. 
It’s always good to be able to work well with others. When people work together, 
so much can be accomplished–especially when serving God. We show we care 
for people by sharing the gospel and our lives with them.”

2. WHO ELSE? (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 68)
• Choose one TeamKID to go to the middle of the circle and state one personal 

characteristic or activity she has done. For example, “I have been to a theme 
park. Who else?” or “I have two brothers. Who else?” All players must be truthful. 
Anyone in the circle who also is or has done the thing named must change seats. 
Allow different children to be in the middle.

• Debrief: “In this game, you learned a lot about each other. It’s important for 
believers to be real with each other–to share their lives, along with the gospel, 
with others.”

3. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”
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COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Pencils or drinking straws (1 per child)

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “In 1 Thessalonians, Paul wrote an encouraging letter 
to the people of Thessalonica. He taught the people, through his own example, 
that we care for people by sharing the gospel and our lives with them.” Invite 
the teams to share what they learned.

• Pray. Pray for TeamKIDs before snack. Thank God for providing godly examples 
like Paul. Ask God to help TeamKIDs learn to share themselves, and the gospel, 
with others.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Remind TeamKIDs that it’s important for believers to share 
their lives with others. Assign children to groups of two or three. Invite them 
to interview each other as a reporter might, asking questions that reveal things 
about the other person. Use pencils or drinking straws as pretend microphones.

• As parents arrive, give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, 
and a Parent Connection.
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WHAT DO WE DO  
WHEN IT’S HARD TO 
FOLLOW GOD?
WE DON’T GIVE UP, BUT WE KNOW WHAT WE’VE LEARNED ABOUT 

GOD’S FAITHFULNESS.

IN THE BOOKS OF 1 AND 2 TIMOTHY, PAUL COMPARED 

LIVING FOR JESUS TO RUNNING A RACE–A STRENUOUS 

RACE THAT REQUIRES STRENGTH, ENDURANCE, AND FAITH. 

PAUL URGED TIMOTHY TO KEEP HIS FAITH THROUGHOUT 

THE ENTIRE COURSE.  PAUL WANTED TIMOTHY AND OTHERS 

TO UNDERSTAND THAT LIVING FOR GOD WOULD NEVER 

BE EASY BUT WOULD BE POSSIBLE AND WELL-REWARDED 

BECAUSE OF GOD’S GRACE.

BIBLE VERSE
But as for you, continue in what you have learned and firmly believed.  
2 Timothy 3:14a

BONUS VERSE
When I am afraid, I will trust in you. Psalm 56:3

BIBLE STORY
Persevere in Faith (1 Timothy 6:11-16; 2 Timothy 3:1–4:2)

BIBLE TRUTH
We don’t give up because we know what we’ve learned about God’s faithfulness.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God is powerful and in control of all things.

• Middle Kids: God is all-powerful and in control of all things.

• Preteens: God is omnipresent—He is everywhere at all times.

BIBLE SKILL
Understands the truths in the Bible are without error and will last forever.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 68).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Jump rope or broomstick

TO DO:
   Clear out a space in the room large 

enough to play limbo.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite them to join in a game of limbo. Two people hold 
the rope or broomstick while the others take turns trying to go under the rope 
without touching it. Each round, the rope gets lower. For safety reasons, children 
may scoot under on their stomachs or stand on their feet, as long as they don’t 
touch the rope. Determine the winner by who completed the limbo challenge.

• Ask: “How did (TeamKID) win?” (She made it under the rope at the lowest point.) 
“What if she would have given up and stopped trying?” (She could not have won.) 
Explain that in today’s Bible story, TeamKIDs will discuss a contest or race in 
which every Christian must participate, and every participant can win!

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “Have you ever wanted to give up before? Sometimes, living the Christian life 
can be difficult, and we are tempted to give up or take the easier route. In 1 Timothy, 
Paul wrote a letter to Timothy to teach him about what it looks like not to give up. 
Let’s see what the Bible has to teach us about continuing on and not giving up.” 

Open your Bible to 1 Timothy 6. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

PERSEVERE IN FAITH
BASED ON 1 TIMOTHY 6:11-16; 2 TIMOTHY 3:1–4:2

Paul wrote to Timothy using the example of living for Jesus like running 
in a race. To win a race, one must keep on running until he crosses the 
finish line. Christians need to keep working and believing in their faith. 
Paul urged Timothy to keep on living in faith until the day Jesus comes 
back to earth.

One of the ways Paul wanted Timothy to keep on in faith was for him 
to teach people who are rich not to be proud, but to put their hope in 
God instead of money. After all, God gives people everything they have. 
Timothy could instruct people to be rich in doing the good works of 
being generous and ready to share.
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Paul emphasized to Timothy keeping true to what he knew and 
believed about Jesus. In both 1 Timothy and 2 Timothy, Paul wanted 
Timothy and others to know hard times were coming. He described 
people as loving themselves and money, boasting, being proud, 
disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, mean, and other unkind actions. 
These kinds of people brought about hard times for believers in God. Paul 
suggested Timothy and others avoid these sinful people because some 
were sly and crafty and could lead others, even believers, astray.

Paul praised Timothy for following his teaching and way of living 
even when persecutions and suffering came along. Paul told of his 
persecutions and how God had saved him in each situation. However, all 
people who want to follow Jesus will be persecuted in some way. As time 
goes on, more and more evil people will be worse and worse. “The good 
news,” Paul wrote, “is you have learned Scriptures from a young age. 
God, through His Word, can give you wisdom that leads to faith.”

Paul made sure Timothy knew that all of Scripture is inspired by God. It 
is useful for teaching, rebuking, correcting, and for training in right living. 
Paul commanded Timothy to preach the gospel at every opportunity. He 
must keep on in faith.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Paul made sure Timothy knew that all Scripture is inspired by God and is 

useful in continuing on in the faith. Paul encouraged Timothy to keep going 
even when it was difficult and commanded him to preach the gospel at every 
opportunity. Even if it is difficult, we keep sharing our lives with people who do 
not love and trust God. We don’t give up because we know what we’ve learned 
about God’s faithfulness.”

Review the Bible story.
• Ask TeamKIDs the following questions. Ask children to stand if the statement  

is true and remain seated if the statement is false. Discuss correct answers for 
false statements.

1. Christianity is like a race. (true)
2. Paul said that Christians would have no problems in life. (false; He said that 

Christians would suffer and be persecuted for their faith.)
3. Paul told Timothy that he should avoid spending a lot of time with sinful 

people who could lead him astray. (true)
4. All people who follow Jesus will be persecuted. (true)
5. Scripture can give a person wisdom that leads to faith. (true)
6. Scripture is useful for training. (true)
7. Scripture is useful for rebuking. (true)
8. Paul commanded Timothy to preach the gospel whenever he felt like it. (false; 

at every opportunity)
Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Lead kids to connect the dots to reveal what it takes to keep going when things 
are tough. Then have them color or decorate the completed answer.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.
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Pray.
• Lead the children in a prayer asking God to give them each the strength and faith 

not to give up but to run the race faithfully.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Bibles (1 per child)
   Activity 2: Plastic tablecloths or other protective 

table covering, medium-sized rocks (1 per 
child), paint pens

TO DO:
   Activity 2: Distribute 

materials to small 
groups of TeamKIDs.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

TEST YOUR ENDURANCE
• Ask TeamKIDs to spread out in the room, standing one arm’s length apart from 

others. Place an open Bible in a chair in front of each child. Explain that you are 
going to have a contest to see who can stand on one foot the longest (or until a 
designated amount of time passes). When a child puts both feet on the floor, she 
must sit down until the next round. When a winner is declared, lead that person 
to find and read 2 Timothy 3:14 to the group. Play several rounds. 

• Say: “We all have physical limits, but the Bible teaches us that no matter what, we 
can keep going in our faith. There are no limits to what God can do. When we are 
tempted to give up or believe lies about ourselves or God, we can remember what 
we have learned from God’s Word and from trustworthy people who teach us 
about God. God is always faithful, and He will help us keep going when we want 
to give up.” 

PAINT PROMISES
• Provide each child with a medium-sized stone and access to paint pens. Remind 

TeamKIDs that the truths in the Bible are without error and will last forever. Invite 
children to decorate a rock using the words from today’s Bible verse or bonus 
verse. Leave projects in a cool, dry place until time to leave.

• Say: “Isn’t it amazing to know that no matter what changes around us, God’s 
Word never changes? The Bible is true and trustworthy. When we are afraid, we 
can remember the promises God gives us to always be with us. When we are 
confused or angry, we can remember that God tells us that He is in control. Even 
when we don’t understand our circumstances, God does. And we can trust that 
He loves us and He is with us even when we go through hard times. When you 
take your rock home, make sure to remember that God’s Word lasts forever. His 
promises are true and they will never fail us.”  
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 72: “YouTube® in 

South Korea Story”

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “The Gospel in South 

Korea” video. 
   Make copies of the story to give to kids.

• Distribute the story and ask for a volunteer (or several volunteers) to read it aloud. 

• Say: “Through their church and through the videos, the missionaries and their 
Christian friends are able to help Koreans understand what it means to follow 
Jesus and know that He is in control of all things.”

• Lead kids to form small groups and ask them to pretend they are making a 
YouTube® video that tells people about Jesus. Encourage them to be creative. Ask 
them to think about what truths about Jesus they want to share. After a short time 
of planning and practice, invite them to act out their video for the other groups. 

• If your church has a website or YouTube® channel, consider a video mission 
project where the kids’ videos could be shown online.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. ICEBERG (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 69)
• Each group is given a large bedsheet or tablecloth. Groups lay their sheets out 

on the floor. On the signal, teams all try to stand on their sheets. No players may 
touch the area outside the sheet with any part of their bodies. On the next signal, 
team members then get off of their sheets and fold them in half.

• TeamKIDs continue this process as the sheets get smaller and smaller with each 
fold (like an iceberg that is melting). The winning team is the one who has the 
most people successfully staying on the sheet.

• Debrief: “As the sheet area got smaller, it was harder for all of your team to fit. In 
order to fit, no one could give up! Being a Christian requires perseverance—not 
giving up. Living for Jesus is worth it!”

2. ROBOT WARS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 70)
• Red Robots must tag Blue Robots. When a Robot is tagged, she must go to a set 

area called the repair zone and count to 30 to be repaired and rejoin the game. 
Hoops serve as battery charging safe zones inside which Blue Robots can stand 
for 10 seconds without being tagged. The game ends when all Robots are Red.

• Debrief: Ask: “When you were tagged, were you out of the game?” (No, those 
tagged went to the repair zone.) Explain that even though you faced setbacks, you 
did not give up and quit the game. When life gets tough, a “Charging Safe Zone” 
can include spending time with God and reading His Word.
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3. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing  

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Paul wrote a letter to Timothy in which he compared 
living for Jesus to running a race. To win the race, Christians must never give up. 
Paul urged Timothy to keep on living in faith until the day Jesus comes back  
to earth.”

• Pray. Ask God to give each child strength and endurance throughout the race, so 
that she can finish strong.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Give TeamKIDs the opportunity to hide (and find) the painted 
rocks within the room they made during Stretch It Out. Allow children to take the 
rocks home and encourage them to leave them around the community at places 
to share the gospel and encourage others. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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HOW CAN we SHOW we’re 
SERIOUS ABOUT our FAITH?
OUR ACTIONS SHOULD MATCH WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS.

AS WE LIVE OUT OUR FAITH AMONG PEOPLE WHO DON’T 

FOLLOW GOD, WE CAN REMEMBER THAT OUR ACTIONS 

SHOULD MATCH WHAT WE SAY WE BELIEVE ABOUT 

GOD AND HIS WORD. JAMES SHARED THE PARAMOUNT 

IMPORTANCE OF BEING QUICK TO LISTEN, SLOW TO 

SPEAK, AND SLOW TO ANGER. HOW WE LISTEN AND 

SPEAK MATTERS.  AS WE LISTEN AND OBEY GOD’S WORD, 

CHRISTIANS ARE CALLED TO LIVE OUT OUR FAITH IN OUR 

WORDS, ACTIONS, AND ATTITUDES.

BIBLE VERSE
But be doers of the word and not hearers only, deceiving yourselves. James 1:22

BONUS VERSE
We all went astray like sheep; we all have turned to our own way; and the LORD has 
punished him for the iniquity of us all. Isaiah 53:6

BIBLE STORY
Hearing and Doing (James 1:19-27)

BIBLE TRUTH
Our actions should match what the Bible says.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: The Bible helps people know more about God, Jesus, and the  

Holy Spirit. 

• Middle Kids: The Bible is God’s message about Himself. 

• Preteens: The Bible is the only inspired, written Word of God. 

BIBLE SKILL
Understands the Bible teaches that salvation through Jesus is God’s gift  
of forgiveness.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 68). 
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Interlocking blocks

TO DO:
   Make a simple block sculpture (a simple shape, 

tree, house, and so forth). Assign TeamKIDs to 
pairs or groups of three.

• Allow TeamKIDs to play with interlocking blocks until most of the group has 
arrived. Then give clear, step-by-step instructions on how to build the object like 
you built. (For example: Put one rectangular brick on top of another rectangular 
brick. Put one small square on top of the top rectangle.)

• When all directions have been given, see if the TeamKIDs’ sculptures are the 
same as yours. Ask, “How did you make your sculpture just like mine?” (We 
listened and followed directions.) “What if you only listened, but you did not try to 
build?” (We could not have made a sculpture.) Explain that today’s Bible story will 
focus on how important it is for believers to follow the directions written in God’s 
Word by both listening and doing what it says.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child) 
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Explain that you have something very important to share with TeamKIDs today. It 
is a message that James wrote to believers everywhere! He really wanted to get the 
people’s attention so they would read and hear the truth.

Open your Bible to James 1. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible story 
in your own words.

HEARING AND DOING
BASED ON JAMES 1:19-27

In James’ letter to believers everywhere, he had something he really 
wanted believers to read and hear. “Brothers and sisters, take notice of 
this,” James wrote to get the believers’ attention. What was so important 
to James? “Everyone should be quick to listen, but slow to speak and 
even slower to become angry.” James wanted people to listen more than 
they spoke with others.

Why did James want people to be slow to anger? He knew that anger 
does not bring about the joy of right living God wanted people to 
experience. Instead Christians are called to get rid of sinful things they 
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think, do, and say. Then they can concentrate on things they already 
know from God’s Word.

James encouraged the believers to do more than just read or listen to 
God’s Word. He wrote, “Do what it says!” People should do what God’s 
Word teaches rather than just listening to it. Those who think only 
listening is right are tricking themselves.

James compared only listening to God’s words to being like someone 
who looks in a mirror, studies himself, and then walks away forgetting 
what he looks like. However, someone who studies God’s law, does it, 
and keeps at it will be blessed by God for what he does.

“If you cannot control your tongue,” James wrote, “what you believe 
is worth nothing. Religion that God wants is for people to care for others 
who are poor and needy such as orphans and widows. God wants you to 
stay unharmed by the world’s thinking.”

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “James wrote a letter to believers everywhere, encouraging them to be slow 

to anger, to avoid sin, and to concentrate on the truth of God’s Word. James 
stressed the importance of not just reading or hearing the Word of God but doing 
what it says. He explained that God wants people to care for others and not be 
misled by our own sinful way of thinking. As we live out our faith, our actions 
should match what the Bible says.”

Review the Bible story.
• Ask TeamKIDs to put both hands behind their backs. When you ask each of the 

following questions, call “Thumbs up!” At that point, children should hold either 
their right or left thumbs up. Call on that one group (left or right thumb) to answer 
and discuss each question.

1. James said believers should be quick to __________(listen), slow to ________
(speak) and even slower to_______________ (become angry). Why?

2. James encouraged people to do more than just read and hear the Word of God 
but also to do what? (do what it says)

3. What did James mean when he said “only listening to God’s words is like 
someone who looks in a mirror, studies himself, and then walks away 
forgetting what he looks like”? (Listening to God’s words without acting on 
them doesn’t change a person’s heart. Only by listening and acting on God’s 
Word is a believer demonstrating true faith.)  

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books. 

• Say: “Have you ever been to a football game? A football game can be very loud! 
Just as believers must both hear and do God’s will, football players must listen 
carefully to hear the plays and then DO them to play well! Can you read and DO 
the following instructions on the activity page?”

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home. 
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Pray.
• Lead the children in a prayer thanking God for His Word and asking Him to help 

each one follow the instructions written in the Bible.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Colorful sticky notes, black 

permanent marker, dry erase board 
and marker

   Activity 2: Drawing paper, permanent 
marker, crayons or colored pencils

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write one word of the 

Bible verse on each sticky note, 
including the reference.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

STICKY ORDER
• Write the Bible verse on the board for reference.

• Place one sticky note on the forehead of each TeamKID so that children can see 
the sticky note words on other TeamKIDs, but no one can see his own. Explain 
that children must work together to put the words of the Bible verse in order.

• Say: “Great job! In this game it wasn’t enough just to read the words of the Bible 
verse on the board. You had to act. God’s Word teaches us that it isn’t enough just 
to know what the Bible says. We actually have to act and obey it. There are many 
people in our lives who don’t follow or trust in Jesus. As we live out our faith, it is 
important that our words and actions match what we believe we say about God. 
Both our words and our actions reveal what we truly believe to be true about who 
God says He is. 

SQUIGGLE PICTURES
• Make a small squiggly line on a sheet of drawing paper and give one to each 

child. Instruct TeamKIDs to use the squiggle to incorporate into a drawing. The 
illustration should show one example of an object or action that is evidence that 
someone is doing what God says. If desired, combine the pages to make a book 
titled Do What It (the Bible) Says! Lead TeamKIDs to share their images with the 
group and explain the actions that are being completed.

• Say: “This week you will have several opportunities to share about Jesus with both 
your words and your actions. Our actions should match what the Bible says. 
As you interact with friends and family members this week, think about what 
your words and actions reflect you believe to be true about God.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Chopsticks
   Raisins
   Bowls

TO DO:
   Cue the “South Korea Missions Report” video.

• Say: “As we’ve been learning about missions in South Korea, we are seeing 
missionaries and Korean believers who are very serious about their faith. Let’s 
learn more.”

• Play the video and ask kids how the believers in South Korea are showing that 
they are obeying the Bible.

• Tell kids that Koreans use chopsticks to eat, instead of forks. Show kids the 
chopsticks, raisins, and bowls. If you have chopsticks for all kids, distribute 
them now. If you only have one pair, explain that they will take turns using the 
chopsticks to move raisins from one bowl to another. Give each kid a chance to 
use the chopsticks. 

• Say: “It might be hard to eat with chopsticks if you’re just learning! This is just 
one of the new skills that a missionary might need to learn if he moved to a new 
country. If someone came to the U.S. for the first time, what is a custom or skill 
she would need to learn?” (Allow TeamKIDs to respond and discuss.) 

• Pray, thanking God for Christians who are willing to go to a new place to tell 
people about Jesus.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

 1. BUILDERS AND BULLDOZERS (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 71)
• Form two teams: Builders and Bulldozers. On the signal, the Builders try to set 

up any cone knocked over upright. At the same time, the Bulldozers try to knock 
over the upright cones (using hands; kicking cones is not allowed).

• Debrief: “How could you tell which people were Builders and which were 
Bulldozers? (by their actions–whether they were setting up or knocking over the 
cones) Our actions should match what the Bible says and show others that we 
follow Jesus.”

2. AYE, CAPTAIN (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 72)
• This game is similar to Simon Says but has a nautical theme. One TeamKID 

is appointed Captain and calls out actions including: “Starfish”(players get in 
a group of five and lie down in shape of starfish), “Crow’s Nest” (players get in 
a group of three and lock arms at the elbows to form the nest), “Shark Attack” 
(players lie on their backs with feet up in the air), “Crab” (players get in crab-walk 
position), “Seaweed” (players wiggle and sway standing up), and “Sandcastle” 
(players stand with arms forming a triangle overhead). 
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• Debrief: “In this game, your actions had to match the commands of the Captain. 
As Christians, our actions–everything we do–should clearly imitate Jesus. We 
listen and follow His commands.”

3. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster 

listing the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “James encouraged believers to be slow to anger, avoid 
sin, and concentrate on the truth of God’s Word–not just reading or hearing the 
Word of God, but actually doing what it says. He explained that God wants people 
to care for others and not be misled by the world’s way of thinking.”

• Pray. Thank God for giving us a perfect example in Jesus. Ask that TeamKIDs’ 
actions would clearly imitate that example.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Place TeamKIDs in groups of two or three. Using the back side 
of the drawing paper used in Stretch It Out, ask both people in the group to draw 
a simple drawing. Then, without letting partners see, take turns giving directions 
to the other on how to draw that object. Compare the drawings. Comment, 
“Are the drawings fairly similar? If so, your partner gave good directions. God’s 
directions for our lives are very clear. Because His directions are perfect, we 
should strive to follow them closely!”

• As parents arrive, give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, 
and a Parent Connection.
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HOW DO PEOPLE KNOW WE 
FOLLOW JESUS?
WE SHOW WE LOVE JESUS BY LOVING GOD AND KEEPING  

HIS COMMANDS.

IN HIS FIRST EPISTLE,  JOHN, ONE OF THE TWELVE ORIGINAL 

DISCIPLES OF JESUS,  WROTE ABOUT THE THINGS HE LEARNED 

FROM JESUS THAT HELPED HIM KNOW GOD. HE EXPLAINED 

THAT THE TRUE TEST OF KNOWING WHETHER A PERSON IS A 

FOLLOWER OF JESUS IS A QUESTION OF ACTION. A BELIEVER’S 

OBEDIENCE TO GOD’S COMMANDS AND HIS LOVE FOR OTHERS 

ARE CLEAR EVIDENCE OF ONE WHO IS “WALKING IN THE 

LIGHT” AS OPPOSED TO ONE WHO IS STILL IN DARKNESS.

BIBLE VERSE
The one who says he remains in him should walk just as he walked. 1 John 2:6

BONUS VERSE
Trust in the LORD with all your heart, and do not rely on your own understanding; in 
all your ways know him, and he will make your paths straight. Proverbs 3:5-6

BIBLE STORY
Walk As Jesus Walked (1 John 1:5–2:11)

BIBLE TRUTH
We show we love Jesus by loving God and keeping His commands.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God tells people to worship Him and tell others about Him.

• Middle Kids: God is worthy of my obedience and worship. 

• Preteens: God expects people to worship Him with all their hearts, souls, minds,  
and strength. 

BIBLE SKILL
Learns the Bible teaches people how to live a Christian life by following Jesus.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 68).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Foam cups (not plastic)
   Sharpened pencils
   Flashlights

TO DO:
   Make sure there is a way to make 

the room (or another nearby space) 
relatively dark.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, give each child a cup and a sharpened pencil. Lead children 
to use the pencil to punch holes in the bottom of the cups. Encourage creativity 
with shapes and designs. When most have completed their designs, turn out the 
lights and shine flashlights through the tops of the cups through the punched 
holes. This will create “stars” on the ceiling. 

• Draw attention to the beauty of the light against the background of darkness. 
Explain that today’s Bible story will focus on what it means to “walk in the light” as 
Jesus did.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils 
   Dry erase board or pieces of paper
   Dry erase marker
   Flashlights

TO DO:
   Write the following words in 

random order on the dry erase 
board or attach to a wall on 
separate pieces of paper: light, 
darkness, sin, actions, commands, 
hate.

Tell the Bible story. 
Ask: “What do you think it means to ‘walk as Jesus walked’? Does it have anything 
to do with physically walking (putting one foot in front of the other) a certain way?” 
(no) Say: “Walking as Jesus walked means to live in a similar way to the way He did. 
In today’s Bible story, we are going to learn about a letter written by John, one of 
Jesus’ disciples. In this letter, John taught about what it means to walk as Jesus did.

Open your Bible to 1 John 1 and 2. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

WALK AS JESUS WALKED
BASED ON 1 JOHN 1:5–2:11

John, one of Jesus’ disciples, wrote his first letter to tell what he had 
learned from Jesus about God. “God is light,” John wrote. “In Him is no 
darkness.” This means that Jesus, since He is God’s Son, reflects God’s 
light and shows people what God is like. John explained that if people 
said they belonged to God but continued to live lives of sin, they were 
lying. Their actions reveal what is true in their hearts. However, if people 
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walk in God’s light, they follow God and enjoy being with other believers. 
John explained that if someone says he has never sinned, that he is 

lying to himself and not being truthful. Instead, when a person confesses 
his sins, God is faithful to forgive those sins and make the person 
spiritually clean.

John called the believers his dear children when he wrote the next 
promise to them. He promised that if a believer did sin, Jesus would be 
their defender to God the Father. Jesus has paid the price for the sins of 
people who have trusted Him as their Savior. He will go to God for us.

John pointed out that people can know whether someone is a true 
believer or not. If the person does not do the things God commands, he 
is not truly following God. If someone does obey God’s Word, love for 
God is shown. Anyone who claims to believe in Jesus lives as Jesus did.

John had an old command from God that believers needed to hear 
again as if it were new. It was a command John heard Jesus give while 
He was on earth. Jesus gave the command to love one another. (See 
John 13:34.) John then explained in his letter that when people hate 
others, they are still in the darkness while those who love others are 
walking in the light. 

Apply Bible learning. 
Say: “John’s New Testament letter reminds us that our actions reveal what is true 
in our hearts or motivations. If our actions continually show we are disobeying 
God without any conviction that what we are doing is wrong, then we aren’t really 
pursuing truth, are we? John reminded the believers he wrote to that Jesus paid the 
price for sin so that people who trust in Him can be forgiven of their sin. Because 
of the love God has shown us, we are called to love others. We show we love Jesus 
by loving God and keeping His commands. When we love other people and obey 
God out of a response to what He has done for us through Jesus, we are walking in 
light (truth).”

Review the Bible story.
• Lower the lights. Using flashlights from Warm-Up, instruct TeamKIDs to use 

flashlights to shine their lights on the correct word to fill in the blanks as you ask 
the following questions:

1. God is _________, in him there is no darkness. (light)
2. All people _______ and need forgiveness. (sin)
3. When people _________others, they are not walking in the light. (hate)
4. If the person does not do the things God ___________, he is not truly following 

God. (commands)
5. A person’s ___________ reveal what is true in her heart. (actions)
6. A person who continues to sin when he knows it is wrong is walking in 

______________. (darkness)
Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child along with numbered cubes and a  

coin for each TeamKID. Lead kids to complete this week’s activities in their 
activity books. 

• Say: “God is light. In Him there is no darkness! Find a small object and shine a 
flashlight or cell phone light to make a shadow. Without light, a shadow can’t 
exist! Move the light source around to four different places to make four different 
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shadows. Draw one shadow in each space.”

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for giving us the example of Jesus and 

asking Him to help each child obey His commands.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Painter’s tape 
   Activity 2: Bulletin board paper  

or poster board attached to a  
wall (optional)

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Make a circular “road” 

around the room with tape.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

FOLLOW THE RIGHT PATH
• Ask TeamKIDs to stand along the path with space in between each child. Practice 

saying the Bible verse several times, including the reference. Instruct children 
that when they come to the phrase “walk just as he walked,” they should walk 
slowly, careful not to pass the person in front of them. 

• Say: “Walking like Jesus walked means that we obey Him and follow what He 
said to do. When we listen to God’s Word and obey what it says, we are walking 
like Jesus walked. God wants us to live out our faith in front of people who don’t 
know Him by following what He says and pointing others to Him with both our 
words and our actions.”

GRAFFITI WALL
• Attach a piece of bulletin board paper to the wall with the words of the bonus 

verse, Proverbs 3:5-6. Invite each TeamKID to contribute to decorating a mural 
showing what the verse means. An alternate option would be to allow TeamKIDs 
to create a mural on a dry erase board.

• Say: “The Bible teaches people how to live a Christian life by following Jesus. 
When we trust in God, this means we also have to surrender our own desires and 
ideas of how we think things should be done. We are commanded to trust God, 
believing He is in control. As we follow after God and trust Him with our lives, He 
will lead us to live out our faith and obediently do what He is calling us to do.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 73: “Buddha 

Statue Photo”
   Item 74: “South 

Korea Prayer 
Requests”

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “South Korea Missions 

Report” or another video from this unit to remind 
TeamKIDs about missions in South Korea.

   Cut the prayer requests into strips.

• Ask a volunteer to hold the photo so that everyone can see.

• Say: “Many people in South Korea are Buddhists. They worship gods, like this 
statue, that are not real. They even bring gifts and money and leave them around 
the statues. They pray and sing, but their gods do not hear them. Only God is 
the one, true God who hears our prayers and is worthy of worship. Christians 
in Korea want Buddhists to know that following Jesus is the only way to have 
forgiveness and eternal life.”

• Ask for three volunteers to read the prayer requests and three volunteers who 
will say a prayer aloud for that request. Remind kids how important it is to pray 
for missionaries and for Christians in other countries who are trying to share the 
love of Jesus among people who believe in gods that are not real.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. CATERPILLAR CRAWL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 73)
• Form at least two teams. All groups of TeamKIDs must sit down in a line with their 

knees bent. They must also keep hold of the ankles of the person behind them. At 
the signal, teams must scoot along, without letting go of the ankles of the person 
behind them, scooting forward and inching along like a caterpillar until they 
reach the finish line. 

• Debrief: “In this game, you had to ‘walk’ a certain, silly way. The Bible says that 
believers should ‘walk as Jesus walked.’ What does it mean to walk as Jesus 
walked?” (Obey God and follow Jesus–living the way He lived.)

2. BALLOON HORSE (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 74)
• This game is similar to the basketball game HORSE. Form equal teams and line 

up both teams. Give the first person in line a balloon. Have each player make 
up a “trick” to get the balloon in the goal, such as hitting the balloon in the air or 
carrying it between his knees. The other team must replicate the trick. Each time 
a team is unsuccessful, it is assigned a letter spelling the word “horse.” TeamKIDs 
compete to see who can avoid spelling H-O-R-S-E first.

• Debrief: “In the game of Balloon HORSE, to avoid earning a letter, you had to 
imitate a player on the opposite team and make sure her balloon made it into  
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the goal. Christians have an important life goal–to imitate Jesus and follow  
His commands.”

3. UNIT 5 GAME: PINBALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 62)
• The TeamKID coach gives the foam ball to one of the players in the circle. The 

object is to knock down the pin while the guard is trying to block the shots. 
Players pass the ball around the circle to each other until they have an open shot 
to knock the pin down. When the pin is knocked down, the guard may return to 
the circle and a new guard is chosen.

• Debrief: “Just like the guard in the middle of the circle, Christians must guard 
their thoughts and behaviors. We must recognize what thoughts, behaviors, 
and actions disobey God and choose to restrain ourselves from acting on our 
impulses to disobey—choosing instead to pursue holiness through the power of 
the Holy Spirit.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 68: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Ask: “How can the people around us recognize those who 
follow Jesus?” (Believers should obey God’s commands and show love to others. A 
person’s actions reveal what is in his or her heart.)

• Pray. Lead children in prayer. Thank God for Jesus’ example and ask Him to help 
each child to “walk in the light.”

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Review the concept that believers must follow God’s 
commands. Explain that TeamKIDs are going to play a game that requires them 
to listen and obey the leader. The leader can be a child or a TeamKID coach.

• Play “Riverbank.” Players try to move from a starting line a to finish line. 
TeamKIDs hop forward when the leader calls out the word “river,” and hop 
backward when they hear “bank.” When the leader calls out, “riverbank,” players 
hop sideways with one foot in the river and one foot in the bank. Remind 
TeamKIDs that the Bible teaches people how to live a Christian life by following 
Jesus. We show we love Jesus by loving God and keeping His commands. 

• As parents arrive, give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, 
and a Parent Connection.
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WHERE DOES OUR HOPE 
COME FROM?
OUR HOPE COMES FROM THE LIVING GOD.

GOD HAS CALLED AND EQUIPPED CHRISTIANS TO GO 

FORTH AND SHARE THE GOSPEL.  HE SAYS TO DO IT IN OUR 

COMMUNITIES,  OUR LARGER CONTEXTS,  AND TO THE ENDS OF 

THE EARTH. AS THE HOLY SPIRIT URGES THE HEARTS OF KIDS 

THIS WEEK, PRAY THAT THEY WILL BECOME INVIGORATED 

WITH A PASSION TO SHARE GOD’S GOOD NEWS.

BIBLE VERSE
For this reason we labor and strive, because we have put our hope in the living God. 
1 Timothy 4:10a

BONUS VERSE
I will make you into a great nation, I will bless you, I will make your name great, and 
you will be a blessing. Genesis 12:2

BIBLE STORY
Our Hope Is in God (1 Timothy 4:6-16)

BIBLE TRUTH
Our hope comes from the living God.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God is fair and can be trusted.

• Middle Kids: God is faithful and just. He is our steadfast hope. 

• Preteens: God is holy and perfect. Christians can put their hope in Him alone. 

BIBLE SKILL
Knows the Bible is the only inspired, written Word of God.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 75).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Surface covering (plastic tablecloths, 

cut up garbage bags, or newspaper)
   Potting soil
   Plastic cups and spoons 
   Marigold seeds
   Recycled water bottles filled with  

tap water
   Permanent marker

TO DO:
   Put potting soil in plastic 

containers (enough for each 
child to fill a cup halfway) and 
water bottles on each table. 
Place a plastic cup and a 
plastic spoon at each spot.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, assign each a seat. Explain that TeamKIDs may carefully 
scoop potting soil into the cups as you bring around marigold seeds for them to 
plant and water. Write each child’s name on her cup. 

• Instruct TeamKIDs to take the cup home and place it in a sunny spot (inside). 
Express to children that you are hopeful that the seeds will grow into plants. 
Explain that today’s Bible story is all about hope.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible 
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Ask: “What is hope?” (wanting something to happen) Say: “We really hope that the 
seeds we just planted will grow into flowers, but seeds don’t always grow just like 
we want them to grow.”

Continue: “Christians have a hope that is not just a wish. It is a certain promise. Our 
hope comes from the living God, and we can always trust Him. As I tell the Bible 
story today, listen to hear the things Paul wanted Timothy to know.”

Open your Bible to 1 Timothy 4. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

OUR HOPE IS IN GOD
BASED ON 1 TIMOTHY 4:6-16

Paul used his first letter to Timothy to give Timothy instructions for his 
leadership in his church of new believers.

Paul urged Timothy to tell the Christians the things he was being 
taught. In that way, Timothy would be a good minister of Jesus, telling 
people the truths of faith with his good teaching. Paul challenged 
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Timothy to train himself to live a life pleasing to God rather than listening 
to false stories and myths. Paul knew that keeping one’s body healthy 
was a good thing, but he also knew that living a life according to God’s 
plan was even better. Why? Because a healthy body is only good in the 
life one leads now, but living a life according to God’s plan is good both 
for this life and the life to come.

Paul taught Timothy that Christians must put our hope in the living 
God. He is the Savior of everyone, especially of those who believe.

Paul kept urging Timothy to teach what he had learned of God and 
Jesus to the new Christians. Timothy was a young man, but Paul 
encouraged him not to let others look down on him just because he was 
young. Instead, Paul wanted Timothy to set an example for the older 
people in the way he spoke, acted, loved, and believed in God. Paul 
wanted Timothy to publicly read the Scripture, to preach, and to teach.  
In that way Timothy used the gift of ministry given to him by leaders in 
the church.

“Keep working on these things,” Paul wrote. Paul knew people would 
see how Timothy matured and grew in Christ as he continued his work. 
Paul reminded Timothy to be careful how he acted and how he taught 
others because it was important to him and to his listeners.

Apply Bible learning.
• Paul reminded Timothy to be careful how he acted and how he taught others 

because he was representing Jesus. Ask: “How can you relate to Timothy?” 
(Answers will vary: Timothy was young; Timothy had hope in Jesus; and so forth.) 
Explain that all Christians in the past, present, and future share an important 
truth: Our hope comes from the living God.

Review the Bible story. 
• In his first letter to Timothy, Paul gave some leadership instructions. Explain 

that you are going to read several statements. If the statement is true, TeamKIDs 
should make a check mark in the air with their pointer fingers. If the statement 
is false, they should make an X in the air using pointer fingers on both hands. 
Demonstrate both signs.

1. Paul challenged Timothy to train himself to live a life pleasing to God rather 
than listening to false stories and myths. (check)

2. Paul said keeping the body healthy is the most important thing. (X-living a life 
according to God’s plan was even better)

3. Paul told Timothy to listen carefully to stories and myths. (X-Paul told Timothy 
to train himself to live a life pleasing to God.)

4. Paul taught Timothy that Christians must put their hope in the living God. 
(check)

5. Timothy was a young man, so Paul said he could not make a difference like an 
older person. (X-Paul encouraged Timothy not to let people look down on him 
just because he was young.)

6. Paul reminded Timothy to be careful how he acted and how he taught others. 
(check) 

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.
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• Instruct TeamKIDs to fill in the squares in the grid to complete today’s Bible truth. 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for the encouragement found in His 

Word. Ask Him to help them set a good example with their words and behavior.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Large box filled 

with packing peanuts,  
index cards

   Activity 2: Bibles, 
Item 76: “Graph Paper,” 
pencils, dry erase board,  
dry erase marker

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write the words of the Bible 

verse, each on a separate index card. 
Place the cards inside a box filled with 
packing peanuts.

   Activity 2: Write the reference (only) for 
the bonus verse on the board. Distribute 
one sheet of Item 76: “Graph Paper” and 
a pencil to each child.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

UNPACKING GOD’S WORD
• Write the Bible verse and reference on the board. Place index cards (each with 

one word of the Bible verse) in a box filled with packing peanuts. Invite TeamKIDs 
to find all the cards and put them in the correct order. Larger groups may require 
more than one box of Scripture cards. After all words are placed in the correct 
order, recite the verse together several times.

• Say: “The Bible is the only inspired, written word of God. Inspired means that God 
worked through people to write down His words. Everything in the Bible is true 
and comes from God. We put our hope in the living God because we know He is 
real and His Word is true.”

MAKE AND SOLVE A WORD SEARCH
• Instruct children to find the bonus verse in their Bibles and encourage them to 

create a word search based on five to ten key words they find in the passage. Ask 
children to write one letter per square on the graph paper. Remind TeamKIDs to 
write out each word to be found in a word bank. If time permits, children may 
exchange and solve the word searches.

• Say: “This verse is a promise that God gave to Abraham in the Old Testament. It is 
important for us to think about this verse because it reminds us that God always 
keeps His promises. God did make Abraham’s family into a great nation, the 
nation Israel. God also makes many promises to us in His Word, and He is faithful 
to keep every one of them. Our hope comes not from ourselves, but in the One 
we place our hope in—the living God!”  
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 57: “World Map” 

or globe
   Index cards
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Cue “The Gospel to Lesotho” video.

• On a world map or globe, point out the country of South Africa. Then point out to 
kids the tiny country in the middle of South Africa, called Lesotho (leh-SO-toe). 

• Say: “This tiny country is called Lesotho. The people who live there are called 
Basotho (bah-SO-toe) and the speak Sesotho (seh-SO-toe). Try to say that: the 
Basotho of Lesotho speak Sesotho! Let’s meet a missionary family who serves in 
this country who knows that their hope comes from God.”

• Play the video.

• Say: “It’s sometimes hard for missionaries to be away from their families and 
things they miss back home, but because they have hope in the Lord and want to 
obey God, they are willing to go.”

• Ask kids to write down three things they would miss if they moved to another 
country. Encourage them to think of specific things that they love. Take up the 
cards and mix them up before handing them out again. Now each kid should 
have a card that he did not write. Ask kids to take turns reading what is on the 
cards and guessing who might have written those things.

• Explain that when our hope is in Jesus, it is worth giving up things to go where 
He wants us to go.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to the 
hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the following 
cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.

• Debrief: “In this game—when the music stopped—where did you go?” (to stand 
inside the hoop) Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, but God 
always provides for us. God is our perfect source of hope. His will is always the 
best place for us to be.”

2. GOSPEL SWAP (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 77)
• Players sit in chairs that are facing each other in a circle, except one player 

(or coach) stands in the middle. Go around the circle and assign everyone the 
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name of one of the Gospels (Matthew, Mark, Luke, John). The person in the 
middle calls out one or two Gospels. Those TeamKIDs must switch seats. The 
person in the middle tries to find an empty chair before the other players do. 
The person in the middle may also call out “Gospels!” so that everyone must 
switch seats.

• Debrief: “In this game, there was no way to know which names would be called 
next. Only God can know the future. We can always trust His plan. He gives  
us hope!”

3. FREEZE (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 78)
• When the coach says, “Go!” the teams try to run to the opposite sides of the 

room. Once teams pass the center line, they can be tagged by the opposing 
team. A tagged player is “frozen.” A player can be unfrozen in two ways: 1. A 
player who has made it to the safe zone can give up his position, touch the 
shoulder of the frozen player, and return to the original side. 2. A player can 
come across, touch the shoulder of the frozen player, and then return.

• Debrief: “In this game players could be ‘saved’ when a player who had already 
made it to the safety zone risked her safety to rescue a frozen player. God made 
the ultimate sacrifice for us when He sent Jesus to die on a cross for our sins to 
save us! What are some everyday ways you can sacrifice for others?” (give time, 
money, care, and so forth)

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 75: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Paper
   Envelopes
   Stickers
   Pencils
   Art supplies

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Paul used his first letter to Timothy to give 
instructions for leading new believers in his church. He encouraged Timothy, 
and all Christians, that we must always put our hope in the living God.” 

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in prayer, thanking God for Paul’s letter to Timothy that 
teaches us how to set an example for all believers.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. As TeamKIDs are waiting to be picked up, supply paper, 
art supplies, and envelopes so that children can write an encouraging note to 
someone they know.

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHY SHOULD we  
LOVE OTHERS?
WE DEMONSTRATE OUR LOVE FOR GOD BY LOVING OTHERS AND 

SHOWING GOD’S LOVE FOR THEM.

THE GOOD NEWS OF JESUS IS THE SINGLE MOST LIFE-

CHANGING PIECE OF INFORMATION THIS WORLD HAS, AND 

WE RECEIVED IT FIRST BY WORD OF MOUTH. WHEN JESUS 

TASKED THE DISCIPLES WITH GOING AND MAKING MORE 

DISCIPLES,  THEY SHARED THIS GOOD NEWS IN THEIR HOMES, 

IN THEIR COMMUNITIES,  AND EVEN IN OTHER COUNTRIES. 

THE GOOD NEWS HAS SINCE TRAVELED ALL OVER THE  

WORLD AND EVEN MADE ITS WAY TO THIS TIME AND PLACE. 

WE ARE CALLED TO MAKE DISCIPLES OF JESUS BY SHARING  

THE GOSPEL. 

BIBLE VERSE
The one who does not love does not know God, because God is love. 1 John 4:8

BONUS VERSE
Love finds no joy in unrighteousness but rejoices in the truth. It bears all things, 
believes all things, hopes all things, endures all things. 1 Corinthians 13:6-7

BIBLE STORY
God Is Love (1 John 4:7–5:4)

BIBLE TRUTH
We demonstrate our love for God by loving others and showing God’s love for them.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: The Bible tells me to love others in my community and world.

• Middle Kids: God tells me to connect with others and show them His love. 

• Preteens: God tells me to connect with all types of people and show them His love.

BIBLE SKILL
Applies biblical principles to personal and social issues.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 75).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Mini-marshmallows
   Toothpicks

TO DO:
   Distribute marshmallows and toothpicks to 

each table.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite each child to sit at a table and build a shape or 
structure. Demonstrate how to connect the marshmallows with the toothpicks, 
making a special point to focus on the word connect. Allow children to share and 
discuss their creations with the group.

• Explain that in today’s Bible story, TeamKIDs will learn why it’s important to 
connect with other people.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Draw a large heart shape on a dry 

erase board or piece of paper.

Tell the Bible story. 
Say: “You used toothpicks to connect the marshmallows in your structures. What 
does it mean to connect?” (to bring together) As believers, God wants us to connect 
with other people. Ask: “Why do you think that’s important?” (So that we can show 
those people God’s love as a part of everyday life.)

Explain that TeamKIDs will hear a lot about love in today’s story. Invite children to 
make the shape of a heart using both hands whenever they hear the word love.

Open your Bible to 1 John 4 and 5. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

GOD IS LOVE
BASED ON 1 JOHN 4:7–5:4

One reason John wrote his first letter is that he wanted people to know 
what real love is. He wanted them not to think about the kind of love a 
husband and wife have but the kind of love God has for His children.

John often used the phrases God is love and love comes from God. He 
emphasized that everyone who has true love is a child of God and knows 
God. He described God’s love as God sending His only son Jesus into 
the world so that people could have true life through Him. How amazing 
is this love? God did it not because people loved Him, but because He 
loved them enough to send His son to give them forgiveness.

John pointed out that if God loved people like that, Christians should 
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love one another. Although people have not seen God in person, they 
can see His love in Christians when Christians show love to others.

A believer can be sure that God lives in him because God sends His 
Spirit to live in Christians.

John, one of Jesus’ disciples, had seen for himself that God sent Jesus 
to be the Savior of the world. He wanted everyone to know what God had 
done for them. Anyone who firmly believes that Jesus is the Son of God 
has God in him and he is in God.

John continued talking about God with the simple statement “God is 
love.” Anyone who lives in love, lives in God; and God lives in them. That 
gives people confidence they will one day be with Jesus.

Who loved first? God did! We love because He loved us first. People 
show their love for God as they love others and show God’s love for them.

John said people show they love God’s children by loving Him and 
obeying Him. Love for God is simple. It is keeping God’s commands. 
Those commands are not hard because faith has overcome the world.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: ”We demonstrate our love for God by loving others and showing God’s 

love for them. This Bible passage from 1 John reminds us that God calls us to 
love others as He loves them. It is often easy to love people we get along with and 
people who are kind to us, but God also calls us to love people who are unkind, 
rude, or who hurt our feelings. The sin, disobedience, and hurtful things that we 
have done toward God far outweigh the wrong things others have done to us. 
John reminds believers that because God has forgiven us and loved us, we can 
love and forgive others with that same kind of love.”

Review the Bible story.
• Ask for TeamKIDs to recall elements of the Bible story that helped define love. 

(God is love; God loved first; People show their love for God as they love others 
and show God’s love for them; We show God’s love by loving and obeying Him.) 
Write the children’s comments on the board in the shape of a big heart. Remind 
TeamKIDs that God’s love for us is much bigger and deeper than we understand. 
He calls us to demonstrate our love for other people by showing God’s love to 
them—a never-giving-up kind of love.

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Help TeamKIDs brainstorm five ways they can show God’s love to others and 
then list or draw them.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead children in a prayer thanking God for His love and asking Him to help them 

share His love with others. 
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Strips of construction paper 

(bookmark size), crayons, markers, or 
colored pencils, heart stickers (optional) 

   Activity 2: Small, soft ball

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Distribute art 

supplies to small groups.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

MAKE A BIBLE MARKER
• Give each child a strip of construction paper and access to art supplies. Instruct 

TeamKIDs to write the words of the Bible verse and decorate the bookmarks. Give 
younger children the option to draw pictures. Give ideas for creativity, such as 
using heart stickers or drawing hearts to replace the word love (the word is used 
twice in the verse). 

• Say: “We’ve been learning that the Bible commands us to love others like Jesus 
loves us. Sometimes that is easy to do, but sometimes it is difficult. Think of some 
examples of when it might be difficult to love someone. Then, come up with a 
solution of how you could show love to that person anyway.”

• Lead TeamKIDs to share examples of how to love others when it might be difficult 
to love. Be sensitive to different TeamKIDs who may not feel comfortable sharing. 
Consider partnering TeamKIDs together to discuss the different scenarios. 
Encourage TeamKIDs to place their Bible markers in their Bibles to remind them 
that God is love, and He wants us to show His love to others.

POPCORN
• Write the Bible verse (words and reference) on the board: The one who does not 

love does not know God, because God is love. 1 John 4:8

• Lead TeamKIDs to sit in a circle. Demonstrate a pattern of throwing the ball up, 
clapping once, and catching the ball. While the ball is in the air, the person with 
the ball says one word of the verse and then passes it to the next person in the 
circle to imitate. After each round, add one more clap and one more word of the 
Bible verse. Play several rounds as time permits. 

• Say: “This verse teaches us that if we don’t love others, our actions are showing 
that we don’t know God, because God is love. The opposite is true, too! When  
we show love toward others, especially people who may be more difficult to  
love, we are living out our faith by showing others we love God and the people  
He created.” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 77: “Lesotho Photos”

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing “The Gospel to 

Lesotho” video to remind TeamKIDs 
of missions in Lesotho.

• Look at the photos together and ask volunteers to read the captions aloud. 

• Say: “The Floras demonstrate their love for God and others by making sure that 
the people, even in the most remote villages of a tiny African country, are able to 
hear about Jesus.”

• Ask kids to stand and listen to the statements you read about life in Lesotho. Ask 
them to stand to the right side of the room if they’d like to experience that activity 
or to the left side of the room if they would not.

• The Floras sometimes have to travel by horse to villages they can’t get to in 
their truck.

• The Floras have to make their own bread.

• The Basotho hunt or fish for the meat they eat. 

• Lightning often strikes in the mountains, so they have to be extra careful  
in storms.

• Each Saturday the Floras travel to villages to share the gospel.

• They see many unusual animals like kudu and warthog.

• They make hamburgers out of warthog meat.

• Basotho kids walk up to eight miles across the mountains to get to school.

• Say: “This gives you a little glimpse into what life is like in Lesotho for the Flora 
family and for the Basotho people. Living among the Basotho people is one way 
the Floras show their love for God and others.”

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. BEACH TAG (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 79)
• Instruct players to get into a scattered formation on the Beach (designated play 

area), designating two or three players as It. Players may run anywhere on the 
Beach and Bridges, but to cross the Ocean they must be in a Boat. Be sure to 
physically walk to each area and demonstrate the boundaries.

• Debrief: “At the beginning of the game, you were shown where each section of 
the Beach was located. You could not have played the game without knowing 
what each space represented. I could have just used words to tell you, but instead, 
actually showing you made it a lot easier to understand. Love is not really love 
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unless it is shown. Words are not enough! How can you show God’s love to others 
this week?

2. CONNECTION (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 80)
• The goal of the game is for teams to collect as many beanbags as possible. For a 

team to collect a beanbag, one player from that team (the catcher) must move to a 
hoop containing at least one beanbag. That player’s partner (the passer) remains 
at her team’s cone with the ball. The passer makes a pass to the catcher who 
attempts to catch the ball with both feet inside the hoop. If the pass is caught, the 
catcher returns to his team’s cone with their ball and one beanbag from the hoop 
he was standing in.

• Debrief: “This game required teamwork. The passer and the catcher had to 
connect for the team to collect a beanbag. God wants us to connect with others, 
to share our lives and His love.”

3. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to the 
hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the following 
cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.

• Debrief: “In this game–when the music stopped–where did you go?” (to stand 
inside the hoop) Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, but 
there is always a safe place. God is our perfect source of hope, even when there is 
nowhere else to turn.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert” 
   Item 75: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Painter’s tape (optional)

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Say: “John wrote his first letter because he wanted people to 
understand and share the kind of love God has for His children. God is love! John 
said people show they love God’s children by loving Him and obeying Him.” 

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for His love and asking Him to 
give them opportunities to share His love with others.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack. 

• Close the meeting. Form two teams–X’s and O’s. (As an option, use the tape 
to make X’s and O’s on the children’s shirts.) Give each team member the 
opportunity to say the Bible verse or bonus verse. Those who say the verse 
correctly may take a spot on the board. Continue rounds until all children are 
picked up.

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHO IS IN CONTROL?
JESUS IS THE CREATOR AND RULER OF ALL THINGS. 

AS CHRISTIANS LEARN TO LIVE OUT THEIR FAITH, IT IS 

IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER WHO IS IN ULTIMATE CONTROL. 

PAUL’S LETTER TO THE COLOSSIAN CHURCH WAS WRITTEN 

WHILE HE WAS IN PRISON. PAUL WROTE TO REMIND 

BELIEVERS THAT CHRIST’S MESSAGE WAS NOT JUST FOR 

SOME BUT FOR EVERYONE. JESUS IS GOD THE SON, AND 

AS GOD, HE IS IN CONTROL OF ALL THINGS. CHRISTIANS 

ARE NOT IN CONTROL OF HOW OTHERS RESPOND TO 

THE GOSPEL MESSAGE. INSTEAD, WE ARE CALLED TO BE 

FAITHFUL TO TRUST GOD, HOPE IN HIM, AND PRAY FOR 

OTHERS TO ENCOUNTER THE HOPE WE HAVE IN JESUS.

BIBLE VERSE
All things were created through him [Jesus], and apart from him not one thing was 
created that has been created John 1:3

BONUS VERSE
God saw all that he had made, and it was very good indeed. Evening came and then 
morning: the sixth day. Genesis 1:31

BIBLE STORY
Christ Is Over All Things (Colossians 1)

BIBLE TRUTH
Jesus is the creator and ruler of all things. 

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Jesus ascended to heaven but promised He would return one day. 

• Middle Kids: Jesus ascended to heaven but promised He would return one day. 

• Preteens: Jesus sits at God’s right hand and intercedes for us as our advocate, 
mediator, and high priest. When Jesus returns, all things will be made new. 

BIBLE SKILL
Learns the Bible is God’s message about Himself and how He rescues and 
transforms us.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 75).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Multiple packages of 

plastic cups
   Index cards

TO DO:
   Distribute materials to large group or 

smaller groups of 2-4.

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite them to build a tower using the plastic cups and index 
cards. The goal should be to make the tower as tall as possible. For safety reasons, 
children should not stand in chairs.

• When the time is up, comment that the tower is very tall! Explain that we can use 
materials to make things, but only God can truly create something from nothing. 
His creation is miraculous—mountains, oceans, planets, and galaxies! Everything 
was created through Jesus and for Jesus. God created everything in heaven and 
on earth, things that can be seen and things that cannot be seen.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Index cards
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO
   Write one review question on 

each index card.
   Tape index cards under chairs in 

the room. 
   Arrange chairs in a circle. 

(optional)

Tell the Bible story. 
Ask TeamKIDs to think of a time they were upset because they were not in control 
of something that happened to them. Invite volunteers to share.

Say, “As much as we would sometimes like to be, people are not in control. Only 
God is in control. He is above all things!”

Open your Bible to Colossians 1. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

CHRIST IS OVER ALL THINGS
BASED ON COLOSSIANS 1

Paul began his letter to the Colossians, people who lived in Colossae, 
with wonderful, encouraging words. Paul shared that he and Timothy 
thanked God for the Colossian believers whenever they prayed. They 
had heard of the great faith in Jesus and the love for God’s people that 
the believers in Colossae had. Paul pointed out that their love grew from 
the hope saved for them in heaven. Paul knew the Christians in Colossae 
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had heard the true message of Jesus and that many more people were 
hearing and believing the gospel. The people in Colossae had heard the 
gospel not from Paul but from Epaphras, another person who preached 
about Jesus. He was the one who told Paul about the love the Colossian 
Christians had.

Paul and his helpers continually prayed that God would give the 
Christians in Colossae wisdom and understanding through His Spirit. 
Then the Christians would live worthy lives as they did good deeds that 
helped others want to know more about Jesus.

Paul reassured the Colossian believers that Jesus is God. They cannot 
see God the Father, but they can see what Jesus is like to understand 
what God the Father is like. Everything was created through Jesus and for 
Jesus. God created all things in heaven, things on earth, things that can 
be seen, things that cannot be seen, powers and rulers through Jesus and 
for Him.

Jesus is the head of the church. He is God’s firstborn Son who was 
raised from death. God was pleased to have everything about Himself 
live in Jesus, too. God worked through His Son to bring people back to 
Himself. At one time or another, every person is far from God and is even 
an enemy to God. However, because of Jesus’ death on the cross, God 
has made people holy and without fault before Him when they trust in 
Him for salvation.

Paul noted that this gospel (good news) is for everyone. Paul happily 
proclaimed that he also was a servant of this gospel message.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Paul helped the Colossian Christians understand that Jesus is God the Son. 

Because He is God, Jesus is the creator and ruler of all things. This is good 
news for Christians because it means that Jesus is in control of all things. As we 
live out our faith through our words, actions, and attitudes, we can be bold and 
have confidence in who God is. We don’t have to worry about how other people 
respond to the truth of God, but we can be faithful to believe and hope that God is 
in control no matter what. He can be trusted with everything.” 

• Ask TeamKIDs to stop, be silent, close their eyes and think of some things they 
might encounter in the next week that might make them feel out of control. After 
a few seconds, with all eyes still closed, say aloud, “God is in control of all things, 
and we can trust Him!”

Review the Bible story.  
• Explain that some TeamKIDs are sitting in a “hot seat.” On cue, each child should 

look to see if she has an index card taped under the chair. Invite those with a card 
under their seats to answer the questions one at a time, with help from other 
TeamKIDs if needed.

1. Paul shared that he and ___________________thanked God for the Colossian 
believers whenever they prayed. (Timothy)

2. Paul and his helpers continually prayed that God would give the Christians in 
Colossae wisdom and understanding through His_________________. (Spirit)

3. Paul reassured the Colossian believers that ________ is God. (Jesus)
4. God created _________things. (all)
5. Paul noted that this gospel (good news) is for ________________. (everyone)
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Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Instruct TeamKIDs to complete the picture, adding living things that God created. 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home. 

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer, thanking God for His power and asking Him to give 

TeamKIDs strength to trust in His amazing power.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Plastic cups (7), a flat surface 

(desk or table) from which all children 
can see

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write word 

phrases of the Bible verse 
inside the plastic cups: All 
things were created/through 
him [Jesus],/and apart 
from him/not one thing 
was created/that has been 
created John 1:3. 

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

GUESS IT
• Display three cups to the TeamKIDs, two cups that have nothing written on them, 

and one cup with one of the verse phrases written inside. Place the cups rim-side 
down and move them in various motions. After several moves, ask TeamKIDs 
which cup has the verse phrase written on it. The TeamKID who correctly 
guesses the verse cup, can hold onto it. Continue playing, adding a new verse 
cup to each round. Let volunteers be the “cup mover” if desired. Once all of the 
verse cups have been identified, the TeamKIDs holding the verse cups should 
stand in the correct verse order. Lead the group to say the Bible verse together. 

• Say: “This verse helps us remember that the Bible is all about God. The first thing 
we learn about God from the Bible is that He created. As Creator, God has all 
authority over His creation. When humans disobeyed and rebelled against God, 
He sent His Son Jesus to rescue us from sin when we repent and trust in Him. 
We don’t have to guess and hope we are correct like we did with the cups in our 
game. We can know with certainty that God is real, He is in control, and He wants 
everyone to trust in Him.”

JUMP, JUMP, CLAP
• Ask TeamKIDs to stand up, spread out, and “Jump, Jump, Clap” several times all 

together. (This is a common rhythm heard in music and at sporting events.) 
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• Once the rhythm is established among the group, add in the words of today’s 
bonus verse with the movements: God saw all that he had made, and it was very 
good indeed. Evening came and then morning: the sixth day. Genesis 1:31) 

• Say: “This verse reminds us that God created, and He called His creation good! 
Jesus was with God the Father in the beginning of creation. God has all authority 
over everything He made, and He is in control of all things.”

REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Brown and green construction paper
   Scissors
   Crayons
   Tape

TO DO:
   Cue the “National Church 

Planter” video. 

• Say: “We have been learning about missions in the small mountain country of 
Lesotho. The Floras work with national Christians who tell their own people about 
Jesus. Lesotho is a beautiful country, and they want all people to know that the 
only true God is the creator of everything.”

• Play the video.

• After the video, distribute construction paper, scissors, and crayons to each child. 
Ask kids to cut out a mountain from their paper. Invite kids to write one thing 
they can pray for the Floras or for the people of Lesotho.

• Tape the mountains, making a mountain range, to a wall or bulletin board.

• Say: “Lesotho is a mountain country. Let’s look at these mountains this month 
and remember to pray for the country and for the missionaries and Christians 
who are telling people about the Creator.”

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. BALL BALANCE RELAY (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 81)
• Teams stand on the starting line and work together to lift the ball with the 

noodles—without touching the ball with hands. Once the ball is overhead, the 
team must move as a group to the turnaround point and back to the starting line 
without dropping the ball. If the ball falls, the entire team returns to the beginning 
and starts over. The first team to make it to the turnaround point and back wins.

• Debrief: “In this game, it was really hard to control the ball! It can be unsettling to 
feel like we are not in control, but thankfully, we know who is in control! God is 
over all things, and we can trust Him!”

2. ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS RUN (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 82)
• This game is an active version of Rock, Paper, Scissors. Team members consult 
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secretly to determine what their choice will be (rock, paper, or scissors). Rock 
breaks scissors, scissors cut paper, and paper covers rock. Once teams agree on 
which object they want to be, everyone comes to center court. On the count 
of three, they all perform that action. Form a rock by rolling up in a ball, paper 
lies flat on the floor, and scissors stand in the form of an X and make a cutting 
motion. The losing team runs back to their side of the court, and the winning 
team tries to tag them. Players who are tagged will join the other team for the 
next round. 

• Debrief: “When this game was played, team members had to agree on whether to 
be rock, paper, or scissors before they ran to the center. Players had to trust that 
their teammates would do the action agreed upon. Trust is very important. The 
Bible says that Jesus promises to return one day. We know His promises are true, 
so we can trust God’s Word!”

3. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to the 
hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the following 
cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.

• Debrief: “In this game–when the music stopped–where did you go?” (to stand 
inside the hoop) Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, but 
there is always a safe place. God is our perfect source of hope, even when there 
is nowhere else to turn.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert” 
   Item 75: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Item 78: “I Love God’s Creation Poster”
   Art supplies

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “Paul’s letter to the Colossians shared that Jesus is 
the creator and ruler of all things. Paul also expressed his gratefulness to be a 
messenger of the gospel. He made it clear to his readers that Christ’s message is 
not just for some but for everyone.”

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for being in control of and above 
all things. Ask Him to help TeamKIDs trust in that promise.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack. 

• Close the meeting. Review the Bible verse with TeamKIDs (“All things were 
created through him [Jesus], and apart from him not one thing was created that 
has been created.” John 1:3) Distribute an “I Love God’s Creation Poster” to each 
TeamKID, and invite children to illustrate things they love that God created.

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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HOW DOES JESUS GIVE  
US HOPE?
BECAUSE JESUS DIED ON THE CROSS FOR OUR SINS, DEFEATED 

DEATH, AND ROSE AGAIN, WE HAVE HOPE.

JESUS IS OUR LIVING HOPE. PETER WROTE THE BOOK OF  

1 PETER TO ENCOURAGE BELIEVERS.  WE ALL INEVITABLY FACE 

TRIALS AND PERSECUTION AS A RESULT OF OUR WALK WITH 

JESUS.  PETER’S LETTER REMINDS US THAT EVERYTHING IN 

THIS LIFE WILL EVENTUALLY DISAPPEAR, BUT GOD’S WORD 

WILL REMAIN. LET’S REMEMBER THE HOPE WE HAVE IN WHAT 

IS ETERNAL, NOT WHAT IS TEMPORARY.

BIBLE VERSE
Because of his great mercy he has given us new birth into a living hope through the 
resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead. 1 Peter 1:3b

BONUS VERSE
He is not here. For he has risen, just as he said. Come and see the place where he lay. 
Matthew 28:6

BIBLE STORY
Living Hope (1 Peter 1)

BIBLE TRUTH
Because Jesus died on the cross for our sins, defeated death, and rose again, we  
have hope.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Jesus died on the cross, and God raised Him from the dead. 

• Middle Kids: Jesus died to pay the penalty for sin. 

• Preteens: Jesus’ crucifixion, burial, and resurrection were a necessary part of God’s 
plan for the forgiveness of sin.

BIBLE SKILL
Knows that the Bible tells about God’s plan to rescue us. Knows how to use the Bible to 
tell someone about God and Jesus.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 75).
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   A large, open area

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite children to work together to spell out the words Jesus 
and hope on the floor using arms, legs, and torsos. Depending on the number 
of children you are working with, this can be done one letter at a time, or all 
together with larger groups. 

• Ask the group to think about what the words Jesus and hope have in common. 
Conclude that Jesus gives us hope, and Jesus is the very definition of hope. 

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Assemble number cube as 

directed. Write numbers on each 
cube face. 

Tell the Bible story.
Ask: “In what way do you think Jesus gives believers hope?” (Allow TeamKIDs to 
respond and discuss.) Say: “Today we will learn that because Jesus died on the 
cross for our sins, defeated death, and rose again, we have hope.”

Open your Bible to 1 Peter 1. Hold the Bible open on your lap, and tell the Bible story 
in your own words.

LIVING HOPE
BASED ON 1 PETER 1

Peter wrote his first letter to Christians who lived in many different 
places. Peter began with praise to God who is the Father of the Lord 
Jesus Christ. He gave thanks that God gives living hope to believers 
because of Jesus’ resurrection from the dead. Along with that hope 
comes an inheritance kept in heaven for believers. Peter explained that 
God could help them be joyful and continue on even when they were 
suffering difficulties.

Peter was sure the difficulties had come to the believers to help them 
realize the living hope they have access to because of Jesus. Though 
they had not seen Jesus in person, they loved Him and even not seeing 
Him, they believed in Him and were filled with complete and utter joy. 
Their salvation is the result of their faith in Jesus.

Peter pointed out that the prophets who lived long before them spoke 
of the time when the Messiah, Jesus, would come. Peter’s readers could 
be glad they had learned  what was going to happen.
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Because of all these things, Peter challenged Christians to stay faithful 
even if difficult times came. He urged them to set their hope on the 
blessing they would be given when Jesus returns to earth. They should 
continue to be obedient to God as they wait. They should respect Him 
because He is the Father. They should remember Jesus’ great sacrifice 
that paid the price for them to be free from the punishment of sin. 
Jesus was chosen for this even before the world was created. Because 
Jesus died on the cross for peoples’ sin, defeated death, and rose again, 
Christians have hope in Him. Peter declared that people, like grass and 
flowers will die, but the Word of God lasts forever.

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Living out the Christian faith can feel hopeless sometimes, but Christians 

have hope because of Jesus. Because of our faith and hope in Jesus, we can 
continue on in faithfulness even when difficult times come. When we feel weak 
or feel like giving up, we can remember what is true about God through His Word, 
the Bible. We can live in confident hope, not in ourselves or our own actions, but 
in who Jesus is—who He always has been and who He will always be. Jesus never 
changes, and we can live in hope knowing that He is the same yesterday, today, 
and tomorrow.” 

Review the Bible story.
• Discuss different situations where a person might feel hopeless. Examples: 

Not making a sports team; a friend who betrays your trust; getting a bad grade; 
parents arguing; and so forth. 

• Ask: ”How could someone find hope in each of these situations?” (God’s Word is 
true and lasts forever!) Lead TeamKIDs to share ways they can respond in hope 
and faith to the various situations. 

• Say: ”Because Jesus died on the cross for our sins, defeated death, and 
rose again, we have hope. Christians can lean on the promises in God’s Word 
whenever we need hope—no matter where we are or what we are going through.” 

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Say: “Peter wrote his first letter to Christians who lived in many different places. 
God loves people everywhere! Flip a coin onto the page. Whatever letter it lands 
on or nearest, name a place that begins with that letter. (For example, L=Library, 
I-Ice Skating Rink, V-Vacation)

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
Lead children in a prayer thanking God for the hope we have in Jesus and asking 
Him to allow each child to remember His promises of hope in difficult times.
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Large craft sticks, cup to hold the 

sticks, permanent marker
   Activity 2: Concordances, dry erase board 

and dry erase marker or bulletin board 
paper and markers

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Write each 

word of the Bible verse 
(including reference) on 
a craft stick and place the 
sticks in a cup or jar.

 
PICK A STICK
• Pass the cup of sticks around the circle. Children are directed to take one stick at a 

time. Go around more than one time if needed to dispense all the sticks.

• Instruct TeamKIDs to work together to complete the Bible verse. When the 
children are finished, open the Bible to 1 Peter 1:3 to check accuracy.

• Say: “God is merciful to us because He does not give us the just punishment for 
our sin that we deserve. Instead, He gives us His grace and forgiveness when we 
trust in Him and repent of our sin. Because of our faith in Jesus, we have hope. 
We can hope in God’s promises to us and that He is working in us to share Jesus 
with others. Jesus is our living hope!” 

SHARE HOPE
• Form small groups. Give each group a physical concordance or access to an 

online concordance. Use concordances to research Bible passages that give 
hope. Instruct TeamKIDs to work together to find a verse they would share with 
someone who is feeling hopeless. Allow each group to write its chosen verse and 
reference on the board or on a strip of bulletin board paper. Lead groups to share 
their findings with the class. 

• Say: “The Bible has say a lot to say about hope. We are called to hope even when 
we can’t see the outcome. Our hope is not in ourselves or our circumstances. 
Instead, our hope is in a person, Jesus Christ. When we hope in Him, we can 
trust that He is doing what He says He will do through His Word. Hoping in Jesus 
brings us peace and patience to continue following Him.”

REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 77: “Lesotho Photos” 

(also used in Meeting 32)
   Paper
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing the “National 

Church Planter” video to remind 
TeamKIDs about missions in Lesotho.

• Show the Lesotho photos again and point out the daughters.

• Say: “Gracie, Anna, and Rebekah have hope in the Lord because of what Jesus has 
done for them. And they have grown-up understanding what it means to follow  
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Jesus and be obedient to Him. They love life in Lesotho, but they are willing to go 
wherever Jesus asks.”

• Distribute paper and pencils and challenge kids to write a description for 
themselves, as if it were a caption to a photo. What are the main things they 
would share about themselves? Challenge them to include a statement about 
Jesus or their faith. Be sensitive to kids who might struggle with this. Their 
statement could be as simple as, “She is learning about Jesus at church.”

• Give kids a chance to read their captions to the group, if they choose. 

• Say: “God created each of us to love Him and be on mission with Him. Who you 
are matters to God and to His kingdom. As you grow closer to Jesus, ask Him how 
you can best lead others to Him.”

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. CATCH THE CANE (PLAYBOOK PAGE 83)
• One child is It and stands in the middle of the circle holding a pool noodle 

with one end on the floor. The player in the middle calls out a number and 
simultaneously lets go of the “cane.” The TeamKID whose number was called tries 
to catch the cane before it falls to the floor. If he fails, he becomes the new It.

• Debrief: “In this game, players hope to catch the cane before it hits the ground, 
but there is no way to know what will happen. Some people think hoping in Jesus 
is like that, but that isn’t true. Putting our hope in Jesus is not just taking a chance 
or wishing. Our confidence comes, not in our efforts of hoping, but in the One 
we are hoping in—Jesus Himself. Because Jesus died on the cross for our sins, 
defeated death, and rose again, we have hope.”

2. BASEBALL FREE-FOR-ALL (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 84)
• Form two teams, one team will bat while the other is in the field. Instead of three 

outs, each player gets a turn at bat. When all players on one team have hit,  
that team moves to the field.

• Options: Rather than a baseball, you can use a beach ball, or kick a soccer ball. 
If the fielding player throws the ball past home plate before the runner reaches 
home, the runner is out. Runs are counted like in baseball.

• Debrief: “In this version of baseball, unlike the traditional game, teams didn’t 
switch positions until every player got a chance at bat. Each inning, no one was 
left out. Likewise, ALL people have the opportunity to receive Jesus as Savior and 
spend eternity in heaven. No one is left out!” Share the gospel with kids so they 
can understand how to follow Jesus.

3. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to  
the hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the  
following cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.
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• Debrief: Ask: “In this game—when the music stopped—where did you go?” (to 
stand inside the hoop) Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, 
but there is always a safe place. God is our perfect source of hope, even when 
there is nowhere else to turn.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 79: “Number Cube”
   Item 75: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack.

• Review of Bible story. Go around the room and give each TeamKID the 
opportunity to roll a number cube. For whatever number is rolled (1-6), the 
child should try to remember that same number of facts from the Bible story. 
Encourage unique answers, and allow children to help each other. Assist with 
answers as needed. Say: “In his letter, Peter challenged Christians to stay faithful 
even during difficult times. He encouraged them to remain obedient to God and 
set their hope on the blessing they would be given when Jesus returns to earth.” 

• Pray. Lead children in prayer thanking God for the hope we have in Jesus and 
asking Him to help each child remain faithful and obedient, even when times  
are difficult.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Arrange children in two circles of equal number, one inside 
the other. Both circles face each other. TeamKIDs practice the Bible verse or 
bonus verse with the person directly in front of them. Then, on the signal, the 
inside circle moves one space to the right, so that each child is facing a  
different child. Repeat as time allows.

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO 
LIVE OUT OUR FAITH?
WE DON’T KNOW WHEN JESUS WILL RETURN, SO WE SHOULD LIVE 

OUT OUR FAITH NOW.

SOMETIMES WE ARE GUILTY OF LIVING IN ROUTINE, FOCUSING 

ON DAILY LIFE WHILE FORGETTING WHY WE ARE CALLED TO 

LIVE OUT OUR FAITH IN PRACTICAL AND TANGIBLE WAYS. 

PAUL’S LETTER TO THE CHURCH IN THESSALONICA WAS 

WRITTEN TO ENCOURAGE AND STRENGTHEN THEIR FAITH. 

WE DON’T KNOW WHEN JESUS RETURNS, BUT WE DO KNOW 

THAT HE CALLS US TO MAKE THE MOST OF OUR TIME AND 

OPPORTUNITIES.  WE CAN LIVE ON MISSION EACH DAY.

BIBLE VERSE
Rejoice always, pray constantly, give thanks in everything; for this is God’s will for you 
in Christ Jesus. 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18

BONUS VERSE
I am the LORD, and there is no other; there is no God but me. I will strengthen you, 
though you do not know me. Isaiah 45:5

BIBLE STORY
Day of the Lord (1 Thessalonians 5)

BIBLE TRUTH
We don’t know when Jesus will return, so we should live out our faith now.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: God wants people to pray and read their Bible daily. Christians can 

encourage one another. 

• Middle Kids: God wants people to communicate with Him through praying and 
reading the Bible daily. 

• Preteens: God provides resources and other believers to help disciples grow in  
their faith.

BIBLE SKILL
Locates all the books of the Bible in a limited time frame.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this meeting’s 
Parent Connection (Item 75). 
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Glow stick bracelets (multi 

packs can be purchased at most 
discount stores)

TO DO:
   Activate and hide glow stick 

bracelets throughout the room so 
that TeamKIDs can find them. 

   Dim the lights in the room. 

• As TeamKIDs arrive, invite them to search the room, looking for objects that 
create light in the (semi) dark room.

• Explain that in today’s Bible story, Paul used the terms day and light to mean 
people who were believers in Jesus while night and darkness meant people who 
had not trusted in Jesus.

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Glow bracelets (1 per child)
   Pencils

Tell the Bible story. 
Ask: “Why do you think it’s important to live out our faith?” (Answers will vary.) 
Summarize answers by stating the Bible truth: We don’t know when Jesus will 
return, so we should live out our faith now. Discuss with TeamKIDs what it 
means to “live out their faith.” Explain that as we go about our daily lives, we can 
look for opportunities to show God’s love to people and talk about His love.
 
Open your Bible to 1 Thessalonians 5. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the 
Bible story in your own words.

DAY OF THE LORD
1 THESSALONIANS 5

When Paul wrote one of his letters to the Thessalonian Christians, he 
used the words day, light, night, and dark in different ways than people 
usually think about. Paul used day and light to mean people who were 
believers in Jesus while night and dark meant people who had not 
trusted in Jesus.

Paul wrote, “Brothers and sisters, we don’t need to write to you about 
times and dates when Jesus will return. You know quite well that Jesus 
will come back unexpectedly, somewhat like a thief comes unexpectedly. 
People will say, ‘We have peace and safety.’ Then suddenly the end will 
come.”
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Paul explained that Christians are not in the dark. So they should not be 
surprised that Jesus will return but only surprised when the time comes. 
Christians are children of light and of the day, not belonging to the dark. 
Christians should be watching for Jesus’ return. While they wait, they can 
wear the armor of faith and love and a helmet of salvation.

Jesus died for people so that whether they are alive or dead when He 
returns, they may come to live with Him. For that reason, encourage one 
another. Help one another. Continue doing what you are doing now.

Paul ended his letter urging the Christians to be respectful to those 
who are guiding and teaching them to live the Christian life. Paul also 
encouraged the believers to be patient with everyone and to make it their 
purpose to do good to everyone. He noted, “Always be joyful!”

Apply Bible learning. 
• Say: “Paul advised Christians to wear the armor of faith and love and a helmet 

of salvation while they wait for Christs’ return. These are not physical pieces of 
armor, but they are ways we can live out our faith. We can remember the love, 
faith, and salvation that God has given to us. Knowing who we are in Christ helps 
us stand in confidence when hard times come or people reject what we tell them 
about Jesus. God calls us to be faithful, to trust Him, and to tell others about Him 
because He loves all people and wants them to know and follow Him.”

Review the Bible story.
• Read TeamKIDs the following descriptions. If the description is an example Paul 

gave as living in the light, ask children to raise the glow bracelet. If the description 
is an example of living in the darkness, boys and girls should cover their bracelets.

• These people...

1. ...know quite well that Jesus will come back unexpectedly, somewhat like a 
thief comes unexpectedly. (light)

2. ...have not trusted Jesus. (darkness)
3. ...do not believe in Jesus or expect Him to return like He promised. (darkness) 
4. ...should be watching for Jesus’ return. (light)
5. ...should be patient and joyful as they wait. (light) 

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.

• Say: “Fill in the blanks with more ways to live like Jesus. Then, find a coin and 
game pieces. Take turns flipping the coin. For heads, move forward two spaces. 
For tails, move back one space. Take turns flipping the coin to advance your 
marker toward Jesus.” 

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home. 

Pray.
• Lead children in a prayer, thanking God for the encouragement we find in His 

Word and asking Him to help each child be faithful and obedient as they wait for 
Christ’s return. 
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STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: Bibles, large bubble 

wrap, different colors of fine-
point permanent markers

   Activity 2: Bibles, dry erase board, 
dry erase marker

TO DO:
   Activity 2: Write all the books of the 

New Testament in random order on 
the board.

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

BUBBLE WRAP BIBLE VERSE
• Instruct TeamKIDs to find and read 1 Thessalonians 5:16-18 in the Bible and leave 

the Bible open to the verse for reference.

• Distribute a square piece of bubble wrap (about 12 by 12 inches) to each child. 
Provide access to markers.

• Invite TeamKIDs to pop bubbles and write the letters of the Bible verse on each 
popped circle. Encourage colorful and decorative patterns. Share with boys and 
girls that this can also be used at home as a meaningful suncatcher! 

• Say: “We have been learning so many important truths from the Bible at 
TeamKID. This verse gives us some important action steps as we live out our 
faith. (Lead TeamKIDs to share the action words: rejoice, pray, give.) As we go 
about our daily lives, we can rejoice in who God is, pray for people we know who 
don’t trust in Jesus, and give thanks to God that He is in control.” 

RACE THE CLOCK
• Inform TeamKIDs that you are going to see how many books of the New 

Testament they can locate in three minutes. Explain that boys and girls should 
find one book at a time in the New Testament (listed on the board). After the child 
shows you the book she found, she may circle that book on the board. TeamKIDs 
should only search for books that have not yet been circled.

• Set a timer for three minutes. Make note of how many books were found. Play as 
many rounds as time allows.

• Say: “You guys did a great job! We know that the Bible is a big book. Sometimes it 
can seem overwhelming to know where to start, how to find Bible books, or how 
to understand what the Bible is all about. When we become more familiar with 
our Bibles, we not only learn how to use them for ourselves, but we also learn 
how to teach others to read and study their Bibles, too.”
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Travel magazines or books  

(age-appropriate)

TO DO:
   Cue the “Still Focused” video.

• Say: “Last week we learned more about Gracie, Anna, and Rebekah Flora. Their 
parents are missionaries in Lesotho. Today we’ll learn more about Gracie and 
how God is continuing to use her on mission.”

• Play the video and then ask: “How would you feel if you were getting ready to 
move to a new country for two years?” (sad, excited, nervous) Remind kids that 
God knows all the emotions that people feel when they are getting ready for a big 
change, but we can also trust God to be with us as we live out our faith.

• Show the collections of age-appropriate travel magazines or books that you’ve 
brought. Invite kids to look through them alone or in small groups. Ask them to 
find one fact about one country that they can share with the group. After a few 
minutes of searching, give time for their reports.

• Say: “Learning about other countries is a great way to start to love people all over 
the world, like God does. In each country you mentioned, people need to hear 
about Jesus and understand what it means to live out their faith.”

• Invite kids to say a silent prayer for the countries they discovered.

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed. 

1. TREASURE CHASE (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 85)
• TeamKIDs line up behind a line with hands folded so that there is a small opening 

at the top of their hands. One player faces the line with a small treasure (stone, 
button, and so forth) in his folded hands. The player with the treasure starts at 
either end of the line and puts his hands over each TeamKID’s hands as if to drop 
the treasure into them. One player gets the treasure but, he waits until he thinks 
no one is watching him. At that point he runs toward the goal line at the far end 
of the gym or field. Other players can try to tag the runner before he reaches the 
goal line. 

• Debrief: “In this game, the person who received the treasure did not immediately 
win the round. To get the point, he had to make it to the line without being 
tagged. God gives believers the treasure of salvation, but we must receive the gift 
by making the decision to serve Him.”

2. BOUNCE! (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 86)
• TeamKIDs form two lines (the red team and the blue team) about 15 feet apart. 

Each player in each line gets a number, starting with one (number off). The 
TeamKID leader calls out a number. Then the two TeamKIDs with that number 
must run to a hoop, get their team’s color ball, and bounce it to the other team’s 
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hoop. The first the player to get the ball in the other team’s hoop, return to start, 
and sit down earns a point for that player’s team. The team with the most points 
at the end of the round wins. Play continues as time allows.

• Debrief: “When your team was trying to win the game, you cheered for your team 
and encouraged your teammates. As believers, we are all on the same team–
God’s team! Christians should always strive to encourage one another. 

3. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to the 
hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the following 
cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.

• Debrief: Ask: “In this game—when the music stopped—where did you go?” (to 
stand inside the hoop) Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, 
but there is always a safe place. God is our perfect source of hope, even when 
there is nowhere else to turn.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert” 
   Item 75: “Parent Connection” 
   Church-approved snack
   Bubble wrap Bible verses from 

Stretch It Out

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “In this letter to the people of Thessalonica, Paul 
explained that Christians are children of light and of the day, not belonging to the 
darkness. While we wait for Christ’s return, believers should live our lives in a way 
that is a good example to others.”

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for His promise that Jesus will 
return. Ask God to give each child the strength and faith to live in a way that 
honors Him.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Distribute bubble wrap Bible verses and markers from Stretch 
It Out. Encourage TeamKIDs to add additional color and detail to their designs. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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WHAT ARE WE  
WAITING FOR?
GOD TELLS US TO WAIT PATIENTLY FOR JESUS’ RETURN.

FOR FALLIBLE HUMANS, PATIENCE CAN BE DIFFICULT IN ANY 

SITUATION. BUT THE WAIT FOR CHRIST’S RETURN REQUIRES 

A PATIENCE GREATER THAN ANY OTHER, ONE THAT IS ONLY 

POSSIBLE WITH GOD’S HELP.  IN THE BIBLE BOOK THAT HE 

WROTE, JAMES ENCOURAGED BELIEVERS TO BE PATIENT AS 

THEY WAIT FOR CHRIST’S RETURN–JUST AS A FARMER WAITS 

PATIENTLY FOR HIS CROPS AND FOR THE RAIN–NEVER 

GIVING UP HOPE. THOUGH IT IS WISE TO PLAN AHEAD, 

OUTCOMES ARE CONTROLLED BY GOD ALONE, ONLY HIS 

PLAN IS INEVITABLE.

BIBLE VERSE
You also must be patient. Strengthen your hearts, because the Lord’s coming is 
near. James 5:8

BONUS VERSE
You also be ready, because the Son of Man is coming at an hour you do not expect. 
Luke 12:40 

BIBLE STORY
Waiting on the Lord (James 4:13–5:11)

BIBLE TRUTH
God tells us to wait patiently for Jesus’ return.

LEVEL OF BIBLICAL LEARNING
• Younger Kids: Christians gather to worship and serve God. 

• Middle Kids: Christians set apart people to do certain tasks. 

• Preteens: Christians today are part of the movement Jesus and His  
followers began. 

BIBLE SKILL
Knows and recites all the books of the Bible in a limited time frame.

PARENT CONNECTION
Lead parents deeper into the Bible story and life application by sharing this 
meeting’s Parent Connection (Item 75). 
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WARM-UP (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   A simple jigsaw puzzle (25 pieces 

or less)
   Roll of plastic wrap

TO DO:
   Wrap all the pieces of the puzzle 

separately within a sphere of wrap. 

• Welcome TeamKIDs as they arrive. Seat children in a circle either in chairs or on 
the floor.

• Explain that boys and girls are going to put a puzzle together, but first they will 
have to retrieve all the pieces from the wrap. Pass the ball of wrap around the 
circle, leading each child to unwrap one puzzle piece and pass the ball to another 
TeamKID until all pieces are unwrapped.

• Instruct children to put the puzzle together.

• Say: “You did a great job putting that puzzle together, but it took a long time! It 
took patience to unwrap all the pieces. In today’s Bible story, we are going to talk 
about patience.”

WORKOUT (15-20 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Bible
   Paper plates
   Markers or crayons
   Activity Books (1 per child)
   Pencils

TO DO:
   Distribute one plate and a marker or 

crayon to each child.

Tell the Bible story.
Ask children if they can think of a big reason that patience is important for 
believers. Say: ”God tells us to wait patiently for Jesus’ return. Patience doesn’t 
mean we sit on our thumbs and don’t do anything. Instead, God wants us to be 
about living out our faith as we patiently wait for Jesus to return.” 

Open your Bible to James 4 and 5. Hold the Bible open on your lap and tell the Bible 
story in your own words.

WAITING ON THE LORD
JAMES 4:13–5:11

In James’ letter, right after he wrote about pride and humility, he began 
telling his readers how they should act while they waited for the Lord 
Jesus to come back to earth.

“Listen to me,” James said. “Some of you talk about your plans for 
today or tomorrow to travel to some city. You might plan to stay for a 
year and conduct business. But you don’t really know what may happen 
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tomorrow. You don’t know what your life will be like. You should think 
and talk about doing your plans if God wants you to do them. Instead, 
you are acting proud and boasting. And it’s wrong!”

Then James wrote about the danger of being rich. He said: “You rich 
people, listen to me. You are worried and upset because your riches have 
rotted and your clothes have holes in them. Your gold and silver are rusty. 
You piled up riches, but you didn’t pay the people who work for you. 
Listen to the cries of those who gathered your crops but did not get paid. 
God has heard their prayers.”

James told the people the best way to wait for the Lord. He urged them 
to be patient as they wait. “Look at the farmer,” James wrote. “He waits 
patiently for his crops and is patient until the rains come. Be patient and 
keep hoping because the Lord will come soon.”

James challenged the believers not to complain about each other. He 
urged them to remember what the prophets had said about suffering 
and patience. James also commanded the people not to take an oath or 
swear by heaven, by earth, or by anything else. Instead, James said, “Say 
only ‘yes’ when you mean yes, and ‘no’ when you mean no.

The Christians had many things to do while waiting for Jesus’ return.

Apply Bible learning.
• Say: “Christians have important responsibilities while we wait for Jesus to return. 

Waiting is not a passive activity. As we wait, we are called to live out our faith in 
our words, actions, and attitudes. We can pray for others to know Jesus, look for 
opportunities to share the good new of Jesus with others, and trust God to work 
in the lives of people we love to draw them to repentance and faith. As we wait, 
we can use our time well to live on mission and point others to Jesus.” 

Review the Bible story.
• James challenged believers to let their yes mean yes and no mean no. This 

means that other people could believe their words because they did what they 
said they would do. Give each child a paper plate and instruct children to write 
yes on one side and no on the other. 

• Explain that you are going to read several actions that were mentioned in the 
Bible story. If the statement is true, show the yes side. If it is false, hold up the  
no side.

1. People can predict what is going to happen in the future. (no)
2. Believers should act proud and brag. (no)
3. Believers should be patient like a farmer is patient. (yes)
4. It’s OK for believers to complain about each other to other people. (no)
5. Believers should remember what the prophets had said about suffering and 

patience. (yes)
• Discuss with TeamKIDs specific, practical ways they can put the elements 

of today’s passage into practice. (Give scenarios that include patience, not 
complaining, and so forth.) 

Expand the session.
• Distribute an activity book to each child. Lead kids to complete this week’s 

activities in their activity books.
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• Explain that being patient can be hard, but God’s timing is always perfect! Set a 
timer for two minutes. Ask: “How many new words can you make from the letters 
in ‘Wait on the Lord’ during that time?” Lead TeamKIDs to complete the activity.

• If time permits, allow children to complete side 2 of their activity books or 
encourage children to complete side 2 with their families at home.

Pray.
• Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for the promise of Jesus’ return. Ask 

Him for grace to be patient in all aspects of life.

STRETCH IT OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Activity 1: a set of dominoes, tape, a bag 

or container to hold the dominoes
   Activity 2: Bibles, paint sample 

squares (found in paint and hardware 
stores, most will donate to teachers), 
permanent markers

TO DO:
   Activity 1: Attach a piece of 

tape to the back of each 
domino and write one word 
of the Bible verse on the tape. 

These activities will reinforce today’s Bible skills. Before the meeting, collect the 
materials and supplies needed for each. Assign a coach to lead each activity.

DOMINOES
• Lead TeamKIDs to sit in a circle. Pass around the bag containing the dominoes. 

Lead children to take one domino out of the bag and pass the bag. Repeat until 
there are no more dominoes.

• Instruct children to work together to put the dominoes (words of the verse) in 
order, standing up, close enough to each other so that a ripple can be formed 
when dominoes fall. As they work, say the verse together several times.

• Tip the first domino and watch the ripple of the dominoes being knocked down. 
Repeat as time allows.

• Say: “It is fun to watch the dominoes tap one another to fall down, but it took a lot 
of patience to wait until everyone had finished. Imagine if we had to start over a 
few times. Patience is not always easy, but it is worth it. As we wait with patience 
for Jesus to return, we can tell others about Him and pray they will trust in Jesus.”  

PAINT SAMPLE BIBLE MARKERS
• Invite TeamKIDs to choose a paint sample card.

• Ask kids to locate Luke 12:40 (bonus verse) in the Bible and keep the Bible open.

• Direct children to write the words of the verse decoratively on the card. Send 
the markers home with TeamKIDs to use as a Bible bookmark. As TeamKIDs 
work, encourage them to recite as many New Testament Bible books as they 
can remember. Lead TeamKIDs to place their Bible bookmarks in their Bibles to 
encourage them to read and study God’s Word as we wait for Him to return. 

• Say: “One day, Jesus will return and make all things new. Until that time, we can 
live out our faith and encourage others to follow Jesus, too!” 
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REACH OUT (10-15 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 80: “Mosilisi’s Story”
   Item 81: “Mosilisi Story 

Questions”
   Item 57: “World Map” 

or globe
   Sticky notes

TO DO:
   Consider reviewing one of the videos 

from this unit to remind kids about 
missions in Lesotho.

   Print copies of Item 80 “Mosilisi’s Story” 
and Item 81 “Mosilisi Story Questions.”

   Cut out the story questions.

• Distribute the story and ask for volunteers to read it aloud. 

• Say: “Teresa Flora was able to meet a physical need that Mosilisi had and then was 
able to share Jesus with her and her mom! That’s what missionaries do—they look 
for every opportunity to share the love and message of Jesus. As we wait for Jesus 
to return, we should be doing the same thing—sharing Jesus with everyone.”

• Form four small groups and give each group a question from the mission story. 
Ask them to use their story handouts to answer the questions. Let each group 
share their questions and answers as a review to the story. 

• Say: “We’re learning how God uses missionaries around the world, but also how 
He wants to use us on mission wherever we are.”

• In closing, invite kids to write their name on a sticky note and put it on the map 
or globe. Pray aloud that the kids will be faithful and obedient as they grow closer 
to Jesus. 

TOURNAMENT (15-20 MINUTES)

Lead these games from the TeamKID Playbook one at a time so all children can 
participate. If time permits, include the unit game in the tournament. Review 
Tournament games in the playbook for supplies needed.

1. X’S AND O’S (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 87)
• The TeamKID leader, standing in the neutral area, tosses the oyster shell 

(beanbag) into the air. If it lands with the X side up, the X team members must run 
back to their goal line before a O team member tags (captures) them. 

• The O team scores a point for each X team member captured. The team with the 
most points wins.

• Debrief: “In this game players had to wait to see whether the beanbag would land 
on X or O. It was not a long wait! As Christians, we are to wait for Jesus’ return 
faithfully. We can’t know how long that wait will be, but we can be patient as we 
trust in His promise.”

2. OVERPASS (PLAYBOOK PAGE 88)
• A member of Team 1 holds one ball (volleyball, soccer ball, football, and so forth) 

and a member of Team 2 holds a second ball (same type but different color or 
design). On the signal, each team member passes the ball to the team member on 
his right (or left). The team that completes the full circle with its ball gets a point. 
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The leader can choose to vary the game by calling out, “circle” (the TeamKID with 
the ball must run around the circle before passing the ball) or “bounce the ball” 
and so forth. 

• Debrief: “In Overpass, your teams had to wait for the signal. Any time a person 
has to wait for something, it helps develop patience. Patience is a fruit of the Spirit 
given to believers. We use that patience as we wait for the return of Jesus.”

3. UNIT 6 GAME: MUSICALLY BALANCED (TEAMKID PLAYBOOK PAGE 76)
• TeamKIDs begin in a scattered formation. On the coach’s cue (when the music 

starts), players begin to move around the playing area while avoiding the hoops. 
On the coach’s second cue (when the music stops), TeamKIDs must race to the 
hoop closest to them and stand inside the hoop on one foot. On the following 
cue, TeamKIDs start the process over again.

• Debrief: Ask: “In this game—when the music stopped—where did you go?” (to 
stand inside the hoop). Say: “In life, sometimes we don’t know which way to go, 
but there is always a safe place. God is our perfect source of hope, even when 
there is nowhere else to turn.”

COOL DOWN (5-10 MINUTES)

PROVIDE:
   Item 7: “Allergy Alert”
   Item 75: “Parent Connection”
   Church-approved snack
   Several decks of cards (animal, 

alphabet—any deck of card that has 
multiples of the same card)

TO DO:
   Post the allergy poster listing 

the snack. 

• Review of Bible story. Say: “In today’s Bible story, James wrote a letter about how 
believers should act while waiting for Jesus to come back to earth. He instructed 
that believers should be patient, without complaining, and should remain strong 
in their faith.”

• Pray. Lead TeamKIDs in a prayer thanking God for giving us the patience to wait 
for Jesus’ return.

• Serve the snack. Involve boys and girls in distributing the snack.

• Close the meeting. Form groups of 2-4 and give each group a deck of cards. 
Explain that children will play a game called “Concentration” (sometimes called 
memory), which will require patience, as mentioned in today’s Bible story. 

• TeamKIDs take turns turning over two cards at a time, looking for a match. When 
a child finds a match, she keeps both cards. The object is to have the most cards at 
the end of the game. 

• Give each child his or her personal belongings, Activity Page, and a  
Parent Connection.
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Get the most from your study.

ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

TEAMKID: FOLLOW 
THROUGH YOUNGER 
KIDS ACTIVITY BOOK  
Activities for 36 meetings 
of TeamKID: Follow 
Through (9781087742250) 
Digital: (9781087742311)

TEAMKID: FOLLOW 
THROUGH OLDER KIDS 
ACTIVITY BOOK  
Activities for 36 meetings 
of TeamKID: Follow 
Through (9781087742267) 
Digital: (9781087742304)

TEAMKID: FOLLOW 
THROUGH MISSION DVD 
Mission videos to 
accompany 36 meetings 
of TeamKID: Follow 
Through (9781087742298)

*Also available on the 
DVD-ROM in the Leader 
Kit or Digital Leader Kit

TEAMKID 
ADMINISTRATIVE GUIDE 
A helpful guide that 
provides everything 
needed to begin a 
TeamKID ministry  
(9781535928151) 

Customize your Bible study time with a guided experience 
and additional resources.

TeamKID is a fun, high-energy ministry that encourages kids to 
know Jesus Christ and to grow in a relationship with Him. That’s why 
TeamKID ends with KID. KID stands for Kids in Discipleship! All parts 
of TeamKID — Bible stories, Scripture memory, mission activities, life 
application, and recreation games — connect to teach life lessons 
to kids.

This study will equip you to guide kids and their families as they 
pursue Jesus in practical ways through:

• Key Bible stories in the New Testament Letters

• Practical application points of how kids can live out their faith

• Interactive activities that build Bible skills and understanding

• Engaging activity pages that reinforce key truths each week

• Family connections through additional parent pages and  
     “At Home” activity page summaries 

Your TeamKIDs will walk away from this study:

• Excited to pursue their faith

• Knowing key biblical truths

• Equipped to love their neighbors and live out their faith in daily life

Lifeway designs trustworthy experiences that fuel ministry. Today, 
the ministries of Lifeway reach more than 160 countries around 
the globe. For specific information on Lifeway Kids or TeamKID 
resources, visit lifeway.com/teamkid.
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FOLLOW THROUGH
As kids grow in their faith, they often ask questions such 

as: what does it mean to be part of God’s family, how can 

I follow God right now, or how do I love my neighbor? 

Kids need to hear the Bible’s answers to these questions 

to help them learn to connect their faith to life action.  

(1 Timothy 4:12) TeamKID: Follow Through will lead kids 

to answer questions about loving their neighbor, being 

part of a faith community, and living on mission for Jesus. 

lifeway.com/teamkid
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